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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem of the Dissertation 
The campus ministry has been concerned with the problem 
of men entering the field who do not regard it as a life-long 
ministry. All too frequently they leave thi s specialized 
ministry before they are forty years of age in order to take 
a parish church or become a college or university professor. 1 
Many ministers have not looked at the campus ministry as a 
life work but rather as a temporary service during their 
younger years or while they are looking for their true place 
in life. The problem of this dissertation is to investigate 
the critical factors in why these men leave the campus ministry. 
Those who have studied this profession have noted this 
temporary nature and raised it as a serious problem. In 
1930 the first complete study of the profession showed this 
trend to leave the work, as was noted above. In 1949 Robert 
Walker found that only twenty-four of the fifty campus workers 
studied expected to stay in the profession for life. Walker 
also found out that forty out of his sample of fifty were 
1. Clarence P. Shedd, The Church Follows Its Students 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1938), p. 250. 
1 
2 
under forty years of age, concluding that campus work was 
a young man's profession . 1 
In another study of the campus ministry, made in 1961, 
Stuart McLean summarized that "the data strongly indicates 
[ sic ] that the campus ministry is a highly mobile and not a 
terminal ministry •••• "2 He also concluded that there 
was about a fifty - fifty split between positive and negative 
attitudes considering the campus ministry as a career pattern 
among the Congregational campus ministers in Massachusetts . 3 
Their career aspirations in five years were either a chap-
laincy or the pastorate . 
In giving reasons for staying in or not 
staying in the campus ministry, it becomes 
clear that the campus minister wants to go 
to a position with teaching and/or preach-
ing responsibilities . Being without a lec-
tern or pulpit is a symbol of the campus 
minister4' s confusion about his role and station . 
All of these studies indicate the need to investigate 
the campus ministry in order to find out why this phenomenon 
of a "temporary" profession exists . The subjects chosen for 
1 . Robert Walker, "Job Description of Student Workers," 
mimeographed document 5-46 (New York : United Student 
Christian Council , 1949), p . 1 . 
2 . Stuart D. McLean, "Campus Ministry Study : An Exploratory 
Investigation of the Campus Ministers of the Congrega-
tiona l Church in Massachusetts," (unpublished research 
requirement , Department of Ethics and Society, Divinity 
School , University of Chicago, 1961), p . 116 . 
3 • Ibid . , p • 68 • 4. Ibid . 
this study are those men who have left the profession. From 
them, the critical factors will be isolated which either 
pushed or pulled them out of the campus ministry. No such 
study has been attempted to date. 
2. Previous Research in the Field 
3 
There is not a great deal of research done on the campus 
ministry at this time, but a number of studies seem to be in 
the planning stages. A comprehensive study of the field is 
proposed by the Danforth Foundation as is one by Phillip E. 
Hammond of the Sociology Department at Yale University. 
One of the first studies done was by Clarence P. Shedd 
of Yale Divinity School. As a part of his book, The Church 
Follows Its Students, he reported on a study he had done in 
1930 of the personnel in the campus ministry. 1 The book it-
self is mostly a history of the rise of this specialized min-
istry and has become the classic in the field . 
In 1949, Robert Walker completed a study for the organi-
zational committee of the United Student Christian Council 
which included an analysis of the job description2 and profes-
sional training3 of fifty student workers of the organization, 
plus five Southern Baptist workers. This was a study of men 
1 . Shedd, pp . 244-305. 2. Walker. 
3 . Robert Walker, "Professional Training of Student Workers," 
mimeographed document 5-40 (New York: United Student 
Christian Council, 1949). 
4 
and women serving in the field, attempting to get a better 
description of their situation and training. Walker 's study 
did point out some factors which the workers in the field 
felt would possibly cause a vocational change. 1 This was a 
minor part of that study, however, and different from the 
present investigation which is concerned only with the sub-
ject of factors in vocational change and only with ordained, 
male workers who have left the field. 
The denominational chaplains at state universities were 
studied with regard to their relationships to their schools 
by Parker Rossman of Yale Divinity School. This research 
was based on a questionnaire sent " to state university 
presidents asking them for any official statements of policy 
'recognizing, ' ' giving status to' or 'cooperating with ' 
clergymen assigned to the universities by various denomina-
tions as 'university ministers' or 'campus chaplains. 1 " 2 
An emerging philosophy of campus religious work was tested 
as to its effect on the thought of the university in relat-
ing campus ministers to the university community. 
Rossman has also recently completed another study. This 
one deals with the morale of campus ministers in state univer-
sities and a few in non-state universities for the purpose of 
1. Walker, "Job Description ••• ," p. 2 . 
2 . Parker Rossman, "The Denominational Chaplain in the State 
University," Religious Education, LV (May-June, 1960), 174. 
5 
comparison . This was basically a preliminary work for a more 
careful study on the philosophy, self-image , and role of cam-
pus ministers which is to be pub l ished soon . 1 The prelimi-
nary study bears on the subject of this research in that it 
was interested in how long these persons expected to stay in 
campus work and at what points they were demora l ized . How -
ever , the difference again lies in the fact that this re-
search is concerned only with men who have left the field 
and not those in present service . 
The s t udy referred to earlier in this chapter by Stuart D. 
McLea n is another work of previous research . His was compre-
hensive in the study of Congregational workers in the field in 
the Commonwealth of Ma ssachusetts . 
A study is in progress at the University of Maryland in 
the Col l ege of Education on the stay-leave characteristics 
for Presbyterian Universi t y Pastors between 1954 and 1959 . 2 
Through a study of need constructs of the men, accomplished 
with the he l p of Stern ' s test of performance under stress 
called the "Activities Index" and the Edwards Personal Prefer-
ence Schedule , Jesse Myers is attempting to predict what need 
1 . Parker Rossman , "A Preliminary Note on ' Morale ' Question-
naires" (New Haven : a mimeographed report made by author , 
1962) . 
2. Interview with Jesse Myers , study author , May 3, 1962 . 
The dissertation is entitled, "A Personality Syndrome of 
Presbyterian University Pastors Based on ' Need ' Character-
istics and Using a Stay- Leave Criterion . " 
6 
structures would be common to men who would stay a long time 
in the work or would leave early . With this method, he found 
he could better predict changing of positions within the pro-
fession rather than leaving of the work. 
To date, no study focuses upon the men who have left the 
full-time campus ministry to examine the factors in their leav-
ing. Such an investigation is the intent of this research . 
3 . Limitations 
In the 1940's, there was a trend within the various denom-
inations toward making the campus ministry more financially in-
dependent and stable. During and after the depression of the 
1930's, the matter of finance became a real problem. This 
forced the campus minister to seek independent financing 
through endowment and friends, as well as church support. 1 
It is the period following this attempt at stabilization that 
has been chosen as the time period for this study. 
The subjects qualifying for this research are: 
(1) full-time campus ministers 
(2) male 
(3) ordained 
(4) serving during at least five calendar years 
(5) who left between 1950 and 1962 
1. Shedd, pp . 235-243 . 
7 
(6) and who belong to the denominations or agencies in-
cluded in the National Student Christian Federation, 
which are: The American Baptist Convention, Disciples 
of Christ, Methodist, National Lutheran Council, 
Presbyterian Church in the United States, Protestant 
Episcopal, United Church of Christ, and the United 
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. 
The National Student Council of the Young Men's 
Christian Association is also included in the organi-
zation and this study . Even though the Evangelical 
United Brethren Church is a part of the organization, 
it cannot be a part of this study for the simple rea-
son that they have had a campus ministry of their own 
for only two years . 
The term full-time campus minister is meant to describe 
the man who has as his major responsibility a ministry to the 
campus . He may be one of three main types: the college chap-
lain, the Christian Association secretary, or the denominational 
campus minister . The first is a man brought to the campus by 
the college administration or recognized by it as the repre-
sentative responsible for the religious life of the college or 
universi t y . His may be a programming or a co-ordinating role . 
The Christian Association secretary is one brought to minister 
at the campus by the Y. M. C. A. or an inter-denominational 
group which desires to serve all Protestant students and 
8 
faculty . The denominational campus minister refers to the 
men brought by various denominations to minister particularly 
to their students and faculty. These are such men as direc-
tors of Wesley Foundations, Westminster Foundations, Disciples 
Foundations, and other church groups on or near the campus. 
Their work is generally church-centered. In the beginning, 
these denominational men were referred to as student workers 
who worked with students only in extra-curricular church ac-
tivities . A change has occurred toward a university-wide 
movement or a mission to the total campus of students, fac-
ulty, and administration, which is reflected in the new title 
given some as University Pastor . 
The full-time campus minister of the denomination in-
cludes only those with no major parish responsibilities . 
This is maintained unless the denomination (such as Lutheran) 
or particular situation pres cribes the campus minister as a 
pastor of a university church which ministers almost exclu-
sively to the university . Generally, no pastor of a church 
in a college or university community who is responsible for 
the parish, but who also does some work with the students 
and faculty, will qualify for this study. 
Whatever type the campus minister happens to be, his 
task is the confrontation of the academic community with the 
relevance of the Christian faith or Christian community . It 
also includes the reverse or confrontation of the Christian 
9 
or Christian church with the re l evance of the academic com-
munity . His ministry is therefore a ministry conceived to-
ward the students , faculty , and administration to work through 
the Christian community in the university discovering the 
challenge of the faith for the whole community . A more de-
tailed description of his job is found in the next chapter . 
The limitation to full-time , male, ordained ministers 
has been set because the number of variables otherwise would 
make t he study too complicated . 
4. The Method of the Dissertation 
The method used in this study includes both library and 
field research, although heavy emphasis is placed on field 
research and interpre t ation of data . 
A survey of work done in the area of the campus ministry 
has been noted in an earlier section of this chapter . The 
benefit of these studies is used in the writing of this dis-
sertation with appropriate notation . A description of the 
profession is drawn in the following chapter, reviewing its 
recrui t ment , job descriptions , professional training , and 
the marks of professional development as background for this 
investigation . A section on the theory of role and role 
conflict for the campus minister is also included as a chap-
ter , giving some base to the hypotheses developed there . 
This is not an exhaustive trea t ment of role theory but a 
sampling in the literature of social science and the pro-
fessions of education and the ministry . 
10 
The field research involves those men who have left the 
campus ministry according to the limitations and definition 
given in the preceding section. Their names were procured by 
writing the various denominational headquarters asking for the 
list of men who would qualify for this study. If this means 
did not produce the list desired, then campus ministry direc-
tories or mailing lists were acquired from the denominations 
for the years from 1945 to the present, at least those for 
every five years: 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960. It was then noted 
who had served during at least five calendar years at the cam-
pus and then left. This group constituted the mailing list to 
be sent questionnaires (one for minister and one for wife) to 
investigate their last campus situation and experience and 
their stated reasons for leaving. A special attempt is made 
to get the attitude of the wife of the campus minister and 
her part as a factor in his leaving the profession through 
the use of a supplementary form for her to fill out separately. 
Their present situation and experience are also examined. 
The questionnaire form is used because of the economy 
possible with the group studied, which is spread across the 
United States and in other lands (those who have entered the 
foreign mission field) . 
The instrument was pre-tested with two groups of campus 
ministers in roundtable fashion. One group from the Boston, 
Massachusetts,area was gathered to discuss the clarity of the 
11 
questions and the adequacy of the response opportunity . An-
other similar group was gat hered from the New Haven , Connect-
icut, area to do the same thing . 1 From the results of these 
roundtables , the final forms were drawn and prepared for mail-
ing . A total of 168 questionnaires was mailed, each with a 
supplementary questionnaire for the subject's wife . Item re-
sponses were hand tabulated by denomination or Y. M. C. A. 
The lithographed questionnaires and cover letter are included 
in Appendix A of this dissertation along with the follow-up 
letters and card used . Some help in the construction of the 
instruments was gained from Parker Rossman, Associate Profes-
sor of Religion in Higher Education at Yale Divinity School, 
and Phillip E . Hammond of the Department of Sociology at 1 
Yale Universi t y . 
This completes the delineation of the problem, previous 
research, limitations and method of the study . The next topic 
of concern is the background of the profession of the campus 
ministry with some insight int o its history and present 
condition. 
1 . This process involved structured discussion of the instru-
ment . The assembled campus ministers were asked to read 
through the questionnaire as though they were answering 
it . Then it was discussed item by item for clarity and 
response opportunity. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
1. Historical Background 
The campus ministry is a product of the twentieth century. 
Religious activity existed before that time, but without express 
professional leadership by the churches or the colleges with 
ministers trained for the purpose. Holy Clubs or Piety Soci-
eties existed among student bodies with student leadershi p. 
Cotton Mather reports of some activity on the part of Wadsworth 
in 1706, and Mather led the Piety Society in 1716. 1 Such 
societies might be said to be forerunners of the Young Men 1 s 
Christian Association. These student societies were the locus 
of religious activity at the campus through the first half of 
the nineteenth century. Most institutions of learning had 
some form of these societies . They were basically of two 
types--devotional and missionary centered. 2 
These societies were the background for the development 
of the student Y. M. C. A., such as those formed first at the 
University of Virginia and University of Michigan i n 1858.3 
1 . Clarence P. Shedd, Two Centuries of Student Christian 
Movements (New York: Association Press, 1934), p. 2. 
2. Ibid., p. 71-74 . 3. Ibid., p. 94. 
12 
Their dis t inctiveness was in their comprehensiveness and 
campus-centered program . This movement spread during the 
1 years 1858-1877 . Finally, the Int ercollegiate Movement of 
13 
the Young Men ' s Christian Association began in 1877 with Luther 
Wishard as its first General Secretary . A college Christian 
movement had emerged out of the local societies of the earlier 
part of the century; now , however, with professional leader-
ship . This movement expanded and grew through the end of the 
nineteenth cent ury carrying with it a strong evangelistic and 
missionary emphasis . Such persons as Wishard, Ober, Mott, and 
Porter led the way into the twentieth century . 
The t wentieth century brought a new major practice in 
religious leadership on t he American campus. With the ascen-
dancy of the new l arge public colleges and universities and 
independent ins t itut ions , provision was made for official 
campus-wide leadership for the religious program . 2 In the 
early days , this leadership responsibility was lodged with the 
president of t he college . It is said that he discharged this 
responsibility wi t h respect and dedication since it was not too 
burdensome wi t h the smal l campus s t ructure . He was often a 
minister, even in the state institutions . 3 But with the growth 
1 . Ibid ., p . 103-121 . 
2 . Merrimon Cuninggim, The College Seeks Religion (New Haven: 
Yale University Press , 1947), p . 152 . 
3 . Ibid . 
14 
of higher education and the organization at the campus, the 
president could no longer fulfill this early role resulting 
in new official leadership in the chaplain. Merrimon 
Cuninggim describes it in the following manner: 
With the tremendous growth of the colleges, 
the consequent enlargement of the president's 
academic duties, and the increased influence 
of student-sponsored religious activities, 
the leadership of the religious life passed 
to other individuals and agencies. The 
Christian Associations, and later the church-
sponsored organizations, began to employ 
trained secretaries who had no official status 
in the institutions concerned • . • • The 
denominational "university pastors" and sec-
retaries for church-sponsored groups are large-
ly developments since 1910. In the meantime 
the direction of chapel services and of other 
religious provisions of the college itself 
was often taken over by faculty committees. 
These various methods of religious leadership 
continue to be characteristic of a m!jority 
of institutions at the present time. 
This picture of the college campus scene shows an en-
largement of the administrative forces resulting in the plac-
ing of responsibility for religious activities on a new per-
son. At some campuses, he was a Y. M. C. A. worker already 
there , with a portion of his salary assumed by the college. 
This method of aiding an already existing program was 
an easy way of relinquishing responsibility by the college 
administration rather than assuming the growing challenge. 
Occasionally it was felt that this process was merely a 
1. Ibid., p. 153. 
15 
means of controlling t he voluntary groups on campus . 1 Some 
Chris t ian Association secretaries ended up being a part of 
the college administra t ion . 
Throughout this time of change , the church was absorbed 
in a period of adjustment . Shedd writes: 
During all of the eight eenth and a large 
part of the nineteenth century the church 
remained t he controlling influence in 
American higher educa t ion , ministering to 
the religious needs of students, partly 
through the parish church but in the main 
through i t s own schools and colleges . 2 
However , with the faster growth of the state schools the 
church awakened to the fact that it was losing its students to 
the state campuses . A revision of policy of ministering to stu-
dents had to be made . The Y. M. c . A. had entered the scene 
and was filling the gap left by the administration . Some ex-
perimentat ion had begun on the part of some pastors near the 
state campus , notably at the University of Michigan . 3 Around 
1900 , some churches were bui l t near the campus for student 
work, wi t h organizational groups being formed for study, wor -
ship , and recreation . But it was not until the decade 1900-
1910 that the churches truly awakened to their calling of 
ministry to the students where they were . The importance of 
1 . Ibid . , p . 155 . 2 . Shedd , p . lf . 
3 . The next five pages discussing the period of adjustment 
for the churches are based on Shedd, pp . 1-27, except 
where noted . 
church-centered student programs was recognized and imple-
mented. An age of church experimentation was begun. 
16 
The Disciples of Christ recognized the need for a teach-
ing ministry at the state campus, interweaving it with the 
idea of a university pastorate. As early as 1893, a Bible 
Chair was established at the University of Michigan as a 
teaching ministry of the church. 
A ministry of a somewhat different form was begun in 
1887 at the University of Michigan by the Presbyterians with 
the Tappan Presbyterian Association. This kind of work 
started with volunteer part-time student help under the di-
rection of a local pastor. It was not until after the turn 
of the century, in 1905, that the appointment of the first 
Presbyterian student pastor was made. This was the beginning 
of the university pastorate idea for them. 
The possibility for closer relations between the Metho-
dist Church and the state universities was seen in 1893 by 
Abram Harris, President of the University of Maine. His was 
a lonely voice, however, and it was not until 1905 with the 
Reverend Arthur Stalker at the University of Michigan and 1907 
with the Reverend James C. Baker at the University of Illinois 
that work began in earnest by the Methodists. A new, influ-
ential, and lasting form emerged from one of these settings. 
It was at the University of Illinois in 1913 that the first 
Wesley Foundation was formed under James C. Baker. It offered: 
1 . A shrine for worship . 
2 . A school for religious education . 
3. A home away from home . 
4. A laboratory for training lay leaders 
in church activities . 
5. A recruiting station for the ministry , 
for missionary work at home and abroad, 
and for other specialized Kingdom tasks . 1 
17 
The name "Foundation" proved worthy and was copied by 
other denominations searching for a name and structure to fit 
their experimentation . Generally speaking, Methodist campus 
religious activi t y from 1900-1910 was limited to local experi-
mentation . 
The Baptist involvement in the campus ministry began in 
1904 at the University of Michigan . The Reverend Allen Hoben 
was appointed as full-time minister in charge of the Baptist 
Church House for work with the state university students . 
In 1904, t he Congregationalists saw the need to serve 
their students in state universi t ies as is noted in their 
Des Moines meeting of the National Council of Congregational 
Churches . Congregationalists at Michigan had already recog-
nized t his need as early as 1902 with the appointment of a 
part - time student assistant . 
The campus ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
had its earlies t beginnings with the All Saints Chapel in 1898 
at the University of Texas , but it was not until 1909 that the 
1 . Board of Home Missions and Church Extension of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Wesley Foundation Work 
(pamphlet), cited by Shedd , p . 125 . 
18 
diocesan council decided to support this work . The manner 
of the Episcopal work was somewhat different in approach from 
most of the others. 
From the beginning the church has followed 
the policy of making the local parish church 
the center of its ministry to students . When 
by scholarship or temperament the local rector 
was unable to work successfully with a college 
constituency he was to be replaced with a fully 
qualified rector . Where the duties of the lo-
cal parish were arduous an assistant pastor was 
added in order to free the rector for direct 
work with students •.•• 
This view--shared also by the Lutherans--
was not one of difference from other denomina-
tions in conviction regarding the importance 
of church program and leadership in the state 
universities i but rather was one of difference 
in approach . 
This difference in approach on the part of the Episcopa-
lians and Lutherans is important to note . The other denomi-
nations tended toward the appointment of a special minister 
apart from the local pastor and without some of the common 
responsibilities of the ministry such as preaching, baptism, 
marriage , funerals, and serving Holy Communion . All the 
denominations kept their ministries somewhat church-centered 
in emphasis, but the Episcopalian and Lutheran approach kept 
the campus minister as pastor of a church more than the others. 
This relationship between campus minister and church, or the 
lack of it , has had important effects upon the profession 
that will be made clear later in this study . 
l . Shedd, p . 24f. 
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Special student programming by the Lutherans began with 
the Reverend Howard R. Gold at the University of Wisconsin 
in 1907 . However , it was not until 1909 that the Synod 
looked at the new challenge at the state campus and moved 
toward solving the problem . 
By the end of 1910, the various denominations had be-
gun to assume responsibility for the religious education of 
their students at the state campus . Shedd states it well in 
calling this "the dawning of a new day" for both churches and 
universities . The churches all shared in the following 
objectives : 
1 . To provide for the nurture of the spiritual life 
of the students . 
2 . To develop loyalty to the church . 
3. To prepare for the future of the church, both 
lay and ministerial . 
The second decade of the twentieth century found the 
denominations establishing national church organization and 
leadership for their campus ministries. Departments or 
commissions of university work were formed within boards of 
education or boards of mission . There was an emergence of 
a movement . 
By the time the church recognized its need to follow its 
students , Christian Association secretaries were employed in 
most of the larger state and independent universities . By 
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1910, there was already a professional consciousness developed 
among the staff of the student Y. M. C. A. But by 1920, there 
was a parallel ministry by the denominational university pas-
tors.1 Both found themselves needed in a job that loomed 
greater than ever . The main line of program activities of 
this time fell into six categories: (1) stimulation of stu-
dent membership and participation in the local church; 
(2) pastoral counseling; (3) recruiting for full-time Christian 
service; (4) deputation teams for local church service; 
(5) week-day religious education; (6) social and recreational 
activity . However, the university pastors brought a dis-
tinctive trend to the campus ministry. It was an emphasis 
2 
on church consciousness and relationship . 
Co-operation developed between these two ministries to 
the campus and also between the variously sponsored university 
pastors . In 1908, the National Conference of University Pastors 
was held at the University of Michigan . Here they labored 
to strengthen their mutual work and methods. 3 The univer-
sity pastors and Christian Association secretaries met at the 
Cleveland Conferences of 1915, 1916, and 1918 to foster under-
standing and co-operation at the campus and there developed 
a set of purposes for their "common enterprise." These were: 
(1) to lead all to Christ and God; (2) to bring them into 
1 . Ibid ., p. 63 . 2 . Ibid., p . 65f. 3. Ibid., p. 69. 
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membership and work in the Christian Church; (3) to promote 
the growth of Christian faith and character; (4) to prepare 
1 them for t heir service in the Kingdom. 
The developments of the early postwar years from 1918 to 
1925 resulted in the state universities far outnumbering the 
denominat ional schools . World War I left its mark on many 
people , resulting in a calloused attitude that created moral 
problems at the campus . The church was called to do its part 
without the university being relieved of its own responsi-
bility . Funds were high for the increased program until a 
2 drop at the time of the Depression . 
From 1920 to 1938, two trends developed in denominational 
student work . 3 One was toward denominational student movements 
and the other toward unified interdenominational work . The 
first is exemplified by the actions of the Southern Baptists, 
Methodists , Lutherans , and Episcopalians . The Southern 
Baptists set up their Southern Baptist Student Union . This 
was a union of many little groups across the country into a 
denomination-wide movement . Around 1926, all work in the 
denomination centered in this organization for all Baptist 
students whether North or South . Those ministering for the 
organization were called student secretaries. 
1 . Ibid . , p . 79 . 2 . Ibid. , p . 86 . 
3. The next three pages are dependent upon historical refer-
ences from Shedd , pp . 84-107. 
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In 1922, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South made a 
Wesley Foundation division in its Board of Christian Education. 
Since the Wesley Foundation was designated strictly for work 
at state institutions, a plan was desired to unify the whole 
program of education in the Church . The result of this move 
made history in the student movement . 
It was to lead in the next ten years to in-
creasing emphasis on the pastoral and stu-
dent movement conceptions of the denomina-
tional student program . One result of this 
emphasis was to be the extension of the 
Wesley Foundation type of program beyond 
the state universities into all colleges 
where Methodist students were enrolled, 
and t o the organization ultimately of an 
intercollegiate Methodist Student Movement. 
The capital event was the authority given 
to Dr . Culbreth to set up a Methodist Stu-
dent Council and to spend $1 , 000 on the 
organization of state-wide Methodist student 
conferences . This meant a turning away from 
the previous sole reliance on the interdenom-
inational conferences of the Student Chris-
tian Movement for intercollegiate Christian 
Fellowship and solidarity, and to the pro-
vision of these opportunities under denomi-
national auspices . Prior to this only 
Lutherans and Southern Baptists had taken 
this step . l 
The union of the divided Methodist Churches in 1939 and the 
preceding formation of a National Methodist Student Movement 
spelled the potential failure or success of Christian unity 
on the campus . This strengthened denominational emphasis in 
the formation of the Methodist Student Movement reflected the 
theory that a strong interdenominational movement is possible 
1 . Ibid . , p . 101 . 
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when the denominational movements are strong and are the 
basis for the building of an adequate and inclusive Student 
Christian Movement . The test of this hypothesis was for the 
future to decide . 
The Lutherans also had a student association known as 
The Lutheran Student Association of America formed in 1922 . 
It was an intercollegiate student fellowship along the denom-
inational line but was wholly autonomous having no relation or 
affiliation to any Synod . This reflects the differing approach 
to the campus ministry of a local church-centered nature . 
The Protestant Episcopal Church followed in somewhat 
similar manner the pattern of the Southern Baptists, Metho-
dists , and Lutheran churches . In 1918, The National Student 
Council of the Protestant Episcopal Church was organized by 
a conference of clergy who worked in college communities . 
It was to be a democratic council including students and pro-
fessors in membership . Contrary to the preceding named groups, 
this was an advisory and supportive council rather than a stu-
dent movement , showing its differing pattern of campus ministry . 
The Presbyterian Church in the United States exemplifies 
the second trend of this period . It co-operated more with 
the university pastorate development and joined as much as 
possible with all churches and the Y. M. C. A. in its work . 
The Disciples of Christ had set up Disciples Foundations 
and worked co - operative l y in schools of religion . Around 
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1930 , the Disciples began some expansion and diversification 
of t heir work with students wherever they were. By 1938 , 
their program had more in common with other denominations 
than at any previous time . 
As the churches followed their students in this period 
1920 to 1938, a new church-centered approach to student work 
evolved. Most of it followed the Methodist Foundation pat-
tern, mentioned earlier, which was set by James C. Baker in 
1913 . Another significant change to note was a shift from 
exclusive concern for state universities to the development 
1 
of a program for all of their students wherever they were . 
In summary, the period 1920-1938 has been 
one of steady expansion . The university pas-
tor movement has had high survival value dur-
ing the depression . It has developed by para-
doxes . It is better organized and more 
denominational l y conscious , but at the same 
time it is seeking t o do its work in an inter-
denominational spirit and to share in the 
creation of better channels locally and 
nationally for interdenominational and inter-
faith work . It has sought closer identifica-
tion with the whole life of the church and 
especially with its youth activities, but 
also it has sought the development of a more 
distinctive intercollegiate student movement 
consciousness.2 
The denomination can make a unique contribution by giving 
an adequate conception of the Christian Church--history, nature, 
and relevance to the world- -and by kindling the desire to iden-
tify with it . There is need of both the Student Christian 
1. Ibid . , p . 132 . 2 . Ibid ., p . 137. 
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Movement and the denominational program for a universal idea 
of the church. 1 
Meanwhile, the colleges and universities were not idle 
in attempting to solve the problem of meeting the religious 
needs of the fast growing campus population. We noted ear-
lier a move to support existing voluntary groups on campus 
or to place the work in the hands of a faculty committee. 
This was not the case for all . 
Many colleges, however, have not been 
content merely to assist existing organi-
zations or, for other activities, to rely 
upon the work of faculty committees. They 
have felt that the need of students for 
religious direction and counsel called 
for a more definite expression of admin-
istrative responsibility . Voluntary 
religious groups were expanding rapidly 
in number with the entrance of church-
sponsored organizations into the field, 
and it was impossible to aid them all. 
Coordination was needed badly in the total 
religious program, not only among the 
Christian Associations and the various 
church programs, but also between these 
groups and the worship and curricular pro-
visions of the college . The tremendous 
growth of the colleges themselves demanded 
an enlarged and unified approach to the 
subject of religion. These and many other 
factors of general or local significance 
have been responsible for the development 
in the twentieth century of officially 
sponsored religious programs and for the 
establishment of officially designated 
positions of religious leadership.2 
The position of chaplain was not new to American col-
leges, but it had faded to the background somewhat during 
1. Ibid., p. 153f. 2. Cuninggim, p. 155f. 
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the 1880's and 1890 ' s wi t h the coming of the Christian Asso-
ciation secretaries . 1 But the position of chaplain did re-
turn in the first quarter of the twentieth century, sometimes 
under new name , however . In the 1920 ' s , the movement grew 
rapidly . Such titles as "Director of Religious Activities," 
"Religious Counselor , " "Dean of the Chapel , " as well as 
"Chaplain" emerged in this move toward official campus lea-
dership . 2 During the decade of the 1930's, an even greater 
growth oc cured than before . New titles were added as 
"College Pastor" and "Director of Religious and Social 
Life . n3 
One would have expected that this trend would have 
stopped as the war years came on , but it only slowed down as 
colleges were unwilling to put off new ventures in religion 
on campus . Figures in 1941 showed that of 263 colleges and 
universities belonging to the Association of American Univer-
sities , 22 per cent or fifty - nine had official leadership of 
religion . 4 Of these , the independent colleges led the way , 
possibly because they were freer to experiment . 5 
Cuninggim summarizes the situation as follows: 
The establishment of positions of religious 
leadership reflects , necessarily, conscious 
consideration on the part of the college ad-
ministrations of the problem on t he campus 
1 . Ibid ., p . 156 . 
4 . Ibid ., p . 158f . 
2 . Ibid ., p . 156f . 
5 . Ibid ., p . 162f . 
3. Ibid ., p. 157f . 
and tacit recognition of their obligation 
t o care f or the religious growth of the 
students . l 
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We might well ask why this rapid development of official 
leadership for religion on the campus? Why the general 
growth of interest in religion during this first part of the 
twentieth century? Merrimon Cuninggim gives six reasons for 
this growth . 
1 . The secularization of the l atter part of the 
pr evious century and immediately following 1900 
softened, allowing f or the potential growth . 
2 . The state of the world after World War I created a 
concern for re l igion and a fear for future genera-
tions that they not face another such world 
devastation . 
3 . Some developments in higher education itself were 
influential. 
i . A better understanding developed of t he relation-
ship of church and state . 
ii . The notion increased that higher education must 
be complete . 
iii . Related to the above, it was felt that higher 
education must be unified. 
iv . One of the greatest determinative factors was the 
idea that higher education must be concerned with 
the "whole person . " 
1 . Ibid ., p . 162f. 
v. A hidden motive was the growing concern for 
values in higher education. 
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vi . The willingness of colleges to experiment played 
an important part in this movement. 
4. Certain religious developments have helped make this 
situation possible, such as: modernism's triumph 
bringing together religion and science, the rise of 
the social gospel , the birth of a religious education 
movement, and increased theological inquiry. 
5. A significant development in higher education was the 
interest in the general welfare of the students. 
6. One of the final and most powerful influences behind 
the growth of religious leadership in the colleges 
was the loyalty of the institutions to their reli-
gious origins . 1 
These reasons give us some indication why so much interest in 
religion on the campus emerged after the turn of the twentieth 
century . 
In summary, the work at the campus by the churches and the 
Y. M. C. A. showed two emerging patterns . First, there was the 
local campus pattern exemplified by the student Y. M. C. A. and 
denominational student organizations. The latter could be seen 
in the Disciples Foundations and Episcopal groups . The sec-
ond emerging pattern was the intercollegiate organization. 
1. Ibid . , pp . 219-232. 
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The interdenominational Student Christian Movement and the 
nondenominational Y. M. C. A. formed one type of intercol-
legiate pattern and the denominational organizations of the 
Methodists, Lutherans , and Baptists formed another type . The 
work at the campus in operation today reflects these basic 
patterns. 
The official college chaplain emerged as a part of this 
total scene as a result of an increasing complexity in the 
administrative structure of the institutions of higher learn-
ing . The chaplain role developed as co-ordinator of local 
programs in existence or responsibility for planning official 
campus religious activities . Chaplain sponsored groups might 
be a part of the intercollegiate Student Christian Movement or 
the intercollegiate program of a denomination, if such a pro-
gram existed, when on a church-related campus. 
The mention of a new pattern of work known as the 
Christian Faith and Life Community should be made at this 
point . This is a new and relatively experimental form of 
ministry of an interdenominational or ecumenical nature . It 
concentrates on the lay training of the committed Christian 
student through a discipline of study, worship and residence 
with the emphasis on study. This predominantly teaching (non-
credit) ministry is working toward the education of a few who 
are to be the leavening agents for the Christian Community 
in the campus . 
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These patterns of campus work bring implications for 
staff that should be noted . The Y. M. C. A., Christian Asso-
ciation, Faith and Life Community, and college chaplaincy work 
are nondenominational or interdenominational while the church-
related campus ministry is denominational in emphasis. Some 
men find their place in one rather than the other of these 
types because of personal belief, temperament, background of 
experience, or talents. 
Corresponding interest must have developed among the 
clergy to enter this new , experimental ministry. The question 
arises as to how recruitment should be done. How does a man 
find his way into any of these positions of leadership at our 
American campuses now? What ways of recruitment do the churches 
use for this significant work? The following section will deal 
with this issue as we probe further into the campus ministry . 
2 . Recruitment 
In the previous section, three types of campus ministers 
have been noted . There was the denominational campus minister, 
the nondenominational Young Men's Christian Association sec-
retary , and the college chaplain who is an official part of 
the college administration . In this section on recruitment, 
only the first two will be covered. Recruitment of college 
chaplains is done by the individual college and will vary with 
each in its wants and job to be done. Generally speaking, the 
college chaplain must have a little more advanced education 
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since he usually teaches one or more courses in religion. In 
addition to faculty status, he may also have college chapel 
preaching or assisting, together with a great deal of admin-
istration and some counseling responsibilities. 
Recruitment for the denominational campus minister is 
fairly similar among the various denominations. Ministers 
either apply directly for positions, are recommended by sem-
inary professors or write their denominational headquarters 
for campus placement. The first two may or may not be chan-
neled through the central office. The central offices do 
recommend names for the local campus situations that are 
open if requested. The educational background required is 
also similar, with the B. D. degree the norm. 
For the particular variance between denominational pro-
cedures, let us look to some replies given to a letter sent 
each denomination represented in this study as to how they 
recruit and from what sources the men generally come. 
The Presbyterian Church in the United States has depended 
primarily on direct contact with men recommended to them, 
either from seminary or the pastorate. They are moving more 
and more toward the pastorate for their campus ministers. The 
standards for these men require that they be ordained with 
seminary training or its equivalent, and it is preferable 
that the applicants have some experience as a minister to a 
local congregation. The men should be mature, open-minded 
and ecumenical. 1 
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The United Presbyterian Church in the United States of 
America also recruits most of its campus ministers from the 
pastorate . These are generally men who have shown exceptional 
ability in their seminary work and are doing work toward a 
doctoral degree . 
The United Church of Christ recruits workers in three 
ways: first, from requests of men expressing interest in this 
form of ministry; second, from recommendations by others in 
seminary or in the field; and third, from those whom staff 
persons meet while on their travels . All three of these 
sources provide the men who serve as United Church campus 
ministers. The Church also desires that they have previous 
pastoral experience, or either field work or one year of in-
ternship . Local situations needing personnel may request 
names from the campus ministry office. 
The Evangelical United Brethren Church has only been in 
operation with a campus ministry office for a few years and 
have not worked out a recruiting system. The Church relies 
now upon inquiries from men in the local church ministry who 
desire to enter the campus ministry, or from students in 
1 . Board of Christian Education, Campus Christian Life Manual 
(Richmond, Virginia: The Presbyterian Church, U. s., 
1953), p . 41. 
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seminary who are thinking of this decision . Therefore , the 
reliance is upon those who come of their own initiative . 
The Disciples of Christ are using a Church Vocations 
Monograph for use with Disciples Guidance and Recruitment 
Services on "The Campus Ministry . " They seek men who are 
seminary graduat es , who have some experience as pastor or 
minis t er of Christian education for from three to five years, 
and who will continue graduate study to help them relate to 
the academic community . 
The Methodist Church finds useful a pamphlet called 
"Planning a Career? " for recruiting . Along with the pamphlet, 
pre-ministerial students are contacted by their campus minis-
ters , and staff members of the Department of College and 
University Religious Life make field trips and seminary visits . 
Men in the field seek out the Department for guidance in enter-
ing this specialized ministry . Many of these are young men 
serving small churches . A more selective procedure is being 
worked out. The Methodist Church has the most developed 
placement service for campus ministers . 
Qualifications for men entering the Methodist campus 
ministry are as the other churches--a seminary education or 
its equivalent , and , increasingly, work toward a Ph . D. degree . 
The latter is especially true of those men entering the col-
lege chaplaincy and Directors of Religious Life because of the 
teaching that usually accompanies their work . Special work 
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desired as background education is in four major fields : 
religion, educat ional methods and practices , counseling , and 
student religious work training . 1 
The American Baptist Convention maintains it has no re-
cruitment problem . I t seems more men apply than there are 
places for employment . The major concern here would be 
screening of applicants. 
The National Lut heran Council serves two major Lutheran 
church bodies . Within this structure is the Division of 
Co l lege and University Work with an Executive Secretary di -
rectly responsible for recruitment . Personnel for its campus 
ministry are not res t ricted to the two represented church 
bodies , but rather t he constit uency surrounding the campus 
is taken into account . Six field men collaborate with the 
Executive Secretary in his work . These men in the field are 
alert to ministers for this specialized work as they travel 
and receive inquiries and applications . Recommendations by 
field men are the greates t source of personnel . Most who 
come into the campus ministry have been in service as parish 
pastors . It is a policy that they demonstrate their compe-
tence there first , but as always there are exceptions of men 
coming directly from seminary or additional graduate study . 
1. H. D. Bollinger, "Professional Student Christian Work, " 
in Christian Vocations Guide , Interboard Committee on 
Christian Vocations {NashviTle, Tenn . : The Methodist 
Church, 1954), p . 1. 
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It is apparent that recruitment by the denominations 
for the campus ministry is not well developed or structured. 
A haphazard approach is generally the case. The only stand-
ardization noted is the educational requirement of a B. D. 
degree . Those channels established by the various denomi-
nations for recruitment and placement are not always uti-
lized as open positions are often filled autonomously. 
Individual initiative by ministers seeking campus positions 
or personal recommendations seem to be the most common 
methods of denominational recruitment. 
The second type of campus minister is theY. M. C. A. 
secretary . These men may or may not be ordained. In the 
past twenty-five years, recruitment for these secretaries 
has found results largely from theological seminaries, in 
contrast to the denominational campus ministry source of the 
local parish . Some of the secretaries have had experience as 
a student in the campus Y. M. C. A. , but many have not . The 
trend now is to emphasize recruitment among students in lea-
dership positions of their college Associations or Intercol-
legiate Y. M. C. A. movement . A special training program is 
being developed at The Chicago Theological Seminary for prepa-
ration to enter the field, and others are being planned for 
the future at other schools. Educational preparation does not 
require seminary training, but it is recommended at an inter-
denominational school . A copy of the National Student Council 
of Y. M. C. A.' s "Educational Preparation for Student Y. M. C. A. 
Secretaries" may be found in the Appendix C. Also found there 
is "A Suggested Model for the Student Y. M. C. A. Secretary . " 
Within slight variations , a fairly common recruitment 
program is carried on by these agencies supporting the campus 
ministry . Precise , well worked out patterns of recruitment 
are still rare in this profession, although some agencies are 
working at the development of such patterns . Many have , and 
still must , rely on an appeal expressed as follows: 
The prospect of teaching religion in colleges 
on a broad base of liberal scholarship, of 
undert aking administrative responsibility for 
religion on the campus , and of becoming a coun-
selor made a strong appeal . Young people with 
vocational leanings towards the Christian min-
istry, college teaching , or Christian Associa-
tion work or programs sponsored by church 
boards and foundations saw here an area of 
significant and stimulating service . l 
Those who have had this interest and vocational leaning 
have been screened by the various agencies and boards to see 
if they were fit for such specialized service . The type posi-
tions and job descriptions they would fill will be investi-
gated in the following section, but are important to take into 
account in recruitment . A general description of the man 
sought has been well stated by Elizabeth Johns . 
Inte l lectual interests are essential to liv-
ing and working in a university community •• . • 
1 . Thornton W. Merriam, "Religion in Higher Education Through 
the Past Twenty-five Years , " in Liberal Learning and Reli-
gion~ ed . Amos N. Wilder (New York: Harper and Bros., 
1951) , p. 13 . 
Some administrative skill is required; ability 
to make and keep a budget , to organize a mem-
bership drive or large money-raising event, to 
get others to cooperate in carrying responsi-
bility . Discipline in planning time and sched-
ule , facility at keeping records, imagination 
in interpreting the work and in maintaining 
good public relations , skill in using the re-
sources of the community, vision to see poten-
tial leaders and skill in training them --
all of this is involved if the work is to be 
effective and fruitful . One should also have 
deep within him the we l lsprings of spiritual 
resources , for they will often be tapped. 
The student religious worker must bl a spirit-
ual leader as well as an organizer . 
Men with this combination of skills are not easy to 
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find , but amazingly enough men do fill the positions and do 
a creditable job . For a more detailed analysis of the job, 
let us look at the type positions that exist and their im-
plications for the work of the profession . 
3 . Type Positions and Job Descriptions 
Basically, there are three types of campus ministers 
depending on the nature of the program and the mode of spon-
sorship or support . First , there is the official position of 
the college chaplain who is the employee of the college or 
university and works in an on- campus, nondenominational pro-
gram . Various titles are given this person, but whatever the 
title, he is the official representative of religion on campus . 
The second type of campus minister is the Christian Association 
1 . R. Elizabeth Johns, "Leadership of Student Activities," in 
Co l lege Teaching and Christian Values, ed . Paul M. Limbert 
(New York : Association Press , 1951) , p . 178 . 
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secretary who may or may not officially represent the college 
in his nondenominational program . He may be brought by the 
Y. M. c . A. or an interdenominational body who sponsors his 
work on or off campus for all protestants . Finally, there is 
the campus minister brought to the campus by a particular de-
nomination, primarily to serve its students . His is an unof-
ficial , generally off-campus , church-centered, denominational 
and interdenominational program . He might be associated with 
a l ocal church as pastor or associate pastor responsible for 
the program and ministry for college students. 
Each of these three types of positions has its various 
differentiations which will be dealt with in the course of this 
section, but these are the fundamental types found on campus. 
i . The college chaplain 
This type position generally has the title of "Chaplain . " 
Several other names may be given for the oversight of this 
general type work . Those most commonly used are: "Director 
of Religious Activities," "Director of Religious and Social 
Life," "Dean of the Chapel," and "Religious Counselor . " 
Whichever the name given , he has been appointed by the admin-
istration for the purpose of centralizing the responsibility 
for the religious needs of the campus and given the authority 
for the planning or co-ordinating of the campus religious 
program . 
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The chaplain ' s job description has been well formulated 
by Seymour Smith . 
He is a preacher , teacher , counselor, and 
pastor; a leader of group activities, both 
religious and secular; a public relations 
agent ; and a conference speaker . He is a 
member of the faculty , and an adviser in 
administrative circles , yet he is a confi-
dant and intimate friend of students. He 
is a churchman without a church, yet he 
represents the church and serves for the 
church even as he works for and within the 
college, maintaining a constant tension 
between his academic and clerical duties . 
In a very real sense he is expected to be 
all things to all men . l 
The chaplain is a leader of public worship on the campus . 
He is not always the preacher, but serves at least as worship 
leader . Nine out of ten institutions having chaplains in 
1954 had weekday religious services and four out of seven 
had Sunday services on campus . 2 The chaplain is usually given 
the privilege of being a faculty member , teaching one or two 
courses . He is a director or co- ordinator of the religious 
activities on campus according to the size of the college. 
Counseling is a very important role of the chaplaincy as in 
every type of campus ministry . This counsel is usually of 
an informal nature done not only in an office but at most 
any part of the campus . 3 
1 . Seymour A. Smith, The American College Chaplaincy (New 
York : Association Press, 1954) , p . 46f . 
2 . Ibid ., p . 49 . 3 . Ibid ., pp . 75-95 . 
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The other responsibilities of the chaplain are generally 
as follows: serving on faculty committees , adviser to non-
religious groups on campus, entertaining students in his home, 
working as a minister to faculty , and being a public relations 
agent for the college . 1 
This is the mark of official religion on campus, as the 
chaplain acts as a representative of the administration. Such 
a role as this presents some difficulties for the man as he 
finds his freedom of action is more limited than he might like, 
more limited at least than those of his fellow workers, the 
Chris t ian Association secretary and the denominational campus 
minister . His official capacity is both his asset in pres-
tige and status and his liability in loss of freedom. The 
dilemma comes from being officially responsible to the ad-
ministration, acting as a member of the teaching faculty, 
yet attempting t o minister to the real needs of the students . 
ii . The Christian Association secretary 
The title for the worker leading the Christian Associa-
tion or the campus Y. M. C. A. is known as secretary, execu-
tive secretary, or director . This person is usually employed 
by the cabinet and advisory board of the Christian Association, 
sometimes empl oyed j ointly by the college and the Christian 
Association. In a more ecumenical way, a committee made up 
1 . Ibid ., pp . 105-113 . 
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of campus personnel and representatives of the denominations 
or agencies supporting the campus ministry may employ a min-
ister to represent these groups by leading the campus Chris-
tion Association . TheY . M. C. A. program is nondenomina-
tional and the latter more interdenominational in nature . 
The purpose of the Y. M. C. A. secretary is: to work 
in the area of ethical , persona l and group relations, to re-
late the Christian faith to the intellectual life of the cam-
pus , t o help the student mat ure in his faith , to bring to-
gether the various divergent groups on campus , to help the 
student t o become a better Christian citizen, and to help in 
the transformation of the informed to be responsible in their 
living . 1 The aim is the development of the three-fold dis-
cipline : worship , s t udy , and action . 2 This program is a 
nondenominationa l out reach to the committed and to the un-
committed . 
The job description of t he Christian Association secre-
tary is portrayed by Fern Babcock . 
The responsibilities of employed staff 
members may be summarized as follows : to 
understand and interpret the prophetic 
character of the Christian movement for con-
temporary life; to see clearly the place and 
the function of the Christian Association in 
relation to the tota l educational plan of 
1 . Fern Babcock~ A Program Book (New York : 
Press , 1948J, p . So . 
Association 
2 . Ibid ., p . 30 . 
the college; to assist students in evalu-
ating their program plans; to suggest more 
effective methods; to discover leadership 
among students, faculty members, and towns-
people; to help interpret the Association 
to the community and to counsel with in-
dividual students seeking help . l 
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Some of the Christian Associations at large universities 
have achieved the size that requires multiple staff. Thus, 
the talent for administration becomes important. The head 
of this staff is referred to as the general secretary and 
the others as associate and/or assistant secretaries. These 
men, if employed by the Y. M. C. A., are all related to 
their advisory board and beyond that to the National Student 
Council of theY . M. C. A. and the parent National Council 
of the Y. M. C. A. 
iii . The denominational campus minister 
Generally speaking, these men go by the title of campus 
minister . There is some variety, however, according to denom-
ination . The Presbyterians use the title "University Pastor . " 
The Lutherans are referred to as "Campus Pastor . " The Epis-
copalian men have the nomenclature of "Episcopal Chaplain," 
which when shortened to "chaplain" is sometimes confused with 
the college employed chaplain . These are the major headings 
that differ . Sometimes the campus minister is referred to as 
the director, as the "Methodist Wesley Foundation Director." 
1 . Ibid ., p . 80 . 
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The purpose of these men is obviously to minister to the 
students of their church at the campus . It has been said that 
the value of this type of ministry is that it provides for: 
"the experience of worshipping with a group of Christians of 
similar beliefs and customs , " bringing the student into con-
tact with all ages in the church, preparing the student for 
leadership in his church--both lay and professional, and for 
the opportunity to give expression of student convictions in 
the organizational life of the denomination . l This ministry 
allows for the student to be brought into a closer relation-
ship with his church . 
Within the last decade, there has been an enlarging of 
the conception of denominational "student work. " The purpose 
has gone past the mere student element and has encompassed 
the whole of the campus. The work is now referred to as the 
campus ministry , confronting the entire campus of student , 
faculty , and administration with the demands of the Christian 
Gospel . The student is still of central importance, but the 
enlarging of the scope of the work has brought the various 
denominational ministries closer together. Group ministries 
and chaplain staffs of denominational workers, Christian 
Association secretaries, and official college chaplains have 
grown in unity of purpose in their total ministry to the cam-
pus . There has been a trend toward functional specialization 
1 . Ibid ., p . 7. 
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in these group ministries , bringing special talents to work in 
particular areas of the campus . 
job has been found in this way . 
Some relief in a many-sided 
Each type ministry still has 
a uniqueness in its own way, but all are being drawn closer 
and closer together . The Gospel and the church must be 
brought into meaningful communication with the academi c com-
munity , and the academic community in turn with the community 
of faith . Each is involved in the search for truth . Each 
must chal l enge the other . 
The job descript ion of these men varies a little with 
respect to the type of relationship they have with a church 
community . Those who are Methodists , Baptists , Disciples of 
Christ , Presbyterian, or United Church of Christ may or may 
not be related to a parish body . It is more often the case 
that the Episcopal Chaplain or Lutheran Campus Pastor is so 
related . If the campus minister is re l ated to a local congre-
gation , or if he has his own s t udent congregation on campus, 
his job wil l include the priestly functions of the ministry 
along wi t h the ministry of the Word . Many , however, perform 
few of these functions and are more involved with the pastoral 
and educational aspec t s of the ministry . Their job is the 
nurturing of individual faith , pastoral care in time of need, 
counseling the student who is seeking help, programming with 
the students f or their need and interest, small group work and 
teaching in forma l and informal ways . Vocational counsel for 
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careers related to the church is always an important part of 
the work . Leading the students into paths of social service, 
carrying them beyond their "ivory tower" into the world and 
its needs is another aspect . As was found in the Christian 
Association secretary, emphasis is placed on worship, study, 
and action . Then , in the broader ministry, there is the 
challenging task of working with faculty and administrators 
in bringing the demands of the Gospel to the inner life of the 
university to help make it a better university. The job of 
the campus minister , whatever his background and support, is 
the ministry to the student s , faculty, and administration 
where they are . 
Organizationally, the denominational worker is related to 
a local or regional board of his church . It is usually the 
board that employs him, with suggestions and help by the denom-
inational campus ministry office . The place of his work might 
be the local church, a denominational student center on or off 
campus grounds, or in an interdenominational student center . 
The relationship the particular minister has to a group minis-
try or chaplain staff , or lack thereof, may have a lot to do 
with where his center of operations would be. 
The separation of the denominational organization from 
the administration creates a freedom of work for the denomina-
tional worker that is not true of the college chaplain. This 
freedom may also be enjoyed by the Christian Association 
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secretary, again dependent upon his official relation to the 
college administration . There is a freedom to carry on an 
incisive religious program and to be a pioneer without fac-
ing the church-state issue or other stultifying influences 
if working on a state campus. Authority and status are not 
his as with the college chaplain, however, and the denomina-
tional man finds himself forced to rely upon his own leader-
ship ability among students or faculty or as representative 
of his church . The latter is of dubious authority on the 
campus, and students are a poor source of status. 
This description of the denominational workers completes 
the three basic types of positions in the campus ministry 
along the lines of groups that employ them . Descriptions of 
their titles, purpose , job and organization were presented. 
A few studies of the campus ministry in general have been 
made which give us a good view into the job from the men in 
the field . It is to these that we now turn . 
iv. Studies in the field 
In 1930, a study of the campus ministry was done by 
Clarence P. Shedd containing a portion on the job description 
of workers in the field at that time. It was found that the 
counseling function had a high order of importance, including 
both individual and program counseling. Preaching and teach-
ing were more incidental , although many attempted to impose 
them upon their positions because of this vocational interest. 
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Those really interested in either of those two functions end 
up going into the parish or the college faculty. The work 
was seen then as mostly religious education, with reading 
and study, office work, personal counseling, and program-
ming given the most time. Professional skills required 
showed preaching and teaching incidental, with high skill 
needed for personal counseling and study, then meetings, 
1 
addresses, program planning, and talks. 
More specifically concerning the actual job descrip-
tion of student workers, Robert Walker did a study in 1949 
of fifty men and women in campus positions of denominations 
related to the United Student Christian Council. This in-
eluded denominational campus ministers and Christian Asso-
ciation secretaries. Three general types of objectives for 
the work emerged from those studied. It is noteworthy to 
observe that there was no strict partitioning of functions 
into the differences between church-centered groups and 
on-campus associations. 
1. Those stressing the ta sk of the worker to minister 
to "spiritually maturing individuals" and to witness 
in the secular university community . 
2. Those stressing the function of director of program, 
defining what is done as an "engineer of informal 
educational experiences," group centered . 
1. Shedd, pp . 260-262. 
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3. Those stressing the role of the Christian minister 
in terms of pastoral functions, counseling, preach-
1 ing, relations to students and such similar duties. 
Walker studied "the way workers now spend their time, how 
they would like to spend it, the factors which prevent them 
from doing so . " 2 Seven major areas were checked in a fifty 
hour week of work. Many felt that this was not enough time 
to fit it all in, saying their personal preparation was done 
outside the work week. 
The conclusion of the workers is that 
each person, because of his own abilities, 
must work at the points of greatest need, 
and develop volunteers in areas where he 
has less time or talent . In the actual 
job situation the student worker does only 
those things he cannot get someone else to 
do, especially in areas of adminis t ration 
and program, and still he has more than he 
can do .3 
The average of forty who responded to this work schedule 
tabulation was in the fol lowing division: 
Administration 
Direct leadership 
Personal preparat ion 
Public relations 
Teaching 
Work with individual s 
Group work 
10.2 
4. 4 
6. 6 
3.4 
3. 9 
11.2 
10.3 
hours 
hours 
hours 
hours 
hours 
hours 4 hours 
These figures show that the greatest amount of time spent was 
on work with individuals , work with groups, and administration . 
1. Walker , "Job Descriptions • • " 3 • , p . • 
2 . Ibid ., p . 4 . 3. Ibid . 4. Ibid. 
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It was also noted that the Christian Association workers 
spent more time on these three areas than did the church workers . 
Activities on which the workers spent a greater amount of 
time were listed as: informal personal counseling, planning 
program and helping to execute it, working with student com-
mittees , working with cabinets and councils, general office 
work , and training of leadership . A great number of other 
functions are performed to a greater or lesser degree, of 
which entertaining students in the home, working with boards 
of control , going to conferences or working with state and 
1 
regional groups , and managing a budget are but a few . The 
worker always has a l ong list of those operations that need 
greater emphasis which frustrates his existence . 
It is revealing for the purpose of this study to note 
the top responsibilities that campus ministers did not have 
but would like to have . Of those who answered , the top de-
sires were: ( 1) preaching to students; (2 ) teaching; 
2 (3) a closer tie with college and faculty . It is important 
to note that of the three types of campus ministers described, 
the college chaplain uniquely has these three facets of the work . 
One of the conclusions of Walker 1 s study of job descrip-
tions is quite telling . It states: 
Most local student work jobs are too big 
for the worker to handle at present, and are 
1 . Ibid . , p . 5f . 2 . Ibid . , p . 6. 
not clearly defined . There is great need 
for more precise personnel policies at 
the time of employment as well as periodic 
reviews of staff responsibilities . Espe-
cially more provision for study ind pro-
fessional preparation is needed . 
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A later study of certain campus ministers and their 
jobs was done by Stuart D. McLean in 1961. This was a 
limited study of sixteen out of a proposed twenty college 
town pastors, campus ministers , and chaplains of the United 
Church of Christ and Presbyterian Church . 2 The results of 
this study concerning allocation of time showed the emphasis 
on counseling and calling (informal and formal) . 3 The campus 
minister perceived his primary work as mostly pastoral of an 
individual nature and as building a community and fellowship . 4 
He saw himself functionally as a pastor and teacher . The 
source of greatest difficulty in carrying out these important 
ends was categorized mostly as "atmosphererr - -time and opinion 
given by students and faculty toward religion . 5 
The facets of the work in which they felt they had most 
suc cess were those which had one to one relationships as in 
calling and counseling , working with small groups as teacher, 
and devotional work . Least success was seen in programming, 
fellowship, and social action . 6 The facets liked the most 
l. Ibid ., p . 7 . 2 . McLean , p . 8 . 3 . Ibid., p . 148 . 
4 . Ibid . , p . 22 . 5 . Ibid ., pp . 24 - 26 . 
6 . Ibid ., pp . 29-31. 
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were the one to one relationships that they had the most sue-
cess with, plus teaching and the study program. Those liked 
the least were administration and organizational work. 1 The 
major kinds of program and activity that were carried on with 
students were study seminars, Sunday evening programs, and 
2 
worship. 
One of the biggest problems in the job descriptions of 
campus ministers found by McLean is that which was quoted in 
the Introduction of this work . 
In giving reasons for staying in or not 
staying in the campus ministry, it becomes 
clear that the campus minister wants to go 
to a position with teaching and/or preach-
ing responsibilities. Being without a lec-
tern or pulpit is a symbol of the campus min-
ister ' s confusion about his role and status.3 
Most of the various study findings show an emphasis of 
the work along the lines of informal Christian education, with 
high proportion of time and value given to the counseling and 
group work functions of the job . The more recognized func-
tions of both the church and the university--the ministry of 
the Word and the Sacraments on the one hand and classroom 
teaching on the other--are not often a part of the work. 
These elements are more readily available as a part of the 
duties of the college chaplain and may well work toward alle-
viating tensions in the campus ministry for him. This is not 
always possible for the other campus ministers. 
1. Ibid ., p. 32f . 2 . Ibid., p. 44. 3 . Ibid ., p. 68. 
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v . Summary and implications 
After viewing the basic types of positions and their job 
descriptions and, in addition, looking at the campus ministry 
as a whole through the various studies, it becomes fairly 
clear that there is much more in common between the types 
than that which separates them . The source of their employ-
ment and some uniqueness as a result of that source does vary, 
but the trend is toward a more common ministry. This has been 
noted previously with reference to the growing number of group 
ministries or chaplain staffs of all three types of positions 
where each man shares a part in the total work to avoid waste 
of time, duplication of program, and frustration from a many-
faceted profession. The portion of this ministry that can be 
done together is growing over that which must be done sepa-
rately . There is a greater recognition of their common call-
ing to bring the message of the Gospel to the whole campus, 
and no one of them is sufficient by himself for the task . 
Some of the basic differences between the types of posi-
tions are gradually evening out . The preponderance of preach-
ing and leading of worship on the part of the college chap-
lain as over against that element in the jobs of the other 
campus ministers has lessened with the increased elimination 
of compulsory chapel services. Classroom teaching is still a 
greater part of a chaplain's duties than that of the others 
but even this is evening out with the increased teaching for 
credit or non-credit by denominational ministers. 
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All of the type positions mentioned also have in common 
the more informal approach to education through either group 
activity or counseling . R. Elizabeth Johns comments on this: 
From the standpoint of one who thinks of 
college education wholly in terms of academic 
teaching these more informal responsibilities 
are often regarded as secondary in importance 
and of lower professional status . But to one 
who thinks of education as "process of give 
and take between persons, of the exercise of 
the mind in the fellowship of a community," 
all of these professional workers in a more 
informal setting are truly at the heart of 
the educationa l process . l 
An import ant recent study by Philip E . Jacob on the 
changing of values in college underlines the words of 
Elizabeth Johns . He found that "real value-laden experiences 
normally must be secured outside the classroom and often out-
side t he campus . At most institutions, this automatically 
rul es them out as integral fea t ures of a curriculum . "2 He 
also conc l uded from the Harvard study that the important fac-
tor in the effectiveness of teaching was not the method, but 
i t s relation to the pattern of s t udent needs . 3 It has been 
said concerning life in the classroom: 
Students often complain that much of 
the cont ent of their academic courses is 
too abstract and theoretical for them to 
1 . Johns , p . 165f . 
2 . Philip E . Jacob , Changing Values in College (New York: 
Harper and Brothers , 1957) , p . 98 . 
3. Ibid ., p . 91 . 
see in it any relevance to the 'realities' 
of life . • • • Many times, however, re-
strictions of the classroom severely limit 
the opportunities for the empirical test-
ing out of the principles, hypotheses, 
generalizations, and methods of analysis 
which are indispensable elements of learn-
ing . The creation of such opportunities 
is educationally desirable in relation to 
the expected benefits of deeper understand-
ing, better retention1 and increased skill in intellectualizing . 
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There is no greater opportunity than that before the campus 
minister with regard to these important findings. He must 
use these tools so uniquely his of counseling and group pro-
cess to bridge the weakness of the large university, which 
is its lack of a community in which true personal relation-
ships are possible. One of the greatest advantages of this 
kind of activity is the chance to work with the students 
where they are. It allows for the building of program ac-
cording to the student's needs in a way that the more formal 
education is not free to do . Unfortunately, there is not 
the same command of the student and his time in the informal 
program, creating the wish among campus ministers for the 
opportunity of the classroom and its theoretical assurance of 
preparation and responsibility for the subject at hand.2 
1 . John L. Bergstresser and Dorothy E. Wells, "Life Outside 
the Classroom,'' in Student Personnel Work as Deeper Teach-
ing, ed. Esther Lloyd-Jones and Margaret R. Smith (New 
YOrk: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 110. 
2 . Johns, p . 173 . 
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At the time when the informal pattern of education has 
been shown to be the most effective with regard to the teach-
ing of values, campus ministers have been trying to move into 
the classroom. They wish to move toward the college chap-
laincy, according to the findings of McLean's study, because 
1 
of the greater opportunity for teaching and preaching. This 
stems from a confusion of role. They desire to change to the 
lectern and/or the pulpit partly because they do not fully 
accept the effectiveness of the means already at their dis-
posal . The main thrust of the campus ministry today might 
well be, not in the choice between two alternate roles (or 
symbols), but in clarifying a new symbol or role already 
implicit in the work . 
One of the sources of this role difficulty lies in the 
professional training of this ministry. This subject is the 
topic of concern for the next section . 
4. Professional Training 
Almost all of the men who entered this field of work in 
the beginning had no particular professional training outside 
that of the regular seminary education. The field was new 
and experimental and just what it would involve was not known. 
However, as the work at the campus became more known and ex-
perienced , the need for some kind of specialized education 
became apparent . 
1 . McLean, p . 69 . 
Mr. Shedd had worked long enough in this 
field to recognize that effective leadership 
would in the long run depend on a type of 
professional training not then given in any 
seminary or graduate school. He proposed 
that a program was needed that would be re-
lated to, but in many important items dis-
tinctive from, the professional preparation 
of the parish minister, the college teacher, 
or the community Christian Association sec-
retary, at least as these careers were usually 
understood. There was common ground in many 
of the varied approaches to campus religious 
life, but that ground was different from, and 
not adequately represented in, any existing 
program of study. There was required a blend-
ing of studies and experience not embraced in 
the curriculum of the graduate school, the 1 school of education, or the theological seminary. 
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This new program of study was developed at Yale Divinity 
School and has been the training ground for many a campus 
minister in the field. 
In the 1930 study by Clarence P. Shedd, it was discovered 
that the regular theological training was not adequate by it-
self. It was felt, however, that a broad and more general 
training was needed than that of a person in a Ph. D. pro-
gram.2 Most of the inadequacy felt by those in the field was 
in the areas of philosophy, psychology and psychiatry, and the 
social sciences. These were seen along personal lines and not 
a denominational bias. The nature of religion, the religious 
needs of students, and the inherent demands of the student 
community were felt more important than denominational history, 
1. Merriam, p. 13. 2. Shedd, p. 280. 
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polity, or theories of organization and program. 1 Counsel-
ing, group work, and religion in higher education were al-
ready showing themselves most important from the beginning. 
Dr. Shedd made the following recommendations from his 
study. The professional education of campus ministers should 
be general and comprehensive rather than too highly special-
ized. There should be an understanding of historical and 
philosophical problems of religion as well as good training 
in the social sciences. It was felt essential to have the 
study of problems relating to the development of personality. 
This professional education should also help in the working 
out of a religious basis for theories of social action. 
Finally, the learning of history and contemporary problems 
of religion in higher education and its movements would be 
helpful in aiding the modern university in its reorganization. 2 
A more recent study of professional training of workers 
in the field was done by Robert Walker in 1949. His study 
found that the skills that were needed in the campus ministry 
were not those they had learned in seminary. There they had 
learned the skills of the parish ministry. The time spent in 
the field was largely in informal education using counseling 
and group work methods. 3 More work was felt needed primarily 
1. Ibid., p. 275. 2. Ibid., p. 278f. 
3. Walker, "Professional Training •• • ," p. 6. 
The source for the material on the following two pages also 
depends upon this Walker report, pp. 1-6. 
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in psychology and counseling to fit their work, as well as 
in theology, Bible, ethics , philosophy of religion, student 
work methods, and religion in higher education . By far, 
their major fields in graduate training were in theology and 
religious education. Only two of the forty-nine studied had 
their Ph . D. , and sixteen had a Masters degree in either reli-
gion or another field . The areas in which most had done work 
were: Bible, psychology and counseling, and religious educa-
tion . Those fields in which there was least work were group 
work and student work methods and problems. 
Important to note is the fact that the fields in which 
most work had been taken were the same ones in which more 
work was wanted . This indicates the need for better, more 
strictly applied work for the job than more of the same hours 
already taken. "The fields in which workers are getting the 
least relevant training are those which should teach them the 
skills they need most . Student work methods and group work 
received less time in their training programs than the phys-
ical sciences . " Student work methods were second in desired 
additional training behind counseling. Only twenty-three out 
of forty-eight student workers answering had taken any courses 
in student work . In-service training such as staff seminars, 
reading and research, and student work conferences were found 
valuable. 
Walker concluded that "in no school are they offered the 
ones that apply to their calling to provide informal education 
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through individual and group experience with deep religious 
meanings.'' This is due to the fact that the courses in 
seminary, which is the basic training ground for campus 
ministers, are oriented to the preaching ministry. Semi-
naries will continue to be the training center for campus 
ministers, therefore there must be basic changes in curric-
ulum to fit professional training needs. Walker concludes 
that four areas are crucial for future training of profes-
sional workers. 
1. The Christian Faith (including Bible, theology, 
Christian ethics, and worship) 
2. Nature and dynamics of society and the cultural 
crisis, with special attention to the college as 
a cultural community 
3. Group work 
4. Human relations (psychology and social psychology) 
It is very evident that the professional preparation of the 
campus minister is not yet adequate to meet the needs of this 
specialized profession within the total ministry of the 
church. Only a few seminaries such as Yale Divinity School, 
Boston University School of Theology, Union Theological 
Seminary, and Pacific School of Religion have taken seriously 
the need for staff and curriculum change to meet this grow-
ing need. The number of positions has multiplied and in-
creasing numbers are entering this specialized field of 
endeavor. 
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In summary , the history of the inception of this profes-
sion has been noted , with the changes in higher education 
toward public institutions of learning and the resulting 
change found necessary by the churches. The manner of re-
cruitment that the agencies are using and the type positions 
they fill were described showing the development and deline-
ation of the work . With this maturing of the campus ministry 
came the need for more specialized education, making more com-
plete the development of this profession . Other marks that 
indicate the emergence of a profession will be the subject of 
our continuing investigation . 
5. The Marks of a Profession 
The first section of this chapter gives ample evidence 
of t he infancy of the work of t he church at the campus . The 
progress has been slow and experimental. However, much has 
been accomplished over the last fifty years or so . 
As early as 1908 , there were sufficient church student 
1 
workers that a nation- wide organization was established . 
This was known as Church Workers in State Universities . It 
is an early indication of professional activity among campus 
ministers . Merriam writes this of the rise of the profession: 
While i t is true that for generations 
men and women had devoted their lives or 
1 . James c . Baker , The First Wesley Foundation (Nashville , 
Tenn .: Parthenon Press , 1960) , p . 16. 
parts of their lives to teaching and guiding 
the religious education of college students, 
only recently has this activity shown the 
marks of a profession. It was once somewhat 
common in the earlier part of the careers of 
many religious leaders to spend a few years 
after college or seminary in college reli-
gious work, then to move out into their "life-
work." During the past twenty-five years 
significant advances have been made in estab-
lishing the variety of religious ministries 
to the college campus as a clearly definable, 
life-long profession.l 
The same author goes on to say that "the most significant 
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gain has been the identification of religion in higher edu-
2 
cation as a distinctive area of professional activity." 
Professional studies have progressed to include course 
work in seminaries for this specialized activity as well as 
summer training courses and conferences. A new fieltl or 
discipline has emerged called Religion in Higher Education. 
Underlying the program of professional 
studies and fortunately an integral part 
of it has been the acceptance of research 
in religion in higher education. The 
identification of problems in the field 
and bringing them under the scrutiny of 
persons trained in the best available tech-
niques of research are su~ely an indication 
of a maturing profession.j 
Merriam goes on to say: 
I believe that in the perspective of the 
years nothing that has happened in reli-
gion in higher education during the past 
quarter-century will be viewed as more 
permanently creative and more stabilizing 
to this great concern than this development 
1. Merriam, p. 12. 2. Ibid. 3. Ibid., p. 14. 
which has identified the field as a pro-
fession and established a program of 
studies and research supporting it.l 
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As a profession takes form and grows, other aspects be-
side professional training and job descriptions are required. 
The kind of a person that best fits this particular endeavor 
has to be worked out. Experience in the field over the years 
has been a proving ground for personal qualities needed. 
Ac.companying the emergence of religion 
in higher education as a profession and in 
some respects an outcome of it has been a 
clearer definition of the qualifications 
required of persons who are successfully 
to teach, or administer, or guide in this 
field. • • • The integrity of the profes-
sion requires such a process. While the 
basic and essential qualities are insight 
and felicity in human relations and in the 
difficult art of "colleagueship," it has 
become clear that breadth of intellectual 
interests and capacity to learn from and 
contribute to fields and interests adjacent 
to religion in the give-and-take of academic 
life are of great importance.2 
Other suggestions as to the kind of person best suited for 
this profession were noted in the section on recruitment. 
Qualities as intellectual interests, administrative skill, 
facility at public relations, discipline in the use of time 
and energies, skill in utilizing resources of the community 
and of one's own organization, skill in seeing and training 
leadership--all are an important part of the makings of a 
successful person in the profession. A commitment to God 
1. Ibid. 2. Ibid., p. 14f. 
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and the Church of Jesus Christ is of primary importance with 
a facility of witnessing to that commitment. 
Professional organizations have been formed within de-
nominational structures as well as otherwise. The Methodists 
have formed the Association of Wesley Foundations and the 
Association of College and University Ministers . Others have 
similar type groups such as The Student Workers Association 
of the Disciples of Christ, The Association of Presbyterian 
University Pastors, and Fellowship of Campus Ministry of the 
United Church of Christ . A professional society exists 
called the National Council on Religion in Higher Education, 
a society for teachers of religion in higher education which 
is open for scholars of other fields as well who have a com-
mon concern for ''spiritual values in education, integration 
of knowledge, or welfare of students."1 
These are some of the visible marks of this new and 
growing profession of the campus ministry. Further investi-
gation into this realm of professional activity is continued 
in the following chapter on the theory of role and role 
conflict . 
1 . Ibid., p. 16 . The National Council on Religion in Higher 
Education, joining with former Danforth Fellows, became 
The Society for Religion in Higher Education on 
September 1, 1962 . 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES 
Role theory is introduced at this point in order that it 
might illuminate some of the questions raised in the previous 
chapter on the historical background and description of the 
campus ministry and help set the stage for the study on why 
men leave this work . This treatment of role theory is not 
meant to be complete or exhaustive , but to serve as a helpful 
theoretical base for a look at the role of the campus minister 
and to provide a setting for the hypotheses. After a brief 
statement as to the meaning and development of role theory, 
attention will be directed to the problem of role and role 
conflict for the campus minister . The hypotheses for the 
study will conclude the chapter and introduce the research . 
1 . Role Theory 
The developmental history of role theory is not long . 
The formulation of the concept of the self by G. Stanley Hall 
and others at the turn of the last century was an important 
base for such men as George H. Mead to investigate the process 
of role - taking. Not much was made of role theory, however, 
until the 1940 ' s when Theodore Sarbin and Ralph Linton began 
their work in this field . Ra l ph Linton proposed that role 
was the "sum total of the cultural patterns associated with 
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a particular status."1 It was culture that was responsible 
for developing the expectations for action of the person in 
in a particular status or position in society. Role was the 
dynamic aspect of status and learned on the basis of that 
status. The terms role, a unit of culture, status or posi-
tion, the unit of society, and the self, the unit of person-
ality, became more and more defined as the elements of this 
emerging theory. 
Theodore Sarbin 1 s theory was based on role as inter-
action--interaction between role and self. Role was defined 
as "a patterned sequence of learned actions or deeds performed 
2 by a person in an interaction situation." Other psychologists 
following Sarbin carried this schema as a focal concept in 
their work. Some sociologists also added greatly to role de-
velopment through the works of such men as Parsons and Merton. 3 
Not much empirical investigation was done, however, until the 
writing of Sarbin's article on role in the Handbook of Social 
Psychology in 1954. 
Some research that has been done following Sarbin 1 s 
writing has been in the area of role conflict, which is of 
1. Ralph Linton, The Cultural Background of Personality 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1945), p. 77. 
2. Theodore R. Sarbin, "Role Theory," in Handbook of Social 
Psychology, ed. Gardner Lindzey (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954), I, 225. 
3. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, rev. 
and enl. ed. (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1957). 
particular concern in this study. Role conflict has been 
well described by Talcott Parsons as ''the exposure of the 
actor to conflicting sets of legitimized role expectations 
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such that complete fulfillment of both is realistically im-
1 possible . " This conflict of expectations for the profession 
of the ministry was the subject of investigation for Samuel W. 
Blizzard. The essence of his research was that the theologi-
cal and seminary training of ministers places the practical 
roles they perform in one priority order, but the way in 
which they actually spend their time was in another order. 
Denominational goals and programs plus the needs of the local 
2 
parish they serve actually determine the use of their time. 
Another important study in the role conflict of the minis-
ter was done by Ernest Campbell and Thomas Pettigrew. Here 
the ministers had to reconcile their public behavior with 
their private and professional values during the 1957 racial 
conflict in Little Rock, Arkansas. Again it was the local 
church membership reference group that defined the public 
behavior of the minister over against his professional and 
self reference systems because of the weakness of the latter 
1. Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Illinois: 
The Free Press, 1951), p. 280. 
2 . Samuel W. Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma, 11 in The 
Church and Its Changing Ministry, ed. Robert C. Johnson 
~hiladelphia: Office of the General Assembly, United 
Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., 1961), p. 74. 
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1 two guides. This study will be referred to later in more 
detail. Both these two studies of ministerial role conflicts 
emphasize the strength of the parish society expectations 
over against professional or self expectations. 
From this development of role theory are drawn three 
basic ideas: "Individuals 1) in social locations 2) behave 
3) with reference to expectations."2 Neal Gross places the 
emphasis in this formula on the important ingredient of ex-
pectations. It is the social location that determines expec-
tations, as was illustrated in the two studies of Blizzard 
and Campbell. The social location itself is made up of three 
components: the individual, the particular situation, and 
the culture that surrounds them . In essence then the quota-
tion by Gross above shows the individual in interaction with 
his role, and this interaction results in his behavior in 
society. Here we have the minister in the social location 
of his parish behaving with reference to expectations that 
result from that position. Those expectations have their 
origin in the society of his parish membership, the cultural 
background of his profession, and his own self expectations. 
1. Ernest Q. Campbell and Thomas F. Pettigrew, Christians in 
Racial Crisis, (Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1959), 
p. 90f. 
2. Neal c. Gross (ed.), Explorations in Role Analysis (New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1958), p. 17. 
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A basic tenet in role theory has been the assumption 
of conformity in role behavior coming from a consensus in 
expectations . This has been recently challenged by the re -
search reported in the volume on role analysis edited by 
Gross just previously cited . He maintains that the chang-
ing social order and population of role definers does not 
leave expectation in consonance but in conflict . 1 It is the 
conflicting expectations of the role of the campus minister 
that is the particular concern of this chapter . 
2 . Role Conflict and the Campus Minister 
A significant factor in the role conflict of the campus 
minister is that he stands between two main professional role 
centers . These are the church and the campus . Neither of 
the two have any well defined role expectations for this 
specialized ministry . One chaplain described his profes-
sion well : 
He "stands between" conventional insti -
tutions , roles and responses--between the 
institutions of church and college and be -
tween the church as institution and the 
church as the catholic assembly of God; 
between the roles of pastor, college ad-
ministrator and teacher; between the re-
sponses of faith and reason.2 
Another writer has said the campus minister is "neither fish 
nor fowl . " He further claims that no status is defined 
1 . Ibid . , pp . 26-30 . 
2 . Alvin L. Denman, "Standing Between--The Role of the College 
Chaplain," in Nexus, III, (November, 1959), 10. 
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either in the church (denomination) or at the campus . The 
campus worker must rely on personality and connections to 
get status on campus, feeling it necessary to identify with 
the student yet to fulfill his priestly function . l The stu-
dent is not necessarily a source of high professional status, 
and for many, identification with the student is not a satis-
factory solution . 
A part of the problem is that one of these role centers, 
the parish ministry, is itself in conflict . As a part of the 
Survey of Theological Education in the United States and 
Canada, H. Richard Niebuhr has commented that the church is 
confused concerning the nature of its ministry. "Neither 
ministers nor the schools that nurture them are guided today 
by a clear-cut, generally accepted conception of the office 
of the ministry, though such an idea may be seen emerging . "2 
Indications of this on the one hand may be seen in the con-
tinuously revised curricula of the seminaries as they endeavor 
to fit the training of the minister to the ever changing cul-
ture and role definition in that culture . On the other hand, 
the overbusyness of the profession could be traced to the 
inability of the men to distinguish what is their main calling 
1 . Harry Smith, "The Tensions in Which the Academic Man 
Lives," in The Christian Scholar, XXXIX, (September, 
1956), 209-211 . 
2 . H. Richard Niebuhr (ed . ), The Purpose of the Church and 
Its Ministry (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1956), p . 50. 
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and role . It is important to know what are the chief tasks 
and what is the purpose of all the functions in order that 
the minister ' s role be clear . Samuel Blizzard has established 
the concept of a master role as the focus or the main calling 
of the ministry . It is defined as the "concept of the minis-
try as an occupation distinguishable from the occupational 
role of other persons . "l David Moberg sums this master role 
of clergyman well: 
All the clergyman ' s roles are within a 
single framework . Unless he is in a 
specialized ministry, he is invariably 
considered the leader of a church . His 
total task is integrated around this 
position ; his specific duties arise out 
of it . • • • A clarity of direction for 
all his overlapping tasks is provided 
when his chief role as minister or in-
stitutional leader is given proper per-
spective by a wholesome balance between 
vocational traditions and the needs of 
men in contemporary culture . 2 
Blizzard revealed, however, that ministers orient them-
selves differently to their master role. This different goal 
orientation or frame of reference to the minister ' s work is 
called the integrative role . It is the way in which he 
1 . Samuel W. Blizzard , "The Parish Minister ' s Self-Image of 
His Master Role , '' in Pastoral Psychology, 9, (December , 
1958) , 27 . 
2 . David 0 . Moberg , The Church as a Social Institution 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1962), 
p . 493 . 
personally gives direction to his ministerial behavior 
1 bringing together his functions in some integrated image . 
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These roles finally must all be re l ated to the practi-
cal duties of the minister . Since the New Testament, minis-
ters have been : preaching and teaching, administering the 
2 
sacraments , directing a church, and giving pastoral care . 
Each minister has had a part in each phase , one generally 
being central . Blizzard noted the most important practi-
tioner role seen by ministers themselves was that of preacher . 
This was followed by the other phases of the work in the 
order of pastor , priest , teacher , organizer, and administra-
tor . 3 But the demands of the parish crearea dilemma which 
does not allow them to spend their time in that priority . 
In fact , time allotment goes primarily to administration . 4 
Consequently, the parish minister is uncertain what is 
central due to conflicting expectations . 
As a result of role confusion, it has been charged that 
men have attempted to escape this darkness by turning to 
1 . Samuel W. Blizzard , "The Protestant Parish Minister ' s 
Integrating Roles , " in Religious Education , LIII, No . 4 
(July-August , 1958) , 37 • 
2 . Niebuhr , p . 58 . 
3 . Blizzard, "The Minister ' s Dilemma , " p . 75 . 
4. Blizzard, p . 77 . 
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specialized ministries such as that at the campus. 1 An ill 
effect of this has been a split between the local parish type 
minister and the campus minister. The campus man is charged 
with not being in the "real" ministry of the church. 
If the parish ministry is confused in its role, the 
campus ministry is even more confused. Where preaching is 
rated foremost by the majority of ministers, the campus minis-
ter does not always have this regular opportunity yet shares 
the parish minister's burden of administration. Other di-
lemmas also arise. Does the campus worker operate as a minis-
ter to a congregation of students and faculty on his own, or 
is he merely an extended staff member of the local church and 
deliver to the front pews those with whom he works? Is he 
to be just a group worker, or to keep the historic roles of 
the ministry? With whom should he work--the students; stu-
dents and faculty; or students, faculty and administration? 
The discrepancy between the role of a 
regular minister in the local parish and 
the role of the campus minister leaves the 
latter with few traditional images to guide 
his action and with a sense of not knowing 2 where he belongs or what he really is to do. 
It was noted in Moberg that Blizzard's master role concept 
held for ministers unless they were in a specialized ministry. 
1. Finley Eversole, "The Dark is Light Enough," in The Inter-
Seminarian, I (February, 1962), 4. 
2. McLean, p. 97. 
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This is the case of the campus worker . He is without the 
master role image of institutional leader . As was noted by 
one chaplain quoted at the beginning of this section , the 
campus minister is be t ween two institutions , the church and 
the campus . 
Yet , because he does "stand between," he 
cannot stand fully within the t radition 
of any of these categories; and so t he 
image of 11 chaplain 11 is b l urred for those 1 
who can rec ognize only traditional portraits . 
J ohns . Dul ey maintains that no sharply defined image or role 
is given the campus minister , causing him to slide into the 
images se t by the secul ar community . This creates a pull in 
too many different directions wi t h too varied a set of re-
2 
sponsibilities . Some denominations have made it clearer 
than others as to the specific role the campus minister is 
to p l ay , especially the Protestant Episcopal and Lutheran 
Churches . There we find many of the campus ministers are the 
head of a campus-centered congregation . Let it also be said 
that this is not s o much a problem of the college chaplain 
with a campus church or chapel . The problem is particularly 
manifest with the denominational worker . 
The other professional role cent er for the campus minis-
ter is the campus community . Here the role image is that of 
1 . Denman, p . 10 . 
2 . JohnS . Duley , "The Work of the Church in the Universit¥," 
in The Christian Scholar , XLII, No . 3 (September , 1959), 
205 . 
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teacher--a classroom teacher . The role is more sure on this 
side than in the church . Status is associated with the pro-
fessor who commands the student ' s time and attention . How-
ever, this side of the role center is also confused as to its 
expectation of the clergy at the campus . Some in this commu-
nity have partial and varying ideas, but none well worked out . 
The study done by Parker Rossman on the denominational 
chaplain in the state university reports that universities 
lack policy statements with regard to their denominational 
chaplains . 1 The university as a rule does not know the role 
that the church expects its representative to perform nor does 
it know what he should be for the university . Rossman's 
study calls for a consultation on the roles and place of 
religious personnel within tax- supported institutions of 
higher learning to help solve the dilemma of role conflict . 2 
An example of attempting to settle role conflict on cam-
pus is seen in the experience of one campus worker with a 
faculty member . As a member of a group ministry at a large 
university , his work included a ministry to a particular dis-
cipline . On calling at a faculty member's office in that 
school concerning the relationship of the Gospel to that dis-
cipline, the minister was told in no uncertain terms to stick 
to being a "pastor" and to leave that discipline alone. The 
1. Rossman , "The Denominational Chaplain ••• ," p . 178. 
2 . Ibid ., p . 181 . 
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minister did have graduate training in the faculty member ' s 
field . More than one has had this experience within the campus . 
The campus minister may thus be seen as not quite a full 
member of either the professional role center of the campus 
or the church . On campus, he may be seen as the pastor with-
out a congregation or church and a teacher without a class-
room . In the church, he may be viewed as not "really" in the 
ministry and many times without its major role as preacher . 
One of the hypotheses coming out of the study edited by Neal 
Gross on role ana l ysis of the school superintendency states 
that the greater the degree of codification of a position, 
the greater the consensus on the obligations of the person 
1 in it . With the confusion as to what is the chief work and 
purpose of the functions within the general ministry supple-
mented by the unknown codification of the campus ministry, 
professional role consensus for the campus worker is a major 
problem . McLean also states a hypothesis at this point that 
sums up the difficulty . "The greater the role definition by 
the university and/ or the local church, the greater the non-
mobility or career stability of the campus minister . "2 
To continue our investigation into role conflict, let 
us refer to the study done by Ernest Campbell and Thomas 
Pettigrew in 1959 on the ministry in Little Rock, Arkansas, 
1 . Gross (ed . ) , p . 151 . 2 . McLean, p . 80 . 
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during the racia l conflict there . A se t of three role refer-
ence groups were established in that study that are very 
helpful in viewing role conflict : the professional refer-
ence system, the membership reference system, and the se l f 
reference sys t em . The professional reference system con-
sisted of the "sources mutually related to his occupational 
role as minister , yet independent of his congregation . "1 The 
membership reference system consisted of the minister ' s con-
gregation, and the self reference system consisted of the "de-
mands , expectations and images the actor carries regarding 
himself . "2 
The professional reference system for our study has been 
described in the preceding paragraphs ~ noting the division 
between both the church and the campus as professional role 
centers . For the church, this would include the national and 
regional organization, the hierarchy of the church that would 
include the local level, professional associations and col-
leagues, both in the regular ministry and the campus ministry . 
Campus work is quite new and brings with it the problem of 
delineating the professional image. The campus side of the 
professional reference system would include faculty and ad-
ministration . The picture of conflict of role expectations 
coming from both professional centers was described earlier. 
1 . Campbell and Pettigrew, p. 87 . 2 . Ibid . 
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The total effect of both centers is to create a tension in 
role toward each . 
The membership reference group for our situation would 
consist mainly of the student body . Some faculty might be 
included , but the main component for membership is the stu-
dent , and it is the s t udent which is the source of status for 
the campus minister . The leadership authority of the campus 
worker lies in his ability to serve the students where they 
are and the needs when they occur , so in no small measure the 
students create strong expectations to be fulfilled . They, 
too , are not sure exactly why he is there, but in their di-
verse way may determine the role he will play . This refer-
ence group played the dominant role in the Campbell and 
Pettigrew study, overshadowing the conflicting professional 
1 
and self reference groups . It was this group which deter-
mined the success or failure of the minister and does so to 
a large ext ent at the campus also . 
The self reference system includes the demands, expecta-
2 tions , and images that the person has of himself . McLean 
concludes from his survey that "the role of the campus minis-
ter is unclear to the campus minister himself and to those to 
whom he ministers--faculty and students . ''3 If this self refer-
ence is not strong , the person will rely on another reference 
1 . Ibid ., p . 94 . 2 . Ibid ., p . 87 . 3 . McLean, p . 98 . 
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system which is dominant . The racial study showed the minis-
ters of Little Rock were weakened in their self reference 
because of a lack of support from their professional refer-
ence group . Conflicting demands at that point coupled with 
strong expectations from the membership system resulted in a 
virtual stifling of the self in favor of no action . 1 If the 
self in the present study does not have a strong image of 
himself , he may well capitulate to the pull of either the 
parish minister role or campus faculty role for status and 
satisfaction . It would have then solved his professional role 
conflict with the secure symbol of the pulpit or the lectern. 
A compromise may be possible for him in the receiving of a 
chaplain's position with preaching and teaching responsibil-
ities . This position was in fact that toward which the men 
studied by Stuart McLean were pointing--if they stayed in the 
2 
campus ministry at all . Preaching and/or teaching was also 
the greatest response to the question of "responsibilities you 
would like to have but cannot do now" in the Walker study of 
fifty campus workers . 3 A wish for a closer tie with college 
and faculty was also noted . These desires expressed by men 
at the campus indicate the pull just described between the 
parish and the campus professional image . Needed status may be 
2 . McLean, p . 69 . 1 . Campbell and Pettigrew, p . 94 . 
3. Walker, "Job Description • • • , " p . 6 . 
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achieved through these roles for a person without a strong 
self reference system . 
What do the campus workers envision as their self-image? 
In the Walker study just mentioned, those responding saw 
themselves as a pastor-teacher-counselor-friend . The most 
time spent in their work was with individuals and small 
1 groups . This more informal one to one relationship was also 
seen primary in the work of those studied by McLean. 2 Pastor 
and teacher roles seem to dominate, but in the more informal 
manner than found in the parish and the college faculty where 
these same functions and those accompanying carry more status . 
The self- image of the campus minister may well be low if he 
is not clear and convinced of the importance and primacy of 
his informal work . A McLean hypothesis states it well when 
he says "the greater the campus minister ' s clarity about his 
role (role - set) , the greater his stability and the less his 
mobility . "3 It does seem that this image should be strong 
after the results of the Jacob study mentioned in the last 
chapter in relation to job descriptions . There Jacob dis-
covered that the real value - laden experiences did not occur 
in the classroom, but outside in the more informal relations 
that met the needs of the students where they were . 4 
1 . Ibid . , p . 4 . 
4 . Jacob, p . 98 . 
2 . McLean, p . 29 . 3. Ibid . , p . 81 . 
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However , there is another theory which may help us 
understand the self reference system and in one measure to 
strengthen it . The study by S . A. Stouffer and others of 
The American So l dier has yielded the theory of differential 
deprivation and reward . This was based upon the response of 
a group of soldiers who were in combat but showed little more 
criticism of their position than those who were not in combat 
and were overseas . The crucial conditioning factor was the 
differential between officers and men in the enjoyment of 
scarce privileges . 1 A parallel might be drawn with our study. 
The self-image might be kept strong if there was less differ-
ential in status between the campus minister and the parish 
minister or college faculty . The college chaplaincy seems 
to meet these conditions best in the campus ministry at 
present . However , the campus ministry might meet this prob-
lem better if more adequate recognition were given the campus 
worker by the churches, at least on a par with their parish 
colleagues . The strengthening of the profession through 
establ ishing accepted standards for goals and methods as 
well as criteria for effectiveness , together with better 
salaries, would also help alleviate the differential in priv-
ilege enjoyment . A strong professional image is basic to the 
strengthening of a lagging se l f-image . 
1 . S . A. Stouffer (ed . ) , The American Soldier (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press , 1949), I, 181 . 
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In summary then , the development of role theory has 
made it possible for us to see it as interaction of self 
with role or the individual behaving in his position with 
reference to expectations . The conflict of role expectations 
was raised as a central problem in role theory and for our 
present study . The self must relate to legitimate but con-
flicting expectations . This problem was illustrated through 
the role of the parish minister in the two studies by 
Blizzard and Campbell and Pettigrew . 
The parallel of conflicting role patterns was drawn for 
the campus minister as he stands between two professional 
role centers , the church and the campus . Neither defined 
his role clearly . He is in tension between the two but not 
real l y in either . The campus worker's own profession is 
relatively new and in a state of flux with respect to c l ear 
role definition . The hypothesis was stated that the clearer 
the role definition by the university and/ or the church, the 
more stable the profession of the campus ministry . 
The reference systems of the Campbell and Pettigrew 
study were utilized to illustrate the role expectations con-
flict , placing t he self reference system in relation to the 
professional and membership reference systems . The strength 
of the self reference was seen as most important for a strong 
professional role . The theory of differential deprivation 
showed value in potentially keeping the campus ministry role 
in balance with the other professional ro l es described . 
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The conclusion that can be drawn from this theory of 
role for the campus minister is that lack of clarity of role 
on the part of the self is the greatest cause of instability 
in the profession . This clarity could be helped by a strong 
professional reference system that would overcome the pulling 
tensions between the church (parish) and campus (faculty) 
professional roles. The instability of the role of the cam-
pus minister is not inherent in the profession, but rather 
conditioned by the strength of the self reference system 
and the unity and strength of the professional reference 
system . The strength and unity of the latter system is cru-
cial to the development of the self reference system . 
Much of the preceding has been reflective thinking and 
theorizing, even though generally accepted . We move next 
toward testing after the stating of the hypotheses as to the 
characteristics of those who have left the campus ministry . 
3 . Hypotheses 
The questionnaire on "Some Factors Responsible for 
Campus Ministers Leaving the Campus Ministry" was completed 
by seventy-five qualified respondents and was designated to 
test a number of hypotheses . These hypotheses were derived 
from the role theory in this chapter, other studies and 
writings as noted in the first chapter, the judgment of some 
men who are experts in the field, and personal observations . 
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Ordained clergymen who have left the campus ministry 
after serving in full - time employment during at least five 
calendar years will tend to possess these characteristics : 
i . Background 
(1) They do not participate in college religious 
activities as undergraduates . l 
ii . Motivation 
iii . 
(2) They do not feel a spiritual calling to the work. 
(3) They intend to enter the work for a specific 
period or short term only . 
( 4) They or their wives are surprised at the dif-
ference from their expectations on entering the 
work . 
Job 
(5) 
(6) 
(7 ) 
description 
They do not have adequate job definition for 
their position . 
They do not have adequate opportunity to preach 
and/ or teach . 2 
They enjoy most those job functions which are 
less frequently performed . Conversely, they re -
ceive less satisfaction from those functions re-
quiring repeated performance . 
1 . McLean, p . 78 . 2 . Walker, p . 6. 
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(8 ) They do not have much participation profession-
ally in the life and program of a local church . 
iv . Relationships 
(9) They have little professional contact with 
faculty . l 
( 10) They are not received well by their fellow 
ministers , facul t y , or administration . 
( 11 ) They have conflic t ing relationships with either 
fe l low campus minis t ers , town pastors , faculty , 
adminis t ration , or board members. 
v . Financial and moral support 
( 12 ) They are dissatisfied with the financial and 
moral support of the church or other sponsoring 
agency . 
(13) They and/ or their wives are dissatisfied with 
the salary . 
vi . Persona l 
( 14) Their wives' general reaction to the campus 
ministry is unfavorable . 
( 15) They feel too o l d for an effective campus minis-
try . In fact , they will leave the profession by 
the time they reach the age span of forty to 
forty-four years . 2 
1 . McLean, p . 84 . 2 . Walker , p . l . 
(16) They feel unable to move toward the fulfillment 
of their personal objectives in the work. 
vii. Training 
(17) They do not have specific course work dealing 
with the campus ministry. 
Now that the hypotheses have been stated, let us move 
to the testing of them by comparison with the results from 
the questionnaires. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND TESTING OF HYPOTHESES 
1 . Data Analysis and Limitations 
It was noted in the first chapter that 168 questionnaires 
were mailed . It was found that 46 of those names were not 
valid for use in the study because of incorrect address, 
retirement from the profession, deceased, or not qualifying 
according to the limitations of the study. This left 122 
names as the total valid mailing of which 75 sent back valid 
returns . This was a 61 . 8% total valid response. 
Generalizations from these data are somewhat limited by 
this total valid response rate . Further limitation is noted 
in the following section by the low representative return from 
the Disciples of Christ (50%) , Baptists (40%), and the 
Y. M. C. A. (30%) . Finally, a bias of returns toward the 
denominational type campus ministry can be seen in a follow-
ing section on the type positions from which respondents left. 
A reliability check for tabulation error was made on one 
of every fifteen pre-coded questions. Percentage of tabula-
tion error ranged from O% to 2 . 8%. 
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2 . Background of Respondents 
As was noted in the introductory chapter, those who 
received the questionnaire were all men who were ordained 
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in the Protestant denominations listed below , who had served 
during at least five calendar years in the full - time campus 
ministry , and who have left the profession between 1950 and 
the present . Any who qualified but are missing from this 
study escaped their denomination ' s records or the writer ' s 
gleanings from the denominational mailing lists . 
i . Denomination 
The denominations represented in this study are those 
who are a part of the National Student Christian Federation . 
This also includes the Young Men ' s Christian Association . 
They each vary as to their representativeness, however . 
The percentage response of each is shown as follows: 
Episcopal • • • • • • • • . • • • 72% 
National Lutheran Council •••• • 71% 
United Church of Christ • . .••• 69% 
Methodist ••••• • •••.••• 68% 
Presbyterian • • • • . 
Disciples of Christ . 
. . . . . . 68% 
. . . . 
American Baptist Convention . • 0 
Y. M. C. A. • .•••. 
. 50% 
. 40% 
. 30% 
It is obvious that the results of this study will hold 
more true for those denominations of higher response than 
those of lower response . Therefore, the results of this 
study may not be as valid for the Disciples of Christ, the 
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American Baptist Convention, and theY . M. C. A. as for the 
other denominations . 
The percentage of total response represented by each 
denomination or agency is listed as follows: 
Methodist • • • •• •• ••• • •• 28 . 0% 
Episcopalian ••••••.•• • • 17 . 3% 
Presbyterian ••.• . •••••• 16 . 0% 
National Lutheran Council • .. • • 13 . 3% 
United Church of Christ . • • • 12 . 0% 
American Baptist Convention . • 5 . 3% 
Disciples of Christ . . • • . • • • 4 . 0% 
Y. M. C. A. • • • • • • • 4 . 0% 
ii . Prior parish experience 
The majority of the respondents had previous parish ex-
perience . A total of 62 . 7% of the respondents had from one to 
over ten years service in the full-time parish ministry . Of 
these men, 6 . 3% now feel that their parish experience was un-
necessary for their later campus ministry , 37 . 5% now feel it 
helpful , and 56 . 3% now feel the parish experience was neces-
1 
sary for their later campus ministry . 
1 . See Appendix B, item A-7 . 
The reasons given for leaving their parish type work 
rated the general attraction to the academic community as 
first in frequency of response. This was followed by such 
reasons as feeling their talents best used in the campus 
ministry, feeling that a creative ministry was needed on 
campus for church renewal, coupled with the exciting look 
1 
to this special ministry . 
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Those who deliberately excluded the parish did so more 
because of a feeling that their talents were best used at the 
campus and because of a general attraction to the academic 
community rather than a dissatisfaction with or dislike for 
the parish .2 It is interesting to note that the majority of 
campus ministers had served in a parish except from the 
Methodist and United Church of Christ denominations. 
iii . Educational background 
The educational background of the respondents naturally 
showed the greatest portion of the men with the seminary de-
gree of B. D. or S . T. B. (46.7%) as their last completed 
degree . However , a good percentage of those responding had 
either a S . T. M. or M. A. degree (36%) also . Those with 
the Ph . D. or Th . D. degree were less with 14 . 7% of the total . 
In addition, about one quarter of the respondents were working 
1 . See Appendix B, item A-8. 2. See Appendix B, item A-10 . 
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on a further degree, the majority of whom were working toward 
1 the Ph. D. degree. 
Only 18.7% of respondents had left the campus ministry 
to seek further academic preparation, but they were doing so 
mainly to go into teaching and not for better preparation 
to return to the campus ministry. 2 
A total of one half the respondents never had any spe-
cific coursework dealing with the campus ministry. Those 
who did were fairly evenly divided between having courses 
3 in seminary and courses after seminary. 
iv . Type positions left 
The great majority of respondents came from denomina-
tional campus positions. A little over 10% left from col-
lege chaplain type positions and 4% of the respondents were 
4 from Y. M. C. A. positions. These data give an obvious bias 
to the study. 
3. Testing the Hypotheses 
The hypotheses contain a number of characteristics one 
might expect to find in the ministry at the campus of those 
who left that employment. They have been divided into 
1. See Appendix B, items C-8, C-9. 
2 . See Appendix B, items C-11, C-12. 
3. See Appendix B, item C-13. 4. See Appendix B, item A-20. 
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categories for presentation and testing . The hypotheses 
will be tested by comparing them against the data gathered 
in the questionnaire . 
i . Background 
Hypothesis : Men who have had experience in religious 
activities as undergraduates know what to expect as a campus 
minister and are better prepared for the work than those 
without this experience . l This implies that men who leave 
the campus ministry tend not to have participated in college 
religious activities as undergraduates. However, quite to 
the contrary, the study shows that of those men who left and 
responded , 85 . 3% were active in religious activities and 68% 
held office as undergraduates . They certainly should have 
known what they were entering if this experience is valid 
for preparation . A total of 45 . 3% of the men acknowledged 
that their college experience had at least some influence in 
their entering the campus ministry . There seems to be no 
correlation between undergraduate experience in religious 
activities and leaving the campus ministry. Differences in 
status and demands on time may be reflected here which were 
not foreseen prior to the professional experience . 
1 . McLean, p . 78 . 
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ii. Motivation 
The nex t se t of hypotheses is concerned wi th the moti-
vation of men on entering the campus ministry. Whether those 
who leave are any different from those who stay we don't 
know, except for the results of Robert Walker's study. There 
he noted that of the fifty in the work that he studied, most 
were motivated by three factors: (l) a challenging job was 
offered when they were free to take it; (2) felt work with 
future leaders most strategic spot for ministry; (3) assessed 
abilities in light of desire to serve God where best fitted. 1 
This appears to be quite similar to those reasons given 
by the respondents of this study for leaving the parish to 
enter the campus work. The first three rated most by these 
men were: (l) generally attracted to academic community; 
(2) felt talents best used in campus ministry; (3) creative 
ministry needed on campus for church renewal. 2 The motiva-
tion of best use of talents and general attraction to the 
academic community were also the leading motivations for 
those respondents without parish experience who entered the 
campus work. 3 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will tend 
not to have a spiritual calling to the work . The motivations 
l. Walker, "Job Description • •. ," p. 2. 
2. See Appendix B, item A-8. 
3 . See Appendix B, item A-10. 
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listed both in the Walker study of those in the field and 
those of this study who have left indicate more a question 
of interest and talents than of a spiritual calling. However, 
when those of this study were asked to check the importance of 
a spiritual calling in their reason for entering the work, the 
response showed that 70.7% felt it had a great influence or 
at least some influence for them. 
A question one might ask is what does a spiritual calling 
mean to men in the ministry today? It may now carry with it 
the meaning of serving where one feels he can best use his 
1 talents and less so as a "command of God." Whatever it now 
means, other reasons for entering the campus ministry were 
rated higher than the spiritual calling reason. They were: 
(1) felt talents best used here; (2) student ministry crucial 
for future renewal of the church; and (3) concern to work 
2 
with students in crucial time for their faith. The study, 
therefore, indicates a tendency for those men who leave to 
have entered the work more for reasons of interest, concern, 
and best use of their talents than as a spiritual calling, 
although some form of spiritual calling is felt. The motiva-
tion of those who stay in the work as against those who leave 
1. The meaning of a spiritual calling to the ministry in 
general is undergoing discussion and redefinition in 
this modern day. 
2. See Appendix B, item A-13. 
seems to be quite similar, indicating for both groups a 
lack of comparative importance of a spiritual calling. 
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Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will 
tend to enter the work for a specific period or short term 
only. If this were a part of their motivation then one 
could understand why they left. However, the study shows 
that only 25.3% intended to enter for a specific period 
only, generally for five or ten years. This is only one 
quarter of those who did leave, indicating that this moti-
vation does not play a strong role in the majority of cases 
of those leaving the campus ministry. Only 13.3% of those 
leaving who responded stated this reason was an important 
factor in their leaving . 
Those who did indicate entering for a specific period 
only did so mostly because they felt youthfulness was essen-
tial to a good campus ministry or because there was a need 
to be filled in a specific situation. 1 
Hypothesis: Men leaving the campus ministry and/or 
their wives will tend to be surprised at the difference 
from their expectations on entering the work. This means 
simply that the work was not as they thought it was going 
to be when they decided to enter it. The study shows us 
that 70 . 7% of the men who responded were not surprised by 
1. See Appendix B, item A-15. 
any difference from expectations . The wives responded in 
similar manner showing only 28 .8% of respondents were 
greatly or somewhat surprised at the difference they found 
from their expectations . The greater majority of those 
who left and responded showed no appreciable difference to 
cause surprise . The possibility of the presence of an un-
conscious or unexpressed awareness of the difference be-
tween past student leadership and later professional ex-
perience was previously noted . 
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On the whole, motivational reasons for entering the 
campus ministry do not seem to play a large part in the deci-
sion of men to leave the campus . The only hypothesis show-
ing any significance here is the one concerning the presence 
of a spiritual calling . This , however, is also shared by 
those who stay . Other reasons of a more practical nature 
seem to be more important than a spiritual calling . Such 
practical motivation may well again be a reason for their 
leaving the campus ministry as for their entering . 
iii . Job description 
Hypothesis : Men who leave the campus ministry will 
tend not to have an adequate job definition for their posi-
tion . It is assumed that a well codified position will pro-
duce more harmony in the worker and therefore more stability. 
However , the study indicates that only 28% of the respondents 
felt that there was not an adequate effort to define their 
job. A total of 61.3% of the respondents said they shared 
in the writing of their job description. A similar per-
centage of these men said that which they agreed to do be-
fore their corning was the same as that which they found 
when they arrived. 1 In addition, 65.3% of the respondents 
said their job description was current with their work 
pattern. 
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It appears that only a little over one quarter of 
those responding felt their job was not adequately defined. 
Therefore, we might not expect this characteristic to be 
too important as a reason for leaving the campus ministry. 
This must not be confused with clarity of role on the part 
of the campus minister. 
The indication that workers participate in writing 
their own job descriptions may be a source of instability in 
the profession. A lack of established professional standards 
for job descriptions and a proliferation of individually 
worked out patterns does not contribute to codifying the 
work. Variations in expectations from position to position 
may be found to some degree, but a standard of some kind is 
needed for goals, methods, and criteria of effectiveness 
for the work in general. This will not necessarily be 
accomplished by men writing their own job descriptions. 
1. See Appendix B, item A-25. 
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The second hypothesis under job description may be more 
significant. Even if the job is adequately defined, it may 
not be satisfying to the occupant. Hypothesis: Men who 
leave the campus ministry will tend to enjoy most those job 
functions which are less frequently performed. Conversely, 
they receive less satisfaction from those functions requir-
ing repeated performance . On the simple question of satis-
faction with job description, the study showed that two-
thirds of the respondents were either very satisfied or 
1 
fairly well satisfied with their description. Only 14% 
were dissatisfied. A so-so category showed 16%. As a 
stated reason for leaving the campus ministry, only 13.3% of 
the resppndents rated job description undesirable. 
More specifically on the question of frequency versus 
enjoyment of job function, five categories show significant 
difference. The functions of administration, public rela-
tions and fund raising showed considerably more frequency of 
action than enjoyment. Other functions as work with faculty , 
teaching, and preaching or leading of worship showed less 
frequency of function but greater enjoyment . 2 
Relating this disparity with general job satisfaction, 
some of each category desired may be present along with some 
1 . See Appendix B, item A-23. 
2. See Appendix B, item A-53 . 
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that is not desired leaving a somewhat general job satisfac-
tion for the majority . However, the study indicates a tend-
ency to desire more work in a few areas--namely, teaching, 
preaching, and work with faculty. The new positions of 
those who leave reflect this desired work--the parish and 
teaching. 
This brings us to the third hypothesis of this section. 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will tend not 
to have adequate opportunity to preach and/or teach. The 
response to the last question indicated that preaching and 
teaching were more enjoyed than they found opportunity to 
practice them . Among the stated reasons for leaving the 
campus ministry, the lack of adequate preaching or teaching 
opportunity was checked as important by 42.6% of the re-
spondents. This is not quite half but is an indication of 
concern. Yet, when asked if they would have stayed if they 
had been offered a chaplain's position with preaching and 
teaching responsibilities, only one-third of the respondents 
said they would have stayed. It appears that though preach-
ing and/or teaching is desired, the respondents would rather 
have such responsibilities either in the parish or on the 
faculty and not as a chaplain in the campus ministry. This 
would indicate that status as well as job function is impor-
tant. Those who desire preaching or teaching may also want 
other things found more in the parish or on the faculty. 
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Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will 
tend not to have much professional participation in the life 
and program of a church. Those responding to the question 
of extent of participation in a local church program indi-
cated that 40% had considerable professional participation 
and another 40% had some professional participation. Only 
16% had little or no participation, indicating that this 
factor is not a significant characteristic of those who 
leave the campus ministry. The qualifying factor here may 
be in what kind of professional participation were they 
engaged and what would they like to have been doing in the 
church. The majority of Episcopalians and Lutherans had 
considerable participation because of the parish organiza-
tion of their campus ministry. 
The hypotheses under job description show significance 
only in disparity of relationship between enjoyment and fre-
quency of function as found in administration and public 
relations and fund raising . Three others: preaching, teach-
ing, and work with faculty were listed, also. However, the 
respondents desired these duties in the parish and teaching 
faculty more than in a possible college chaplain type posi-
tion . Lack of definition of job, general job satisfaction, 
and lack of professional participation in a church were not 
found as characteristics of the respondents who left the 
campus ministry. 
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iv . Relationships 
It was assumed that the relationships to those with 
whom the men worked or to whom they were responsible might 
be important for men deciding to leave the campus ministry . 
Hypothesis : Men who leave the campus ministry will tend to 
have little professional contact with faculty . This stems 
from a hypothesis of Stuart McLean ' s who felt professional 
interaction with facul t y was a key to staying and enjoying 
1 
the campus ministry . Two-thirds of the respondents for 
this study checked off the upper limits of professional con-
t t ith f lt d · . d 2 It 20d ac s w acu y urlng a one year perlo • was ~
more who checked off the next highest limit , indicating that 
those men who left did not do so because they failed to 
interact with faculty . However , it was noted earlier that 
they enjoyed this function more than they practiced it . 
This cou ld either be from a lack of their own initiative or 
the lack of opportunity that the faculty would allow them . 
It is apropos to note here that the respondents were re-
ceived by the faculty as mostly a minister to the students 
and only a small number were recognized as colleagues or as 
pastor to faculty . This would indicate a certain distance 
felt professionally between the faculty member and the campus 
minister . Yet only a small number of the respondents were 
1 . McLean , p . 84 . 2 . See Appendix B, item A-35 . 
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received indifferently and none were rebuffed or discouraged 
by faculty. 1 In the stated reasons for leaving checked by 
respondents, only 5.3% left because of an adverse campus 
climate of opinion created by faculty. However, lack of 
status in relation to the faculty is indicated as a possi-
ble unconscious or unexpressed factor for men who leave the 
campus ministry. 
Those who left the campus ministry in this study inter-
acted with faculty. However, they found faculty members not 
too open as equals nor as those to be ministered unto by the 
campus minister. The characteristic of lack of professional 
contact was not established by the respondents. 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will 
tend not to be received well by their fellow ministers, fac-
ulty, or administration. The questionnaire returns indicate 
a split in the reception felt by the men with their fellow 
colleagues in the parish. About an equal number felt they 
were viewed as temporarily "out" of the real ministry of the 
church as those who felt they were accepted and respected 
fully as a colleague in the ministry. 2 Although not domi-
nant, a loss of status was felt among the respondents. If 
they did not personally feel it, they may well have known 
1. See Appendix B, item A-34. 
2. See Appendix B, item A-37. 
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those who did experience this lack of full acceptance. The 
other campus ministers were seen as generally very co-oper-
ative with close relationships being developed. If not co-
operative, at least a fellowship was developed with them.l 
Closer kinship is reported among fellow campus ministers 
than among fellow parish ministers as might be expected. 
In the first part of this section concerning faculty, 
it was noted that a certain distance was felt between them 
and the respondents. The image of the campus minister by 
the faculty seems to be that of a pastor to the students and 
not that of a colleague with the faculty in the total educa-
tional process . 
The respondents felt better received on the part of the 
administration than by faculty or other parish ministers . 
About half felt the campus ministry was welcomed as an im-
portant part of the campus work by administration, with only 
a few feeling indifference or rebuff. 2 
The results of this study indicate that about half of 
the respondents did not feel well received as colleagues by 
their fellow parish ministers nor did many feel accepted on 
a par with the faculty members, although no conflicts were 
noted . There were only 5 . 3% of the respondents that stated 
l . See Appendix B, item A-38 . 
2. See Appendix B, item A-32. 
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they left the campus ministry because of an adverse climate 
of opinion on the part of faculty and only 8% left because 
of adverse relations with the administration . Only 6 . 7% 
stated the importance of the lack of official recognition 
or status on campus with the administration or faculty as 
a reason for leaving . In addition, 9 . 3% stated they left 
because of a lack of respect or support from parish minister 
colleagues. These are not high figures and do not indicate 
serious reasons for leaving the campus ministry . However, 
there was revealed a lack of respect or status from the 
parish ministers and faculty . 
The question of conflicting relationships was examined 
next . Hypothesis : Men who leave the campus ministry will 
tend to have conflicting relationships with either fellow 
campus ministers , town pastors , faculty, administration , or 
board members . The study indicates first that fellow campus 
ministers are usually not a source of conflict as seen by 
both the men and their wives . 1 The same can be said for 
their fellow staff members . 2 The men and wives also report 
a satisfactory relationship with local ministers . 3 However, 
over 50% of the men noted areas of misunderstanding and 
1 . See Appendix B, item A- 38; item 4 (Wife) . 
2 . See Appendix B, item A-45 . 
3 . See Appendix B, item A-41 . 
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conflict with them , particularly in the areas of criteria of 
effectiveness , goals and methods of work, and areas of pri-
mary concern in the work . 1 This would indicate a greater 
conflict than admitted . 
Faculty and administration were noted previously as no t 
being a source of conflicting relationships, though faculty 
members maintained their distance . A large majority of the 
men and wives responding expressed satisfactory relations 
with board members or others to whom they were directly re-
sponsible for their work . However, again we note a larger 
number than expected who list areas of conflict with them , 
such as criteria of effectiveness , goals, and methods of 
work . 2 This evidence implies that there may be unconscious 
as well as conscious factors at work here . It is hard to 
imagine a satisfactory relationship with so many expressing 
such basic areas of conflict and misunder s t a nd i ng. It may 
be that external relations were not openly in disharmony 
but inner conflict was felt by the campus minister . This 
kind of disagreement can wear hard on a professional ' s sat-
isfaction in his work . Poor re l ationships with the Board 
of Directors was not given as an important reason for the 
respondents leaving the work, nor were relationships with 
1 . See Appendix B, item A-42 . 
2 . See Appendix B, item A-31 . 
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other campus ministers, local church ministers, faculty, or 
administration . 1 Church goals and methods of work were rated 
only slightly higher in stated reasons for leaving but none 
were high percentages . 
Conflicting relationships were not expressed as impor-
tant characteristics of those leaving the campus ministry . 
A number of basic areas of conflict were admitted with local 
ministers and those to whom the men were responsible. A 
satisfactory relationship was still felt, however . Relation-
ships with parish colleagues and faculty reflect an ambiguous 
reception of the campus minister and a potential loss of sta-
tus for him . This potential s t atus loss was noted in the 
chapter on role theory and role conflict . It is interesting 
that the respondents do not ra t e t his factor as important in 
their stated reasons for leaving . 
v . Financial and moral support 
Hypothesis: Men leaving the campus ministry will tend 
to be dissatisfied with the financial and moral support of 
the church or ot her sponsoring agency. The financial sup-
port for program was indicated as good but could be improved 
by about 50% of the respondents . One quarter more said it 
was barely adequate . 2 This shows some concern for financial 
1 . See Appendix B, item B-8 . 
2 . See Appendix B, item A-46 . 
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support on the part of almost 75% of the respondents. The 
moral support from the local church was listed as generally 
either very good or good, but could be improved . Moral sup-
port from the area, synod, or conference for their work was 
1 
seen by respondents as mostly good, but could be improved . 
Stated reasons for leaving the campus ministry by the re-
spondents revealed 22 . 7% listing insufficient financial sup-
port as an important factor in their decision and only 14 . 7% 
listed the lack of church understanding and moral support as 
important reasons . It seems that financial support was of 
some concern to those who left but not too important as a 
reason for their leaving . Moral support was good but could 
be improved . 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry and/or 
their wives will tend to be dissatisfied with their salary . 
The salary at termination showed the greatest percentage 
group range was between $5000 and $6999. The norm for the 
men respondents on the question of evaluation of their 
terminal salary was at the level of fairly well satisfied. 
A small number of respondents fell equally on either side 
of the norm at either very well satisfied or just so-so. 
2 Only a slight percentage admitted actual dissatisfaction . 
1. See Appendix B, item A-48. 
2 . See Appendix B, item A-50 . 
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The wives showed less satisfaction with the salary than the 
husbands did. The norm was at the same level of fairly well 
satisfied, but at a smaller percentage than their mates' 
rating. Again, a smaller percentage fell equally on either 
side of the norm, but at a higher level than their husbands' 
rating. More actual dissatisfaction was indicated by the 
wives. 1 In general then, a fair satisfaction was felt con-
cerning salary by both men and their wives, but the wives 
tended to show a lower degree of satisfaction and a higher 
proportion of the total responding showing some dissatisfac-
tion. Financial reward or salary was listed as an important 
reason for leaving by 22.7% of the men. The wives did not 
feel this reason was as important for their husbands' de-
parture, but did give a significant degree of importance to 
the lack of good advancement possibilities. 2 
On the whole, financial and moral support do not seem 
to be highly significant characteristics of concern among 
those who leave the campus ministry, but financial support 
and salary are seen to be of some concern to them. 
vi. Personal 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will tend 
to have wives whose general reaction to the campus ministry 
1. See Appendix B, item 6 (wife). 
2. See Appendix B, item 7 (wife). 
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is unfavorable . The men who responded to the question of 
their wives ' reaction indicated a high degree of favor by 
them for the work. 1 This is corroborated in their stated 
reasons for leaving the work as only 6.7% listed family 
problems related to the profession as an important factor. 
The wives preferred their husbands to stay in their new 
positions for the most part, but many of the women noted 
they liked the campus ministry very much . 2 
It appears from the results of the study that wives' 
reactions to the campus ministry were not an important 
factor in causing the men to leave the work and therefore 
not a characteristic of men leaving the profession . 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will tend 
to feel too old for an effective ministry at the campus and 
will leave the profession by the time they reach the age 
span of forty to forty - four years . It was noted in the 
first chapter that in the early study by Shedd and the one 
by Walker men seemed to leave the profession by th2 age of 
forty . This study confirms those figures showing over 85% 
of the respondents left by the age span of forty to forty-
four years. The normative age span for leaving developed at 
the 35-39 year level . A fairly equal group bordered both 
1 . See Appendix B, item B-7 . 
2 . See Appendix B, items 15 and 16 (wife) . 
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sides at 30-34 and 40-44 years of age. 1 However, feeling 
too old for an effective campus ministry does not seem to 
be an important declared reason for departure. Only 12% of 
the respondents stated this as important in their decision . 
Feeling too old should not then be a tendency among those 
who leave. Another reason must be given for motivating 
their departure by this particular age span . 
Hypothesis: Men who leave the campus ministry will tend 
to feel unable to move toward the fulfillment of their per-
sonal objectives in the work. The study listed eight pos-
sibl e objectives which were checked by between 73 . 3% and 
98 . 7% of the respondents as having great or moderate impor-
tance for them . Five of the eight were checked by 89 . 3% to 
98 . 7% of the respondents as great or moderate in importance . 2 
When asked just following these if they felt able to move 
toward fulfilling these objectives at their last campus posi-
tion, 89 . 3% responded in the affirmative , with only 2 . 7% re -
sponding negatively and 8% not answering. Again when asked 
how much positive change in six different areas they saw in 
the students with whom they worked, between 70 . 7% and 86.7% 
of the respondents checked that they saw a great deal or at 
least some positive change . 3 The response to these questions 
1 . See Appendix B, item B- 4 . 
2 . See Appendix B, item A- 51 . 
3 . See Appendix B, item A- 54 . 
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indicates a widespread feeling of at least some fulfillment 
in their work toward these objectives . Only 14 . 7% of the 
respondents rated a lack of feeling of satisfaction in their 
work as important in their decision to leave the profession . 
It appears that those who leave tend to feel able to move 
toward the fulfil l ment of certain basic objectives in the 
work . However, certain individual objectives for vocational 
fulfillment may still be unsatisfied and stimulate change . 
The respondents felt the profession was more stable and 
ac cepted now than when they entered but still felt it was 
beset by inherent problems which cripple its effectiveness . 1 
The wives indicated something in this direction when they 
ranked quite high the reason of lack of good advancement 
possibilities as a reason for their husbands leaving the 
2 
profession . 
None of the personal characteristics hypothesized were 
confirmed by the study except the age by which men leave the 
work . The wives' reactions were more favorable toward the 
campus ministry than expected . Neither the feeling of being 
too old for the college work nor an inability to move toward 
fulfilling objectives in the profession seemed important to 
the respondents in deciding to leave . 
1 . See Appendix B, items 4 and 6. 
2 . See Appendix B, item 7 (wife ). 
lll 
vii . Training 
The area of professional training for the work is the 
subject for our last hypothesis . Hypothesis : Men who leave 
the campus ministry will tend not to have specific course-
work dealing with the campus ministry . The respondents for 
this study reveal that 50 . 7% never had any specific course-
work in this field . Less than one quarter had some in semi-
nary and about the same number had some after seminary . 1 
When asked if there shoul d be more specialized training for 
the work, 57 . 3% agreed and an additional 22 . 7% strongly 
agreed , totaling 80% of the respondents . However, as a rea -
son for leaving , only 6. 7% rated as important their academic 
non-preparedness for the profession . Therefore , those who 
leave may tend not to have had specific coursework dealing 
with the campus ministry , though not citing this as signifi -
cant cause to consider moving to another job . 
I t was noted in the second chapter of this work that 
Walker ' s study showed campus workers in the field were 
trained in the standard seminary courses for the pastoral 
ministry and felt the need of more special training in the 
skills u sed in the profession . 2 With this knowledge, we can 
see that both the men who stay and those who leave feel the 
need of more specialized training . 
1 . See Appendix B, item C- 13 . 
2 . Walker , "Professional Training • • • J II P • 4. 
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The testing of the hypotheses given stating possible 
negative features of the work of the mi nister at the campus 
found little support by the respondents of this study. The 
hypotheses dealing with the motivation of a spiritual call-
ing, some disparity between job function frequency and en-
joyment relating particularly to the tasks of preaching and 
teaching, status with their fellow parish ministers and 
faculty, financial support for program, and lack of special 
training did show some degree of concern for the respondents 
at their last campus position, but this expression was not 
generally high . What was rated as most important is well 
illustrated in the categorical analysis of item B-8 of the 
questionnaire which is reproduced for elucidation. 
4. Stated Reasons for Leaving 
the Campus Ministry 
Categorical Analysis of Question B-8 
I . The new vocational situation 
1 . At this particular time your services were 
needed in new position •••.•..• • 
% 
57.3 
2 . Change of direction of call for ministry • . 48 . 0 
3. Was offered too good a position to turn 
down • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 . 3 
4. Feel talent s and personality better fit 
new job . . • . . . • • . • . • . • . 41.3 
5. Other : 
The church called me elsewhere . . . . . . . 1 . 3 
II . The job 
1 . Lack of adequate preaching or teaching 
opportunity : preaching • •• 25 . 3 
teaching .•• 17 . 3 • 42 . 6 
2 . Work load too demanding for time available • 28 . 0 
3 . Work moves in too many different directions . 24 . 0 
4. Church methods for ministry to campus not 
compatible with your own • • • • 16 . 0 
5 . Church goals for campus ministry not in 
line with your own • • • . • • . • . . • 14 . 7 
6 . Job description undesirable •. . . 
7. Campus ministry too unsettled and 
experimental • • • • . • • • • . 
• •• 13.3 
8 . Too much travel ••.• . . . . . . . 
5 . 3 
4 . 0 
9 . Other: 
Five year tour of duty ended • • . . . • • . 1.3 
New policies of National Church 
(Presbyterian) • • • . • . • • • • • 1 . 3 
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III . Personal % 
l . Desired less narrow age span for ministry • • 26 . 7 
2 . Desire to be more at home with family • •• • 21.3 
3. Lack of feeling of satisfaction in work •.• 14 . 7 
4. Demoralized by transiency of students as 
a four year 11 congregation 11 • • • • • • • 14 . 7 
5 . Original intent to enter for short 
period only . . . • ..•.• • • 13.3 
6. Feel too old for effective campus ministry . 12.0 
7 . Other personal problems not related to 
profession • • • • • . • • . . . . . . 
8 . Family problems related to profession •. 
9 . Personal health . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
10 . Non-preparedness for profession : 
psychological . • •• 
academic • . . . • • • • . • • 
ll. Other: 
9.3 
6.7 
6.7 
o.o 
6 . 7 
Further study . • • • • . . • . . • . 1 . 3 
Original intention . . • . . . . . • . • 1 . 3 
Only one age group • . • . . • . . • • • l . 3 
Health of child . • • . . . • . . • • 1 . 3 
More opportunity to grapple with concrete 
issues - -less academic . • • • • • • • • • • • 1 . 3 
IV . Status and finance 
l . Insufficient financial reward (salary) •• • 22 . 7 
2 . Insufficient financial support for program . 22 . 7 
3 . Lack of good advancement possibilities . 18 . 7 
4. Lack of church understanding and moral 
support • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • . 14 . 7 
5 . Lack of respect or support from parish 
minister colleagues • . • • • . • • • • • . 9. 3 
6 . Lack of official recognition or status on 
campus with administration or faculty . • • 6 . 7 
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V. Relationships 
l . Adverse campus climate 
student . • . 
administration . . . • 
faculty . . . . . . . 
2. Poor relationship with 
3 . Poor relationship with 
4. Poor relationship with 
5. Poor relat ionship with 
6 . Poor relationship with 
ministers . . . . . . . 
of opinion: 
9. 3 
8 .0 
5. 3 . . . . . . • . 
local church minister 
Board of Directors . . 
administration . . 
faculty . • . 
other campus 
. . . . . . . . • . . 
22 . 6 
10 .7 
6. 7 
5. 3 
2. 7 
7 . Town-gown friction ••••••••..••• 2.7 
8 . Other : 
Y. M. C. A. s t aff colleagues • • • • • • • • l. 3 
Social crisis- - race, pacifism . • . • • • • . 1. 3 
Summary 
Five Main Stated Reasons for Leaving 
l . At this particular time , your services 
were needed in new position • • ••• • •• 57 . 3 
2. Change of direction of call for ministry •• 48 .0 
3. Lack of adequat e preaching or teaching 
opportunity : preaching • . . . 25 . 3 
teaching . . . . . 17 . 3 . . • 42 . 6 
4. Was offered too good a position to turn 
down . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . . • 41 . 3 
5. Feel ta l ents and personality better fit 
new job . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • 41.3 
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The absence of strong negative characteristics is glar-
ing in this analysis and summary of the question concerning 
stated reasons for leaving the campus ministry except for the 
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lack of preaching and/or teaching opportunity. This absence 
was also strongly felt in the testing of the hypotheses, as 
most of them were concerned with negative characteristics of 
the work and were not sustained by the respondents. It 
could be that, having screened the respondents to those 
serving during five calendar years in the work, those who 
would succumb to the potentially negative characteristics of 
the profession had already left. They would have left after 
about three years in this type of ministry. Those remain-
ing would then be the ones who had become fairly stabilized 
in the profession, but not so committed that a new and chal-
lenging advancement to a new type position could not sway 
them . 
The obvious concentration of high ratings in the new 
vocational situation category gives us an area that needs 
investigating. What is there about the new situations that 
is so attractive? Or was it certain factors in the campus 
positions that made other situations look more attractive? 
Since the men rated the lack of preaching or teaching oppor-
tunity quite highly, it may well be that the new situations 
filled this vacuum best for them . These and other questions 
will be explored in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
THE NEW VOCATIONAL SITUATIONS 
The categorical analysis of the question B-8 and its 
summary point inquiringly to the new vocational situation . 
Where did the men go , and why did they go there? Are they 
satisfied in their new work? What change in salary did they 
experience? These questions plus a new way of viewing the 
study will be the topics for the present chapter . 
This new approach requires the use of two new terms, 
"push" and "pull . " A definition of these terms needs to be 
made before this investigation continues . "Push" refers to 1 
those factors in the decision of men to leave the campus 
ministry which have negative connotations of the profession . 
They are factors which drive from within the work at the 
campus to push the man out into other fields. Examples of 
such factors are dissatisfaction with the job description, 
inadequate financial support for program or salary, conflict-
ing relationships in the work, or inability to do what one 
feels is his objective at the campus. It may also be such 
intangibles as lack of status or respect among those with 
whom one works or feels are his colleagues, either in the 
church or at the campus . "Pull" refers to those factors in 
the decision to leave which are attractions from outside the 
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profession beckoning the man to other fields of endeavor. It 
is a pulling force from without rather than a push from with-
in . Examples of these factors may be a challenging new oppor-
tunity offered , a need that calls for one ' s services and abil-
ities , a reassessment of one's talents to serve better else-
where, or a true feeling of a call to a different form of 
ministry . 
Before moving directly into the aspects of the new 
position, let us consider how it was that the respondents 
were moved to go . This can be done by looking at the ques -
tions concerning both the initial and culminating factors 
influencing their leaving the campus ministry. 
1 . Initial and Culminating Factors 
Leading to Change 
The largest grouping of responses for the initial fac-
tor centered around that of a call to or interest in a par-
ish situation or ot her type work such as a teaching position . 
Smaller groupings centered around the factors of dissatisfac-
tion with duties (or desire for other duties as preaching or 
teaching ) and difficult relationships. 1 The first grouping 
is a strong pulling factor and the lesser two are areas 
which might create the desire to leave or make one suscep-
tible to a new offer . It is interesting to note that the 
1 . See Appendix B, i t em B-2 . 
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initial factor of an interest in or call to a parish, teach-
ing, or other type work was the largest category for each 
of the denominations except the Methodists . As Table 1 in-
dicates, difficult relationships was the biggest single 
factor for them, followed by a dissatisfaction with their 
duties, and inadequate finances for program and salary . 
TABLE 1 
INITIAL FACTORS FOR METHODISTS 
LEAVING THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Initial Factors Responses 
Total 21 
-
Difficult relationships 5 
Dissatisfaction with duties 
(desire other) 4 
Inadequate finances (program 
and salary) 3 
Age factor 2 
Call to or interest in new 
position 2 
Original intent for short 
period only 2 
Study 2 
Lack of status 1 
Source: Item B-2 of Methodist respondents 
to questionnaire on "Some Factors 
Responsible for Campus Ministers 
Leaving the Campus Ministry." 
The largest single factor in the responses for the 
culminating influence for leaving the campus ministry was 
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the acceptance of a call or offer to a parish, teaching 
position, or other situation . This factor was cited by 60% 
of the responses and represented the greatest concentration 
of every denomination . Both the initial and culminating fac-
tors of influence involve the "pull" of interest in or call 
to ·another type work . It is not necessarily true that cer-
tain negative conditions or feelings toward their profession 
developed before these calls to new places, but it may well 
have been the case . Little things can develop to make men 
unhappy in their work yet not seem to be strong motivating 
factors for the actual decision to leave. Item B-8 noted 
quite a number of different negative factors which were 
checked by t he respondents to varying degrees of importance, 
although few were cited as main motivating reasons for 
leaving . 
\ 
One way of looking into the motivation to leave is to 
check on how long it was between first starting to think 
about leaving and the actua l leaving itself . The greatest 
proportion of respondents checked the first time period of 
1 
less than six months. This would indicate a rather sudden 
decision or new attraction as if an offer for another posi-
tion was made when the person wasn't thinking of leaving the 
campus ministry . Generally, if one has built up negative 
feelings in a profession the period of starting to think 
1. See Appendix B, item B-1 . 
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about leaving the work and actually leaving is more than six 
months . This may not be completely true, but a fair guide 
for analysis . An attraction away from the campus ministry 
is therefore identified rather than a dissatisfaction within, 
though the latter cannot be forgotten . What was it that 
provided the new attraction? This will be the subject of 
the following section . 
2 . The New Situations 
i . Where the respondents went 
The destinat ion of almost half of the respondents who 
left the campus ministry was the parish . This was also the 
source of the majority of campus ministers noted earlier, 
(62 . 7%) . It is interesting to note that of those men who 
entered from the parish, 59 . 6% returned to it. The next 
greatest claimant of campus ministers was teaching . 1 These 
two situations took a l most 75% of the men who left . This 
seems to bear out the highly rated reason for leaving the 
campus ministry of the lack of adequate preaching or teach-
ing opportunity . Fulfillment could be found in the two new 
type positions . 
One general criticism of the campus minister has been 
that he is a rebel from the institutional church. The re-
sults of this study just noted which state that almost half 
l . See Appendix B, item B-11 . 
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of those leaving the campus ministry went into the parish 
ministry indicates a positive affinity toward the church . 
Also, in response to the questionnaire item on general 
attitude toward the institutional church, 16% of the re-
spondents were very positive , and 68% were critically posi-
tive in their attitudes . Only 2 . 7% expressed any negative 
feelings . The criticism of rebel does not seem to be upheld . 
Except for a small group who entered administrative or 
executive type positions in their church or elsewhere , the 
parish and teaching took most of the departing campus minis-
ters . Possibly these men did not have a clear enough self-
image or role as a campus minister for their own self satis-
faction in the profession and could not "stand between" the 
two stronger images of the parish ministry and the college 
professor . This could be the case and not show any particu-
lar dislike or negative attitude toward the campus ministry . 
It could be expressed as mainly an interest in the new type 
position or the feeling of a "call" to it . However, as was 
noted before , a number of "push" factors were found listed 
along with the major "pull" statements . The respondents 
may well feel called to new work or see a particular chal-
lenge in it for their talents, but their role image may be 
the strongest factor . Let us look next at the obvious 
question of why they feel they chose these new situations . 
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ii. Attraction 
The respondents answered the question of what induced 
them to take their present type positions with three main 
areas . The first area was a generally expressed interest in 
the new position or seeing a significant opportunity in it . 1 
This refers mostly to those who went into the parish . The 
second area comes more specifically to the point. They men-
tioned the desire for a wider ministry . This attraction 
sheds some light on the reason why men chose the parish over 
a preaching and teaching chaplaincy. Not only did they de-
sire additional preaching but felt also the attractiveness 
of a ministry to a wider and more varied age group found 
only in the parish . The specialization of the campus min-
istry was not fulfilling for many , and they felt the "pull" 
of the parish . The third area of attractiveness was that of 
teaching . 2 This would naturally be the case with the second 
largest proportion of the respondents going in to teaching . 
The interest in teaching may have developed as a result of 
the ministry at the campus . It may also have been in the 
motivation of some who entered the campus mini stry express-
ing a general attraction to the academic community. This 
was rated first in motivation of men coming out of the par-
ish to the campus. It may have been couched in the second 
largest motivation of men coming from the parish to the 
1 . See Appendix B, item B-10 . 2 . Ibid . 
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campus , that of feeling their talents were best used in the 
campus ministry . The attraction or talents may have been 
referring to the academic interest related to teaching . 
In summary, the attraction for the men who left the 
campus ministry was mostly an interest in the wider and more 
complete ministry of the parish as compared to the speciali-
zation of the campus ministry or an interest in teaching and 
the status of a full - time member of the academic community . 
iii . Satisfaction 
When the respondents were asked how they felt concern-
ing their present position, 65 . 3% answered they were very 
well satisfied . The group of respondents who were at least 
fairly well satisfied as well as very well satisfied totaled 
90 . 6% with none showing any actual dissatisfaction . 1 A ma-
jority did not expect to move from their present position for 
a long time or for at least a few years . 2 At least 80% of 
the respondents thought they would stay in their present type 
position . Even their wives expressed very favorable or fa-
vorable reactions to the new situations . The wives also 
obs erved high satisfaction on the part of their husbands in 
their present jobs . 3 When the wives of the respondents 
1 . See Appendix B, item B-12 . 
2 . See Appendix B, item B-14 . 
3 . See Appendix B, item 11 (wife) . 
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viewed the possibility of their husbands staying in their 
present type positions or returning to the campus ministry, 
61% preferred their husbands stay where they were . The 
reason was mostly because they felt their husbands were 
most fulfilled and happy there . 1 
The impression of a change for the better is shown in 
the results of the study as far as satisfaction on the part 
of the ministers and wives is concerned . The percentage of 
satisfaction for the wives for both old and new positions 
as observed by the men is not very much different at the top 
level . More are found on the side of dissatisfaction or 
just so-so in the campus ministry, however. Many of the 
comments on the wives' questionnairffireflect her happiness 
when her husband is happiest . Many commented they liked ' 
the campus work very much, but they wanted to be where 
their husbands were best fitted and happy. A few commented 
that they themselves felt more fulfilled at their husbands' 
new situation. 
iv . Salary change 
It was noted in the previous chapter that the largest 
percentage of respondents in the campus ministry were in the 
terminal salary range of between $5000 and $6999 . The men's 
evaluation of that salary was shown to be 49 . 3% at the fairly 
1 . See Appendix B, item 16 (wife). 
well satisfied level and only 18.7% very well satisfied, 
while 13.3% registered dissatisfaction. 
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At the new position, the respondents' largest percent-
age group for salary fell in the two highest salary catego-
ries, $7000.-7999. and $8000 . or above.l The change of po-
sition produced a good advance in salary for them. Not ne-
cessarily all but many may have received from one to two 
thousand dollars increase. The evaluation of that salary 
at the new position was 44% at the very well satisfied level 
and 36% at the fairly well satisfied level. The percentage 
at the highest level of satisfaction went up 25% over the 
campus salary evaluation, and the next level decreased about 
13%. The evaluation of the new situation's salary showed 
an overall gain of about 12% in the upper two levels of sat-
isfaction. However, it may be that this salary di fferential 
was partly caused by the time factor of years in service from 
the time they left the campus ministry until the time they 
answered the questionnaire . 
The wives did not evaluate the new salary at such a 
high degree. They showed only a 35.6% response at the very 
well satisfied level and only a 33.9% response at the fairly 
well satisfied mark. Both levels were below their husbands' 
evaluation. 
1. See Appendix B, item B-18. 
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In summary, we have just viewed the attractive features 
of the new situation and the factors leading to it. The 
initial moving factor for the respondents was a call to or 
interest in a parish or teaching position which was culmi-
nated by the acceptance of the job offer. The second and 
third grouping of respondents answering the question of 
initial factors for leaving were close together in size. 
They expressed both a dissatisfaction with present duties 
(or an interest in other ones such as preaching and teach-
ing) and difficult relationships. These could well initiate 
an interest in a new type position. Strong "pull" factors 
were revealed in the stated reasons why the respondents de-
cided to leave the campus as were also revealed by the ini-
tiating factors for change. The decision to leave was made 
in a short period of time indicating a "pull" and not a 
long premeditated dissatisfaction by most. The greatest 
majority of respondents went to the parish, with the next 
largest group going into teaching. Almost all the ministers 
were well satisfied by their change of position as were 
their wives. One indication of why they should be satisfied 
is the increase in salary noted for most. The wives also 
indicate that their husbands seem to be more fulfilled in 
their new work, using their talents and their interests 
best in the new position. The possibility of a stronger 
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role image in the parish and teaching could have had a lot 
to do with their new feeling of fulfillment . 
The data from the respondents have indicated two main 
dynamics . There was a strong "pull" factor expressed in 
the categorical analysis of item B-18 showing the stated 
reasons for leaving the campus ministry and in the initial 
and culminating factors surrounding the decisions. However, 
certain dynamics were also noted of a "push" nature forcing 
the men out of campus work . These two dynamics warrant fur-
ther investigation and are treated in the following section . 
3. The "Push-Pull" Hypothesis 
A question which reveals the strength of the "pull" 
factors over the "push" ones is the question asking what 
other developments or change in the profession of the campus 
ministry might have helped the respondent stay . The answer 
received most from the respondents was the simple answer 
"none." There was also a high "no answer" category or high 
number of respondents who did not answer the question at all 
indicating possibly the same response as those who said 
"none . "l If strong "push" or negative factors had been be-
hind the respondents ' decisions to leave the campus, certain 
more definite areas of change might well have been noted in 
the answer to this question . Another observation is that some 
1 . See Appendix B, item B-6 . 
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men expressly commented that they did not particularly dis-
like the campus ministry nor leave from dissatisfaction . In 
fact, many felt they had not left actually because of going 
into a parish in a college town or into teaching . Their 
commitment to the campus ministry had not diminished, but 
they were now in positions which allowed them stronger "role 
images" for satisfaction than in the ministry at the campus . 
A "push- pull" system of reference has the danger of 
assuming that there is never any "push" in the background 
of those who feel mostly a "pull" toward a new vocational 
situation . "Push" factors may indeed be present, either con-
sciously or unconsciously . However, the main force in assess-
ing and expressing one ' s feelings is the attraction and not 
the motivation from inner professional dissatisfaction. This 
indicates the possibility of both pure and impure "pull" 
motivation . It may also reveal a stronger "push" factor 
than has been stated forthrightly by the respondents . Cer-
tain "push" factors felt either consciously or unconsciously 
could make a new situation look more attractive . 
Suggestions of this dual motivation come from the an-
swers to such questions as the relationships with local 
ministers or those to whom the respondents were responsible . 
There the relationships were checked as satisfactory, but 
then they listed a number of basic areas of misunderstanding 
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and conflict . 1 The dualism also showed itself in the 
answering of reasons for leaving the campus ministry. It 
was noted in the previous chapter that "pull" factor rea-
sons were listed as of first importance but immediately 
behind them were listed certain definite "push" or negative 
factors of great or moderate importance in the decision to 
leave . Other respondents show only "pull" factors with no 
"push" factors following them at all. Question B-8 shows 
both pure and impure "pull" motivation as well as "push" 
motivation , making it possible to denote respondents as 
ith II h 11 II 11 II • e er pus or pu • Whether pure or 1mpure in motiva-
tion, the "pull" factors were definitely circled in the ma-
jority of responses . This has added a new perspective to 
previous studies as well as t he present one. The present 
study was set up to find those negative factors of the pro-
fession which needed correction . The findings stated by the 
men indicate that they leave the work more for reasons from 
without than from within . Some negative or "push" factors 
have been isolated , however , as noted in the testing of the 
hypotheses . It was suggested earlier that some "push" fac-
tors may be associated behind the "pull" motivation . Let us 
note what is brought out by this study . 
On investigating those who rated themselves as influ-
enced by "pull" factors , certain "push" factors were found 
1 . See Appendix B, items A-31 and A-42 . 
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prevalent in their decisions, though not necessarily rated 
as of greatest importance . The four most important "push" 
factors were: (l) desired less narrow age span for their 
ministry; (2) lack of adequate preaching or teaching oppor-
tunity; (3) desire to be more at home with the family; and 
(4) work load too demanding for time available. 1 These 
dissatisfactions would help make an offer to the parish or 
teaching look very attractive and pulling, but it would be 
a very impure "pull" motivation . Some of the "pull" factor 
respondents did not have any "push" factors mentioned at all. 
Some reasons for the emergence of "pull" factors as 
most important were alluded to earlier. It is possible that 
those who would leave more from negative factors of the work 
had already gone by the time they served three years . This 
study took only those who had served during five or more 
calendar years because it was felt that it took this long to 
really know the work . A natural bias may have resulted. On 
the other hand, it might be that those who responded to the 
mailing did so because they were not going to criticize the 
work as much as others would and would be therefore less 
afraid to answer than would men who felt pushed out. The 
whole problem of ascertaining whether the forms were an-
swered truthfully or contain a bias away from criticism is 
1 . See Table 2 on following page . 
TABLE 2 
IMPORTANT "PUSH" FACTORS BEHIND 
"PULL" MOTIVATED RESPONDENTS 
TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
"Push" Factors 
Total 
Desire less narrow age span for ministry 
Lack of adequate preaching or teaching 
opportunity: preaching 
teaching 
Desire to be more at home with family 
Work load too demanding for time available 
Work moves in too many different direction~ 
Insufficient financial reward (salary) 
Family problems related to profession 
Other personal problems 
Feel too old for effective campus ministry 
Lack of good advancement possibilities 
Demoralized by transiency of students as 
a four year "congregation: 
Insufficient financial support for program 
Adverse campus climate of opinion: student 
faculty 
administration 
Lack of feeling of satisfaction in work 
Non-preparedness for profession: 
psychological 
a cademic 
Personal health problems 
Campus ministry too unsettled, experimental 
Church methods for ministry to campus not 
compatible with your own 
Job description undesirable 
Lack of respect or support from parish 
minister colleagues 
Poor relationships with other campus 
ministers 
Too much travel 
Source: Item B-8 of questionnaire "Some Factors 
for Campus Ministers Leaving the Campus 
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Responses 
89 
13 
6 
5 11 
9 
8 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 3 
2 
0 
2 2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Responsible 
Ministry." 
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har d to tell . A fear of identity in criticism may be pre-
sent to affect the balance even though anonymity was promised . 
It is interesting to note the division of the respon-
dents denominationally according to overall influence of 
"push" and "pull" as seen in Table 3 . The first thing that 
strikes one is the overbalance of "push" influence over 
"pul l " among the Methodis t s . The proportion of "push" to 
"pull" there is two and one - half to one (15-6). The other 
denominations are ove rbalanced i n the opposi t e direct ion 
t oward "pull" influence or fairly equally balanced . The 
Y. M. c . A. respondents were all "push" factor influenced, 
but there were only three respondents total for them. 
A look at those who were "push" factor Methodists in 
Table 4 on the following page shows a variety of reasons 
frequently checked . These represent quite a variety of 
negative features in their campus ministry . Of great con-
cern are t he ones relating to adverse campus climate , the 
feeling of a lack of moral support and understanding , as well 
as a lack of financial support from the denomination . Also , 
a difference in goals between workers and church is a bad 
problem for professional stability within a denomination. 
This latter reason may refer to the general goal of large 
numbers of students active or affected in the program that 
the church often demands to show on the records for success 
or a "guardian" role for parents of church youth . These 
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TABLE 3 
DIVISION OF DENOMINATIONS OR AGENCY ACCORDING 
TO OVERALL "PUSH-PULL" INFLUENCE 
Denomination or Agency 
Total 
American Baptist Convention 
National Lutheran Council 
Disciples of Christ 
Protestant Episcopal 
Methodist 
Presbyterian 
United Church of Christ 
Y. M. C. A. 
"Push" 
Respondents 
36 
2 
3 
1 
6 
15 
3 
3 
3 
"Pull" 
Respondents 
2 
7 
2 
7 
6 
9 
6 
0 
Source: Items B-2, B-3, and B-8 of questionnaire "Some 
Factors Responsible for Campus Ministers Leaving 
the Campus Ministry . " 
TABLE 4 
IMPORTANT "PUSH" FACTORS STATED 
BY METHODIST "PUSH" INFLUENCED 
RESPONDENTS 
"Push" Factors 
Total 
Adverse campus climate of opinion: student 
faculty 
Lack of adequate 
opportunity: 
Church goals for 
line with own 
administration 
preaching or teaching 
preaching 
teaching 
campus ministry not in 
Desire less narrow age span for ministry 
Responses 
113 
5 
3 
3 11 
5 
4 9 
6 
6 
TABLE 4--Continued 
"Push" Factors 
Lack of church understanding and moral 
support 
Demoralized by transiency of students as 
a four year "congregation: 
Insufficient financial support for program 
Insufficient financial reward (salary) 
Lack of feeling of satisfaction in the 
work 
Lack of good advancement possibilities 
Work load too demanding for time available 
Desire to be more at home with family 
Job description undesirable 
Work moves in too many different direction~ 
Church methods for ministry to campus not 
compatible with your own 
Lack of respect or support from parish 
minister colleagues 
Lack of official recognition or status on 
campus with administration or faculty 
Non-preparedness for profession: 
psychological 
academic 
Other personal problems not related to 
profession 
Poor relationship with local church 
minister ( s) 
Campus ministry too unsettled , experimental 
Family problems related to profession 
Feel too old for effective campus ministry 
Poor relationship with Board of Directors 
Poor relationship with administration 
Poor relationship with faculty 
Personal health problems 
Poor relationship with other campus 
ministers 
Town-gown friction 
Source: Item B-8 of questionnaire "Some Factors 
for Campus Ministers Leaving the Campus 
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Responses 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
Responsible 
Ministry . " 
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negative factors would naturally lead to a "push" influence 
in a denomination . 
This overbalance for the Methodists may be due to 
their fast growth and size in the campus work field. The 
frequent occurrence of a division of the student center from 
a parish setting sometimes results in competition and ill 
will with local pastors . Difficult relationships were noted 
previously as the biggest initial factor for Methodists 
leaving campus work, although these relationships included 
more than just local pastors . Just the filling of vacan-
cies and needs with men who are capable and committed to the 
profession may be another source of the difficulty . 
However, the major portion of the denominations and men 
are weighted on the other side from the "push" factors . The 
emergence of the importance of the pulling motivation for 
leaving the campus ministry may indicate a stabilizing 
trend for the profession . It may be that a stronger image 
has developed as to what a campus minister is and does 
making the negative features less important . The inquiry 
in the questionnaire concerning increased stability of the 
profession produced an agreeable response by the majority 
of respondents . 1 They felt stability had increased since 
they entered the profession . However, they temper this 
1 . See Appendix B, item 4. 
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optimism by agreeing that the campus ministry is still beset 
by inherent difficulties which cripple its effectiveness . 1 
Now that the hypotheses have been tested, the new pro-
fession investigated for its attractiveness , and the hypo-
thesis of "push- pull" motivation established, conclusions 
and implications can be drawn . What has been learned that 
might be of value to the profession? This will be the focus 
of attention in the concluding chapter . 
1 . See Appendix B, item 6 . 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
1. Conclusions 
The marks of the profession of the campus ministry were 
noted in the second chapter of this dissertation. There is 
evidence of a trend toward a more stable profession . Re-
search in the new field of Religion in Higher Education has 
identified problems in the profession and worked toward 
solving them for a greatly needed maturity in the work . 
Professional organizations have also helped to guide pro-
gress through study and writing . Job descriptions and 
training are being evaluated with hope for a unity between 
the two that has not always existed . All of this has been 
noted over recent years . However, the question still re-
mains whether the profession has developed a strong enough 
role image so that it can sustain an effective, self -
confident , life-long ministry at the campus . 
The data from the respondents of this study give some 
indication as to what were the critical factors in why the 
men made a change in the focus of their ministry. The pro-
fession may be viewed through these data for its stability 
and potential for a committed and life-long ministry . 
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Generalizations from these data are limited, however. The 
percentage of total valid returns received was lower than 
desired for confident overall generalization as well as the 
percentage of return from some of the denominations or the 
Young Men's Christian Association. The Baptists, Disciples 
of Christ, and theY . M. C. A. have inadequate representa-
tion as noted at the beginning of chapter four. The 
Methodist, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Lutheran, and United 
Church of Christ denominations had higher percentage re-
turns (68% to 72%) and so justify generalizations more 
easily . 
A respondent bias exists which also limits the con-
clusions. The respondents to this study were predominantly 
from the denominational type campus ministry. 1 There are 
some explanations for this bias, however. There are a 
greater number of men in this type of campus work . For 
every college chaplain or Y. M. c . A. secretary at the 
larger campuses there are a number of denominational campus 
ministers serving their particular groups . This type posi-
tion is also that in which role conflict is most evident. 
The denominational worker has close ties to his denomina-
tion and local parish, yet he seldom has all the functions 
or the status in the church that his parish colleague does. 
He is also in close relationship to the college faculty and 
1. See Appendix B, item A-19. 
administration but does not share in the status on campus 
that they enjoy or even that the college chaplain enjoys . 
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As a result of the dat a of this study, the character-
istics of men who l eave the campus ministry may be expected 
to tend toward the fol l owing pattern . 
1 . Those who leave the campus ministry tend to express 
the feeling of a disparity between enjoyment and frequency 
of some job functions . Functions such as preaching , teach-
ing , and working with faculty are enjoyed greatly but occur 
less frequently than desired . Other tasks are more frequent 
but less enjoyed , such as administration and public rela -
tions coupled with fund raising . Those activities desired 
are functions which are highly related to the role image of 
the ministers . The relative absence of these activities 
plus the frequent presence of others not highly related to 
the worker ' s role image creates a role confusion leading to 
a change in vocational situation . 
2 . Men who leave the campus ministry tend to move to 
the parish ministry or enter full-time teaching . Those who 
go into the parish are in search of more regular opportunity 
to preach to fulfill their ministerial calling and are seek-
ing a wider age span among the people with whom they work . 
Those who enter teaching do so in conjunction with their 
original attraction to the academic community and a feeling 
that their talents are best used at the campus . It was 
noted in the section on role conf l ict for the campus minister 
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that the two positions of parish minister and college 
teacher were the two role centers between which he stood. 
Unless the campus worker had a strong self-image, it was 
theorized that he would feel pulled toward one role or the 
other. This study sustains that theory. The change in 
vocational situation gives the men the more secure symbols 
of the pulpit or lectern. Those who leave the campus min-
istry tend to point to the conclusion that a strong pro-
fessional role image--who they are, what is their function, 
and how they are to perform it--has not yet developed. An 
adequate professional role image is necessary before indi-
viduals in the field can satisfactorily develop their own 
self-image. 
Related to the above conclusion is the discovery that 
men do not tend to leave the campus ministry because they 
feel incapable of moving toward or realizing, to some de-
gree, their objectives for the work. They leave rather to 
fulfill other personal objectives in their calling in the 
ministry as listed above, mainly in preaching or teaching. 
The college chaplaincy may satisfy both preaching and teach-
ing desires but does not seem to satisfy either desire as 
completely as the parish, or, on the other hand, a teaching 
situation . 
3 . Motivation of a "pull" nature was indicated by the 
respondents as the major force in their decision to leave the 
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campus ministry. The two strong role centers of the parish 
and the teaching faculty were a pulling force to those who 
lacked a strong role image as a campus minister. This 
"pull" motivation was expressed in such feelings as: 
(1) at this particular time, their services were needed in 
a new position; (2) they felt a change of direction of call 
for their ministry; (3) the new position offered too good 
an opportunity to turn down; and (4) their talents and per-
sonality better fit the new job. Contrary to earlier hypo-
theses, men did not leave the campus ministry because of an 
overbearing number of negative features or "push" factors 
from within the profession. At least, this was the report 
of the respondents' stated reasons for leaving. 
Behind the "pull" to the new vocational situation, cer-
tain "push" factors were noted. These were: (1) desire for 
a les~ narrow age span for ministry; (2) lack of adequate 
preaching or teaching opportunity; (3) desire to be more at 
home with the family; and (4) work load too demanding for 
time available. The second and fourth factors especially 
disclose the unclear self-image of the campus minister 
which will not allow him security in his major functions 
of an informal individual and group nature. In his lack of 
a clear image, he is led in a great variety of directions 
creating a work schedule too demanding on his time. It 
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might be inferred that some negative features of the profes -
sion did contribute toward making other positions look very 
attractive . 
i . In relation to this "pull" out of the campus minis-
try, it was discovered that the men entered the work for 
much the same reasons as they eventually left . The men 
entered the profession mainly for reasons given in the fol-
lowing priority: general attraction to or interest in the 
campus, need for the ministry on campus, best use of their 
talents , and a spiritual calling . They left for reasons of 
need elsewhere involving the best use of their talents , a 
change of direction of their calling, along with a desire 
for more preaching or teaching . Therefore , men tend to en-
ter the campus ministry primarily for reasons other than a 
spiritual calling and leave it for similar reasons . 
ii . Men and their wives who leave the campus ministry 
tend to report themselves as more satisfied in their new 
vocational situation than they were in the campus ministry 
and expect to stay in the same type work in which they now 
are engaged . It was mentioned earlier that this satisfac-
tion may well be influenced by having a clearer role and 
self-image as a parish minister or a campus faculty member 
than they did as a campus minister . Even though the wives 
were happier in their new setting, they tended to have a 
favorable general reaction to the past campus ministry . 
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4. Men who leave the campus ministry tend not to express 
difficult relationships as a serious source of conflict or 
reason for leaving the work . One exception to this conclu-
sion was found . Relationships at the campus or related to 
the work for Methodist respondents were of primary concern 
as an initial factor influencing their decision to leave . 
Methodist and theY . M. C. A. respondents tended to be in-
fluenced more by "push 11 factors than by the "pull" expressed 
by the majority of the other denominational men leaving the 
profession . Difficult relationships , lack of adequate 
preaching or teaching , disagreement with goals for the work , 
and lack of adequate moral and financial support for the 
program by their church rated high as reasons for Methodist 
workers ' decisions to leave the campus ministry . 
Even though the other denominational men reported that 
they had very satisfactory relationships with those to whom 
they were responsible and experienced understanding and co -
operation with the local minis t er ( s) of their denomination , 
the men still tended to have areas of misunderstanding or 
conflict with these people . The factors indicated most 
frequently were criteria of effectiveness , goals of the work, 
methods in the work , and areas of primary concern for the 
work . The ambiguity of feeling reflected in these conflict -
ing statements indicate possible unconscious motivation and 
dynamics in leaving the work . These areas are crucial ones 
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for the profession. If the marks of a profession are: 
(1) a body of knowledge; and (2) a body of accepted practice 
or skills, the areas of misunderstanding or conflict listed 
by the respondents reflect a profession yet to reach full 
development . Conflict over criteria of effectiveness, 
goals and methods of the work, and tasks of primary con-
cern for the work could well frustrate men in the field 
and prompt change. 
The majority of the respondents also reported that they 
shared in the writing of their job descriptions. This prac-
tice, while perhaps an evidence of democratic process and/ or 
situational specificity, may also indicate a lack of overall 
criteria for goals and methods. If each man must draw his 
own job description, probably no clear sense of a uniform 
body of practice or skills has yet emerged . 
Other conclusions: 
5. An ambivalent reception of the campus ministers by 
their parish colleagues is indicated in the study . About 
half of the respondents reported that they were accepted and 
respected as colleagues by their fellow parish ministers and 
half reported that they were viewed as temporarily "out" of 
the real ministry or on the fringe. A reception of this 
nature may well contribute to a blurred self-image for the 
campus minister. 
6. Men who leave the ministry at the campus tend to 
feel a certain distance kept by the faculty as they attempt 
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greater communication and comradeship with faculty in the 
educational process . The ministers generally do not feel 
accepted as colleagues in the work at the university by the 
faculty but are seen more as pastors to students and work-
ers in extra-curricular activities. The respondents were 
not generally accepted as pastors to faculty, and yet they 
definitely wanted to work more with the faculty . Profes-
sional status was therefore low in relation to the faculty . 
7 . Men who leave the campus ministry tend to have 
some concern for the financial support of their program and 
salary but do not feel it to be the most important reason in 
their decision to leave . The respondents evaluated their 
financial support as good but could be improved. Methodists 
were noted as having more concern in this area than other 
denominational workers . 
Men who leave tend to evaluate their termination salary 
in the campus ministry as at least fairly satisfactory. How-
ever , they tend to receive a good salary increase in their 
new vocational situation which increases salary satisfaction. 
It was noted that some of this increase in salary could have 
been the result of the time factor between leaving the cam-
pus ministry and the completion of the questionnaire . 
The wives of the respondents showed less satisfaction 
with the termination salary than did their husbands and also 
expressed greater concern for good advancement possibilities . 
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8 . Most men who leave the campus ministry tend to make 
the change by the time of the age span of forty to forty -
four years . However , feeling "too old" does not seem to 
be an important factor in leaving the campus ministry. 
9 . Men who leave the campus ministry include both 
those who have and have not had specific coursework dealing 
with their work at the campus . Those who had courses in-
c l ude those who have taken t he coursework in seminary and 
after seminary . The majority do feel that more specialized 
t raining is needed . On the basis of the Walker study , 
t hose still in the field also feel the need for more spe-
cial training in the skills used in the profession . 
Men who leave tend to have graduate degrees beyond the 
seminary degree or are working on them . 
10 . Men who leave the campus ministry tend to have had 
experience and leadership in undergraduate religious activi -
ties . This background factor of experience does not appear 
t o better prepare men for later professional leadership and 
therefore deter their leaving . 
11. Those who leave the campus ministry tend to feel 
that the profession has increased in stability since they 
entered it, yet they feel i t still has some inherent dif-
ficulties which cripple its effectiveness . The greatest 
difficulty revealed in this study is the lack of a clear-
cut role image . This is coupled with a lack of a good 
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source of professional status. As long as these two factors 
are lacking , the effectiveness and stability of the profes-
sion will be impaired, on the one hand, by the "pull" of the 
two other role centers of the parish minister and campus 
faculty member o~ on the other han~ by the felt need of 
the campus minister to identify with the students to find 
some source of campus status . 
12 . Men who leave tend to feel that there should be 
more organizational unity among Protestant denominations in 
the campus ministry , yet they do not agree that there should 
be more autonomy of the campus minister from his denomina-
tion . Ambiguity exists between loyalty to the denomination 
and the desire for greater unity at the campus . 
2 . Implications 
i . Implications for further study 
The present study suggests that more research needs to 
be done into the current role image of the men in the pro -
fession of the campus ministry . The answers to such ques-
tions as who is the campus minister in the general ministry 
of the church, what is his main function , and how is he to 
accomplish his objectives would provide valuable informa-
tion for further study and professional evaluation . Re-
lated to this is the need to investigate accepted present 
goals , methods of work , and criteria used to evaluate 
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effectiveness by the churches and boards responsible for the 
work of ministers at the campus . These factors are crucial 
in the working out of an adequate role image . 
It would also be helpful to have further investiga-
tion done into the practice of preaching and teaching done 
as functions of the campus minister and to evaluate these 
practices in terms of the professional role image. Should 
the campus minister preach regularly to a congregation of 
students and college personnel, and what relation should 
there be with the local parish? What teaching activities 
should the campus minister carry on? Should he strive for 
credit teaching or explore further the potential of non-
credit instruction? 
Further investigation into the proposed "push-pull" 
hypothesis would be valuable research for greater analysis 
of the motivation in the "pull" factors and the relation-
ship of the "push" factors to them . 
ii . Implications for the denominations 
The satisfactory establishment or re-evaluation of 
goals and methods of work as well as criteria of effective-
ness by the churches and boards is critical in the develop-
ment of a stable profession . Without resolution of the con-
flict between campus minister and church revealed in these 
basic areas, no well defined professional role image will 
emerge to help each campus minister develop his own self-
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image . (An example of a set of criteria for evaluating the 
effectiveness of a campus Christian center is included in 
Appendix D.) The study indicates that many men enter the 
the profession because of a generalized appeal of the pleas-
ant and stimulating atmosphere of a college or university 
but actually have very littl~ or have conflicting ideas, of 
what is to be done and how it should be done . Far too many 
are writing their own job descriptions for there to be con-
sistency or stability in the work . 
Recruitment could be a crucial factor in stabilizing 
the campus ministry . The study indicated that motivation 
to enter the profession was mainly a general attraction to 
or interest in the academic community and the feeling that 
personal talents were best used there . A sense of spiritual 
call ing rated behind these practical factors . Interest or 
use of talents also rated first in reasons given for leaving 
the work at the campus . If recruitment were done with 
greater concern for training , commitment , and calling to 
the ministry at the campus rather than merely looking for 
some "nice young man" who woul d "relate well with the stu-
dents , " a more stable ministry at the campus would result . 
Greater centralization of recruitment and placement would 
also help maintain professional standards . This assumes the 
satisfactory solution of goals , methods , and criteria 
suggested previously . 
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The matter of job description is another important area 
of concern . Most of the men in this study indicated that a 
satisfactory attempt was made to define their job . However , 
the centrality of one or two functions for the campus worker 
is lacking . The majority of his work calls for job func -
tions not traditionally centra l in the ministerial role . 
The master role of clergyman or church leader is not really 
his . He does not have a single framework to bring clear 
direction to his overlapping roles as the parish minister 
does who is the leader of his church . The campus minister ' s 
total task is oriented around both the institution of the 
church and the institution of higher learning . This lack of 
central function in the work is revealed in this study 
through expressed problems such as the work load being too 
demanding for the time available and the work moving in too 
many different directions . 
Related to this area of job description is the need to 
evaluate seriously the effectiveness of having a campus min-
ister as pastor of a campus congregation such as the Lutheran 
practice or to have him as a separated worker in a student 
center . A third alternative for consideration and evalu-
ation is the campus minister who is associated with the local 
parish and centering his work in that location . All these 
three alternatives exist with varying degrees of success . 
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In particular, the Methodists should be concerned with 
job description and job functions . The predominance of 
"push" factors expressed by Methodists leaving the campus 
ministry implies either a basic problem with the men re-
cruited or the job situation which was defined or not de-
fined for them. Role conflict shows e.specially strong for 
them. Conflicting relationships, desire for preaching or 
teaching , disagreement with church goals for the work, the 
feeling of a lack of church understanding of the work , and 
a lack of church moral and financial support all point to 
the need for a more careful analysis of this denominational 
campus ministry and its status in the larger church body. 
iii . Implications for the profession 
The profession has benefited from previous research 
which has indicated the need for specialized training. This 
study a l so points to that need. Less than half of the men 
who leave the field (as well as those who stay, according 
to the Walker study) have had any specific coursework deal-
ing with the campus ministry . With the growing acceptance 
in the profession of the task of ministering to the whole 
university , including students , faculty, and administration 
with all their problems in higher education, specialized 
training is needed more than ever . The question should be 
asked whether this training would best be done in the course 
of the regular seminary curriculum, planned for special 
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summer courses , or postponed until further graduate degree 
work . It does seem that the regular seminary training 
should contain this coursework for those entering the field 
in order to be of real value in the important task of edu-
cation for an adequate role image . Internships at a cam-
pus for a year following the second year of seminary are a 
new development that appears to be very successful as prep-
aration for the profession and very helpful in building a 
role image . 
Seminary is a basic source of the professional minis-
terial ro l e image . For most, this image is that of the 
parish minister . A teaching image is also developed in 
seminary . However , a good deal of conflict could be saved 
if seminary could be a more adequate source for image 
building of the campus ministry and all major professions 
in religion . 
In summary , the implications of this study point to 
a number of serious negative "push" factors behind the re-
spondents ' "pull" toward other vocational situations. Lack 
of clarity of both goals and methods , ambiguous criteria of 
effectiveness , and lack of the traditionally fulfilling 
tasks of preaching and teaching are important areas of con-
cern from with the profession . They point to the need for 
a clear-cut role image of the campus minister to be decided 
on by both those in the profession and the churches or 
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sponsoring agencies. I t is basic that the church confirm 
within itself the validity and place of this specialized 
ministry in the calling of the church in our day and support 
it morally and financially. If this decision is not satis-
factorily made, men in the campus ministry will continue to 
feel the "push" away from it and the "pull" toward other 
situations such as the parish or the campus faculty. If 
the deliberations of the churches and professional workers 
are adequately completed, the areas of recruitment, job 
description, and training would be able to come to fruition. 
Until such a time, the campus ministry will continue to be 
somewhat unstable as a profession within the general 
ministry of the church. 
APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES M~D FOLLOW-UP LETTERS 
QUESTIONNJ\1 fl.E ON: 
SOME FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOH 
CAMPUS MINISTERS LEAVING THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE CIRCLE NUMBER($) OR FILL IN THE BLANK . IF YOU DO 
DESIRE TO E LABO RATE ON ANY ANSWER, YOU MAY ATTACH ADDI-
TIONAL SHEETS, 
LET US BEGIN WITH SOME GENERAL STATEMENTS UPON WHICH I WO ULD VALUE 
YOUR OPINION. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH QUESTION INDICATI NG YOUR 
AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT AS: 
1 SA:::STRONGLY AGREE; 2 A=AGREE; 3 Q::;OISAGREE; 4 SD=STRONGLY DISAGHEE, 
AS ONE WHO HAS BEEN IN THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
EMPLOY, WOULD YOU SAY: 
1. THERE SHOULD BE MORE SPECIALIZED TRAINING 
FOR THE CAMPUS Ml Nl STRY, 
2. THERE SHOULD BE MORE ORGAN! ZATIONAL UNITY 
AMONG PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS IN THE 
~ CAMPUS Ml Nl STRY. 
3. THERE SHOULD BE MORE AUTONOMY OF THE 
CAMPUS MINISTER FROM HIS DENOMINATION, 
4. THE CAMPUS MINISTRY IS A MORE STABLE AND 
ACCEPTED PROFESSION NOW THAN WHEN YOU EN-
TERED IT, 
5, THE CAMPUS MINISTRY HAS INCREASED IN 
EFFECT! VENESS OVER THE PAST 5 - 7 YEARS. 
6, THE CAMPUS MIN ISTRY IS STILL BESET BY 
INHERENT PROBLEMS WHICH CRPPLE ITS EFFECT-
I VENESS . 
A. BACKGROUND 
AND LEFT ITS 
.E!!..!::.h .!.!..M]_ 
1 SA 2 A 3 D 4 so 
1 SA 2 A 3 D 4 so 
1 SA 2 A 3 0 4 so 
1 SA 2 A 3 0 4 SO 
1 SA 2 A 3 D 4 S D 
1 SA 2 A 3 D 4 SO 
A- 1. DID YOU PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AT 
COLLEGE? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
A- 2, IF YES, DID YOU HOLD AN OFFICE? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
A- 3, UPON COMPLETION OF SEMINARY, COULD YOU HAVE CHOSEN EITHER /1 
CAMPUS SITUATION OH A REGULAB PARISH CHURCH? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
A- 4, I F YES, WHAT WAS YOUR CHOICE? 
1 Parish church 
2 Campus m1 n1 s try 
CAMPUS MINISTRY STUDY 
SOME FACTOr~s RESPONSIBLE FOR 
CAMPUS MINISTERS . LEAVING THE CA.MPUS MINISTRY 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WIFE 
INSTRUCTIONS: THIS IS A COMPANION QUESTIONNAIRE SUPPLEMENT! NG ONE 
YOUR HUSBAND IS TO FILL OUT, IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO THIS STUDY THAT 
EACH WIFE COMPLETE THIS FORM SEPARATELY. THIS IS TO BE ANSWERED FROM 
THE WAY IN WHICH YOU SEE THINGS, YOUR VIEWS ARE SIGNIFICANT IN HELP-
ING TO ANALYZE THE CAMPUS MINISTRY AS A PROFESSION, 
YOU CAN BE ASSURED YOUR IDENTITY WILL BE PROTECTED AND YOUR RESPONSES 
KEPT CONFIDENTIAL, THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION, 
CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE ANSWER CLOSEST TO YOUR SITUATION, EXPERIENCE 
OR OPINION, THOUGH NONE MAY FIT EXACTLY, IF YOU WISH TO EXPAND ON 
ANY ANSWERS, YbU MAY ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS, 
1. AFTER YOU BEGAN THE CAMPUS MINISTRY WITH YOUR HUSBAND, WERE YOU 
SURPREED TO FIND OUT HOW DIFFERENT IT WAS FROM YOUR E~P ECTATIONS ? 
1 Y"e_a, greatly surprised 
2 Yea, somewhat surpri aed 
3 No, not surprised 
2. WHAT CHANGES OCCURRED IN YOUR EXPECTATIONS, IF ANY? 
3. HO'N WERE THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN YOUR HUSBAND AND THOSE TO WHOM 
HE WAS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE AT HIS LAST CAMPUS MINISTRY POSITION? 
1 Very satisfactory 
2 Satisfactory 
So - so 
Somewhat difficult 
!5 Very conflietual and difficult 
4. HOW WAS YOUR HUSBAND'S RELATIONSHIP TO, THE OTHER CAMPUS MINISTERS 
AT HIS LAST CAMPt.f!'" MINISTRY POSITION? 
1 Very cooperative and close relationship 
2 Somewhat cooperative, with fellowship 
3 Little cooperation or fellowship 
4 I11olated in work and fellowshi .P 
!5. HOW WAS THE RELATIONSHIP BF;TWEEN YOUR HUS·BAND AND THE LOCAL 
MINISTER(S) OF YOUR DENOMINATION AT' HIS LAST CAMPUS POSITION? 
1 Very satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
So - so 
4 Somewhat difficult 
5 Very conflictual and difficult 
6. WHAT WAS YOUR EVALUATION OF THE SALARY AT YOUR HUSBAND'S LAST 
CAMPUS MINISTRY POSITION? 
1 Very well satisfied with it 
2 Fairly well satisfied 
3 So - so 
4 Fairly dissatisfied 
5 Very dissatisfied with it 
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CAMP US MINI ST RY STUDY 
BOX 88 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SC HOOL OF THEO LOGY 
745 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE 
BO STO N 15 , MASS . 
SO ME FACTORS RE SPO NSIBLE FO R 
CA MPUS MINISTE RS LEAV I NG THE CAM PUS MINI ST RY 
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We need your help. As y ou may know, over the ye a rs ther e has 
been the problem of a la r ge number of men leaving the campus ministry 
to enter related or othe r fields. This h a s created the image of an 
unstable or "temporar y " profession . There i s con ce rn now to disc over 
some of the weaknesses and st ren g ths in the pr o fession in order to 
develop strategy for a stronger campus ministry. Therefore, we ar e 
enlisting your assistance i n this first empirical study of why men Q£ 
leave the c ampus ministry. 
This stu dy is under the direction of Dr . Paul Deats , Jr., 
Asso ciate Professor o f Re ligion in Higher Education at Boston Univer sity 
and will be the basis o f my d oc toral dissertation . It should hav e 
some bene fi cial results f o r the various denominations . The vari ous 
campus ministr y headquarters are very much interested in the result s 
as they bea r on ques ti ons of recruitment , training and morale. Throu g h 
such a pilot i n vesti g ation, groundwork will also be laid for futur e 
large scale investigations, such as the comprehensive campus mini stry 
study under consideration by the Danforth Foundati o n . 
It is ou r hope that you will take the short time necessary to 
complete thi s f o rm now and return it in the enclosed, self-address e d 
and stampe d en v elope. If y ou are married, the supplementary f o r m is 
f or your wife t o fill out separately. Retur n both forms t ogether . 
In answering items, circle the number of the response( s ) 
closest to your situation, exper i en ce or op inion, though no n e ma y fit 
exactl y. I f it is a blank , fill i n as directed . Unless otherwis e 
directed, circle one number o nl y. 
You ma y be a ssure d that y our responses will b e kept anony mous 
and confidential . All responses will be recorde d under the code 
number found on this questionnaire . 
Thank you for y ou r coope ration. 
Sincerely, 
Reverend Donald E Boss ar t 
Associate Director 
Wesley Foundation at Amherst 
Leave of absence 
Danforth Grant 19 6 2 - 19 6 3 
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BOX 88 
BOSTON UNIVER SITY SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY 
745 COMMONWEALTH AVE. 
BOSTON 15 1 MASS. 
There is still time for you to sen d in your response. We need your 
return for this study. to be of value to the campus ministry. The 
number involved is not large and your response is needed in order . 
to draw valid conclusions. It is our hope that each of you will 
take the short time necessary to complete the forms and return 
them in the envelope provided in the first mailing . Enclosed is 
another copy of each of the questionnaires in case you have mis-
laid the earlier ones. 
If you have already sent in 
letter. It may have cr~ssed 
your time and cooperation. 
an abstract of this study, 
your response, please disregard this 
in the mail . Thank you very much f or 
If you are in te re sted in re ceiving 
I will be glad to send one to you . 
Sincerel y, 
Lrh~r·-~ 
Donald E. Bossart 
Associate Director 
We sle y Foundation,Amherst 
On leave of absence 
Danforth Grant 1962-63 
Dear~r. Bossartf 
I have not received the questionnaire 
I have received it and will return it ----
by December 15~~~-
I have received it but do not have time to 
answer it 
--------
I have been in the part-time , full-
time campus ministry for at 
least five years. 
signed, 
Key: 
APPENDIX B 
RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE ON: SOME FACTORS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR CAMPUS MINISTERS 
LEAVING THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
# - number of men responding % - percentage of respondents 
As one who has been in the campus ministry and 
left its full-time employment, would you say: 
1. There should be more specialized training 
for the campus ministry. 
o. No answer . . . . • . • . . . . . 1 
1. Strongly agree . . • . . . . . . . . 17 
2. Agree . . . . • • . . . • . • • • . • 43 
3. Disagree . . . . . • . • . • . . 12 
4. Strongly disagree • . • . • • . . . . 2 
2. There should be more organizational unity 
among Protestant denominations in the 
campus ministry. 
o. No answer . . • . . . • • • • • • 1 
1. Strongly agree . . • . • . . • • 15 
2. Agree • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . 42 
3. Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
4. Strongly disagree • • • • . • . .. • • 1 
3. There should be more autonomy of the 
campus minister from his denomination. 
o. No answer . • • • . • • . . . • . . • 2 
l. Strongly agree . . . . • • . . . . . 6 
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2. Agree . . . • . . • . . . • • • . . • 14 18 . 7 
3. Disagree . . . . • . . • . • • 45 60 
4. Strongly disagree • . . . . . • . 8 10 . 7 
4. The campus ministry is a more stable 
and accepted profession now· than 
when you entered it . 
o. No answer . . . • . • • . . . . . • . 3 4 
1 • Strongly agree . . . . . . • . • . . • 11 14 . 7 
2. Agree . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . • 42 56 
3. Disagree. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 19 25 .3 
4. Strongly disagree . . . . . . . . 0 0 
5. The campus ministry has increased 
in effectiveness over t he past five 
to seven years . 
o. No answer . • . . . . . • . . . • • • 1 1 14. 7 
1 . Strongly agree . . • • • . . . . • . . 8 10 . 7 
2. Agree • . . . . . • • • . • • . • 40 53 · 3 
3- Disagree . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 15 20 
4. Strongly dis?-gree . . • . . . • . . • 1 1.3 
6. The campus ministry is still beset 
by inherent problems v:hich cripple 
its effectiveness . 
o. No ansvJer • . • . • . • . . . • . • • 5 6. 7 
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1 • Strongly agree . . . • • . • . • . . • 12 16 
2 . Agree . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . . 42 56 
3 . Disagree . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • 15 20 
4 . Strongly disagree . . . . . • . . • • 1 1.3 
A. Background 
A- 1. Did you participate in activities 
of religious organizations at 
college? 
o. No ansv.;er . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
1. Yes . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . 64 85 . 3 
2 . No • . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 14 . 7 
A- 2 . If yes , did you hold an office? 
0 . No ans>.ve r • . • . . . . • . . . . 10 13 . 3 
1. Yes . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 48 64 
2 . No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 14 18 . 7 
A- 3 . Upon conpletion of seminary , could 
you have cho sen either a campus 
situation or a regular parish 
church? 
o. No ans1..,rer • . . • • . . • • . . . • . 0 0 
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1 • Yes . . • . . . . • • . • • • • • 48 64 
2. N.o • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • 11 14. 7 
3. Don ' t know . • . . . . . . . . . . 16 21. 3 
A-4. If yes , -vrha t 1.·ras your choi ce? 
o. No answer . • . . . • • • . . . • 27 36 
1 • Parish church . . . . . . • • • . 21 28 
2. Campus ministry • . . . . • . 27 36 
A- 5. How long did you serve in t he full time 
parish ministry? 
o. No ans1..rer • . . . • • • • . . . • • • 28 37 . 3 
1 • One to five years. . . . . . . • • 32 42 . 7 
2. Six t o ten years . . . . . . . . • 9 12 
3- Eleven or more years . • • . • • • 6 8 
A-6. Did you feel 
- " 
the parish experience : 
o. No ans1...rer . • . . . • . . . • • • • • 29 38 . 7 
1. Necessary for later campus ministry • 24 32 
2. Helpful for later campus ministry • • 19 25 .3 
3. Unnecessary for later · campus ministry 3 4 
A- 7. Do you !:!:.Qli feel it -vms : 
o. No answer . . . . • • . • • • • • 27 36 
1 • Necessary • . • . . • . . • . 27 36 
2. Helpful . • • • . • • . • • . • . 18 24 
3. Unnecessar y . . . • . . . • . 3 4 
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A - 8 . Why did you leave t his previous parish 
ministry for the campus ministry? 
o. No ans,-rer • • • • • . . . . • . . 26 34 . 7 
1. Disliked parish responsibilities . • . 2 2 . 7 
2 . Personal problems related to parish . 1 1.3 
3 . Parish not challenging to you . . • • 4 5. 3 
4 . Felt talents best used in campus 
ministry . . • . . • . • . . • . • • • 21 28 
5. Generally attracted to academic 
community • . • . . • . • • • • • • . 26 34 . 7 
6 . Creative ministry needed on campus 
for church rene,-ral . . • . • . . • • . 20 26 . 7 
7 . Oppor tunity to furt her o-vm educa tion . 11 14. 7 
8 . Campus ministry looked exciting . 15 20 
9. Better salary in campus ministry . • . 4 5. 3 
1 o. Time to move . • • • • . . • • • • . • 9 12 
11 • Ot her . • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . 1 1 14. 7 
A - 9 . Did you deliberately exclude t he parish 
as a possibility for your ministry after 
seminary? 
o. No ansvrer . . • . . • . . • • • • 49 65 . 3 
1 • Yes . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . 9 12 
2 . No . . . • . . • • . • . • • . . . . 17 22_. 6 
A- 10 . If yes , why? 
o. No answer . . • . • • . . • . . • 65 86 . 7 
1 • Disliked parish responsibilities . • • 2 2 . 7 
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2. Parish not challenging to you . • . • 0 0 
3· Parish minister image poor in your mind • • • • • • • • . • • . • • 1 1 • 3 
4. Felt talents best used in campus 
ministry·. • • • • • • • . . . • • • • 8 10 . 7 
5. Generally attracted to academic 
community • • • • • • . . • • • . • • 7 9 -3 
6 . Wanted to further O'Wn education • • • 0 0 
7. Better salary in campus ministry . • • 0 0 
8 . Other • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 3 4 
A- 11 . Did you wish you had the parish experience 
before your campus ministry? 
o. No answer • • • . • • • . . • • • • • 51 68 
1. Yes • • • • . • • • . . . • . • • 7 9. 3 
2. No • • • • • • • • • . . • . • . 17 22. 7 
A- 12. What is your general attitude toward 
the institutional church? 
o. No ans1:1er • • • • . • • • • • • . • • 10 13 . 3 
1 • Very positive • • • • • • • • • • • • 12 16 
2 . Critically positive • • • • • • • • • 51 68 
3· Somewhat negative • • • • • • . • • • 0 0 
4. Negative . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 2 2. 7 
A- 13 . The following are some reasons why one 
might have chosen to enter the campus 
ministry . Please indicate the influence 
of each. 
Felt a spiritual calling to it 
o. No ansvrer • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 8 10 . 7 
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1 • Great or some influence • . . . • • • 53 70 . 7 
2. Little or no i nfluence . • • • . • . • 14 18 . 7 
Felt talents best used here 
o. No ansv1er • • . . . • . • . . • . • • 4 5-3 
1. Grea t or· some influence . . • . . • . 63 84 
2. Li t tle or no influence . • . • • . . • 8 1 o. 7 
Challenged by a specific situation 
o. No ans\ver • . • . . • . . . . . . . • 8 10. 7 
1 • Great or some influence . • . . • 47 62 . 7 
2. Little or no influence . . • • 20 26 . 7 
I nfluenced by an appoint i ng offi cer or 
minister 
o. No answer • . • . • • . . • • 8 1 o. 7 
1 • Great or some i n fluence . . . . . . . 28 37 .3 
2. Little or no influence. • . . . . 39 52 
Influenced by ovm college campus minister 
o. No ans\ver . • • . . . • • • . • • • • 8 1 o. 7 
1 • Great or some influence . • . 16 21. 3 
2. Little or no influence . • • • • • • • 51 68 
Opportunity to be in academic community 
0. No ans't.ver • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 5 6. 7 
1 • Great or some influence . • . . • • . 41 54 . 7 
2. Little or no influence . • • . • • • • 29 38.7 
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Opportnnity to fur ther own education 
o. No answer • . • • • • • • • . . • • • 7 9. 3 
1 • Great or some influence . . . • • 10 13 . 3 
2. Little or no influence. • • . . • . • 58 77 -3 
Student ministry crucial for future 
renewal of church 
o. No ansv1er • . . . • • • . • • • • • • 6 8 
1 • Great or some influence • • • • • . • 55 73 . 3 
2. Little or no influence . . • . • . • • 14 18 . 7 
Desire to be in non- preaching ministry 
o. No ansvrer • . . • • . . • . . . . • . 10 13 .3 
1 • Great or some influence . • . . . . • 8 10 . 7 
2. Little or no influence . • • • . • . • 57 76 
Concern to work with students in crucial 
time for their faith 
o. No answer . • . • . • • • • . • . • . 2 2. 7 
1. Great or some influence . • • • • . . 68 90 . 7 
2. Little or no influence . • • • . • • • 5 6. 7 
Dissatisfied with the parish 
o. No answer . • . • . . . • • . • • 9 12 
1. Great or some influence • . . . . . • 6 8 
2. Little or no influence . . . . . . . • 60 80 
Not interested in parish 
o. No answer . . • . . . • • • • . • • • 10 13 . 3 
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1 • Great or some influence • . . • • 5 6. 7 
2. Little or no influence . . . • • • 60 80 
Experience in undergraduate student 
religious program 
o. No ans\ver . . . . . • • . • • • • • • 6 8 
1. Great or some influence . • . • . • • 34 45. 3 
2. Little or no influence . . • . . . . . 35 46 . 7 
No other choice offered 
o. No answer • . • . . • • • • . . • • • 12 16 
1 • Great or some influence . . • • . . • 1 1. 3 
2. Little or no i nfluence . . . . • . . • 62 82 . 7 
Other 
o. No answer • . . . . • • . • • . • . • 70 93. 3 
1 • Great or some i n fluence . . • 5 6. 7 
2. Little or no influence . . • • 0 0 
A- 14. Did you intend to enter for a specific 
period only? 
o. N:o answer . • . . . . . . . • . • . • 0 0 
1 • Yes, for about one to five years . . • 12 16 
2. Yes , for about six to ten years . . • 6 8 
3. No . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . 56 74 . 7 
A- 15. If yes , why? 
o. No answer . . • • • • . • . . • • 56 74 . 7 
1 • T'rial period . . • . . . • . . . . . . 4 5. 3 
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2 . Need to be filled in a specific 
situation . • • • • . • • • • • • • • 6 8 
3· Conviction that youthfulness essential 
to good campus ministry • • • • . . • 7 9 . 3 
4. Other • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • 4 5. 3 
A- 16. Were your responsibilities exclusively 
or primarily directed toward the campus 
during your campus ministry career? 
o. No answer • . . • • • • • • • • . • • 0 0 
1. Yes • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • 62 82 . 7 
2. No • • • . • • • . • • . . . • • . • 13 17 ·3 
A- 17. After· you began your campus ministry, 
were you surprised to find out how dif-
ferent it was from your expectations? 
o. No answer • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1. 3 
1. Yes , greatly surprised . . • • • • • • 1 1 . 3 
2. Yes, somewhat surprised • • . . • • • 20 26 . 7 
3· No, not sur·prised • • • • • • • • • • 53 70 . 7 
A- 18 . If yes , what were the changes from 
your· expectations? 
o. No answer • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 60 80 
1 • Nore administrative and promotional • 2 2. 7 
2. More activity centered . • • • • • • • 1 1 . 3 
3. More limited and institutionally 
structured . . . • • • • • • . . • • • 2 2 . 7 
4. More isolated (self- containment). . • 3 4 
5. Hore difficulty in campus or church 
relationships • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 6. 7 
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6. The degree of student or faculty 
response . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 5.3 
7. Disappointed at national support. • • 1 1.3 
A-19. Under -vrhat auspices did you serve in 
the campus ministry? 
o. No ansv1er • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 
1. Denominational. • • • • • • • • • • • 67 89 .3 
2. Nondenominational • • • • • • . • • • 3 4 
3· Interdenominational • • • • • • • • • 5 6.7 
A-20. Campus ministry record : 
Years 
o. No ans1...rer • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1.3 
1 • Five to nine . • • • • • • • • . • • • 41 54.7 
2. Ten to fourteen • • . • • • • • • . • 24 32 
3. Fifteen to nineteen . • • • • • • 5 6.7 
4. Twenty to twenty-four· • • • • . . • • 1 1 .3 
5. Tv.renty- five to t\ven ty;..nine. • . • • • 0 0 
6. Thirty or more . • . • • • • • • . • • 3 4 
Type position 
o. No ans\ver· • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 0 0 
1 • Denominational. • • • • . • . . . . • 61;. 85.3 
2. Chaplain. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 8 10.7 
3· Y. M. c. A. • • • • • • . • • • • • • 3 4 
The follov.ring· guestions in this section a:r;ml:ct 
to ;your last 12osition held in the CaiD:l2U'S 
ministr:t• 
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A-21. Give a brief job description (what 
you were expected to do) as you 
remember it for your last campus 
position . 
o. No ansvTer . . . . • . • . . • • • 10 13.3 
1. Preacher. • . . • . . . . • . • . 18 24 
2. Pastor (counsel and "relating") • . . 43 57-3 
3- Teacher ( formal) . . . . . . . . . 10 13-3 
4. Teacher (informal) . . . . • . • • • . 14 18.7 
5. Priest . • • • • . • . • . . . . . . • 13 17.3 
6. Administrator . . . . . . • . . • 23 30.7 
7. Organizer . . • • . . . . . . • . 37 49 .3 
8. General ministry . . . . . 39 52 
A-22. Was t here an adequate effort to 
define your job? 
o. No answer . . . • . . . . . • . . • • 1 1 • 3 
1 • Yes . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . 53 70.7 
2. No . • . • . . . . • • . . • • . . • 21 28 
A-23. How satisfied were you with that job 
description? 
o. No answer • . . . • . . . . . . • • • 4 5-3 
1. Very satisfied. • . • . . • • . • • • 21 28 
2. Fairly well satisfied . . • . . • . . 29 38.7 
3. So-so . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • 12 16 
4. Fairly dissatisfied • . • . . . • • . 4 5.3 
5. Very dissatisfied . • . • • . . . • • 5 6.7 
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A- 24 . Did you share in the writing of it? 
o. No answer • . . . . . . • . • • • . • 6 8 
1 • Yes . • • • • . • . • . . • . • . • • 46 61 . 3 
2. N.o • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . 23 30 . 7 
A- 25 . Was the job des cription ( vrhat you 
thought you wer e expected to do) 
agreed to on your coming the same 
as vrha t you found you vrere actually 
expected to do when you arrived? 
o. No answer • • • . . . . . • . • . . • 4 5. 3 
1 • Yes . . . • . • • • . . • • • 47 62 .7 
2. No • • • . . • • • • • • . . . • • . 24 32 
A- 26 . Was your job des cription current \vith 
your work pattern? 
o. No ansvTer . . . • . . • . . . • . 12 16 
1 • Yes . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • 49 65 . 3 
2 . N"o . • . . . • • . • . . • • 14 18 . 7 
A- 27 . To vrhom did you consider you \vere 
mos t directl;l responsible for your 
work? 
o. No answer • • • . . • . • • . . • • . 0 0 
1 • College administration . . . . . • 7 9 . 3 
2 . Board of direc tors . . • . . . • . • • 33 44 
3 . The denomination directly . • • • • • 23 30 . 7 
4 . Local church . . . . . . • . . . • 10 13 . 3 
5. Nobody . . . • . • . • • . . • • . • . 0 0 
6 . Other . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • • 12 16 
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A- 28. \fere lines of responsibi lity clear? 
o. No answer • • • . . . . • . • • • 1 1 • 3 
1 • Ye s . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . 52 69 . 3 
2 . N.o . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . 22 29 . 3 
A- 29 . How ivas your personal r elationship to 
those to whom you were r esponsible in 
the previ ous anm.ver? 
o. No ansiver • . • • • • . • . . • • 0 0 
1 • Very sa t isfactory • . • . . . . . . • 44 58 . 7 
2 . Satisfac tory . . • . . . . . . 19 25. 3 
3 - So- s o . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 4 5.3 
4 . Somewhat diffi cult . . . . 6 8 
5 . Very confli ctual and difficult . . . . 2 2 . 7 
A-30. Did you experience understanding and 
cooperation wi th them? 
o. No answer . . • • • • . . . . • • 0 0 
1. Yes • • . • . . • . • . . . • . . • • 63 84 
2 . No • . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . • 12 16 
A- 31. In vrhat areas did you experience mis-
understanding and conflict v.ri th those 
to whom you wer e respons i ble? 
o. N'o answer . • • . . • . . . . . • • • 20 26 . 7 
1 • Theology . • . • . • • • . • • • • • • 10 13 . 3 
2 . Goals of Hork . • . . • . • . . . 20 26 . 7 
3 . Methods of work . . • • • . . • • • • 20 26 . 7 
4 . Areas of primary concern for work . • 15 20 
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5. Division of res ponsibility . • . • • . 1 1 14 . 7 
6 . Criteria of ef fectiveness . • . . . . 22 29 . 3 
7 . Pe r sonal . • . . . . • • . . . . • 8 10 . 7 
8 . Other • • • . . . • • • . • • • • 15 20 
A- 32 . How was t he campus ministry received 
by the adr..ini . tration? 
o. No answ r • . . . . . • . . . . • 19 25 . 3 
1 • Welcomed a s important part of the 
campus vJOrk . • • • • . • . . • . • • 38 50 . 7 
2 . A neutral recognition as the denom-
inational ( inter- denominational or 
non- denominational ) representatives • 13 17 . 3 
3 . Indifferent . . • • • • . . . • . 5 6 . 7 
4 . Rebuffed or discouraged • • • . . • • 0 0 
Hov1 was your campus ministry received 
by the administration? 
o. No ansvrer . . . • • • • • • . . • • • 26 34 . 7 
1 • vlelcomed as important part of the 
campus \vork . . . • . • • • . • • • . 33 44 
2 . A neutral recognition as the den om-
inational ( inter - denominational or 
non- denominational ) representative. • 12 16 
3 . Indifferent • • . • • . • • • • • • • 4 5. 3 
4 . Rebuffed or discouraged • . . • • 0 0 
A- 33 . Approximately hmv many professional 
contacts did you have with members of 
the administration in an academic year? 
o. No answer . . • . • • . . . . . . • . 1 1 . 3 
1 • None to five . . • . . . . • . 5 6 . 7 
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2 . Six to fifteen . . . . . . . • • . . • 22 29 . 3 
3 . Sixteen to t\venty - fi ve . . . . . . . • 15 20 
4 . Twenty - six or more . . • • . . . . • • 32 42 . 7 
A- 34 . Hov! was the campus ministry received 
by the faculty? 
o. No ans,.,er· • • . . . . . • • . • • 5 6 . 7 
1 • 1tlelcomed as colleague . • • • • • 13 17 · 3 
2 . Recognized as pastor to : students . • 45 60 
faculty . • 18 24 
administration . . 1 1 14. 7 
3 · I ndifferent . . . . • • • . • • . . . 11 14 . 7 
4 . Rebuffed or discouraged • • • • • . • 0 0 
How was your campus ministry received 
by the faculty? 
o. No answer . . • • . • . . . . . • 24 32 
1 • l,'>lelcomed as colleague . • . . . . • . 11 14 . 7 
2 . Recognized as pastor to: students . . 40 53 . 3 
faculty . . 19 25 . 3 
administration . . 12 16 
3 . rndifferent . • . . • . . • • • . • . 1 1 . 3 
4 . Rebuffed or discouraged • • . . . . • 0 0 
A- 35. Approximately how many professional 
contacts did you have with members of 
the faculty in an academic year? 
o. No ans1.ver . . . . • . • . . . . . • . 1 1 . 3 
1 • None to five . • . . . . . • • • . 0 0 
2. Six to fifteen . • . • . . • . • • . • 9 12 
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3. Sixteen to t wenty-five. . . • • • • • 15 20 
4 . Twenty-six or more. • . . • • . . . • 50 66.7 
A-36. How was the campus minis try received 
by the students? 
o. No answer . • • • . . • • • . . • • • 8 10.7 
1. Respond vrell to program and ministry 
as a whole . • . . • . • . . • . . . • 47 62.7 
2. Respect but did not respond . . . • • 14 18 .7 
3. Indifferent . . • . . . . . • • • . • 6 8 
4. Negat ive attitude s hown . • . 0 0 
Ho"' was your campus ministry received 
by the students? 
o. No answer . . . . • . • • • • . • • • 25 33-3 
1 • Res pond well to program and ministry 
as a whole . . . . . . . . . . . • 35 46.7 
2. Respect but did not respond . • • • • 10 13-3 
3. Indifferent • . • . . • . . • . • 5 6 .7 
4. Negative attitude shown . • • • • • • 0 0 
A-37. How were you received by fellow pastors 
in your · conference , area or synod? 
o. No answer . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 2 2.7 
1 • Accepted and respected as a col-
league in the ministry . . . . . . . . 37 49.3 
2. Vie1'1ed as temporarily rrout" of the 
real ministry or on fringe . . • • 35 46.7 
3. Other . • • . . . • • . • . • • • • • 1 1.3 
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A- 38 . How was your relationship with other 
campus ministers? 
o. N.o answer . • . . • . . . . • • . . . 1 1. 3 
1 • Very cooperative and close 
relationship . . . . • . • • • • • . . 49 65 .3 
2. Somewhat cooperative, 't-li th 
fellowship . . . • . • . • . • • • 24 32 
3. Little cooperation or fellOiATS hip . • • 1 1.3 
4. Isolated in work and fellowship . . • 0 0 
A-39 . What was the place of your operations? 
o. No answer . . • • • • • . • • • • • • 0 0 
1 • Local church centered . . . . • . • . 25 33'·3 
2. Separate student center 
(denominational) . . . . . . . . . 31 41 .3 
.. 
student center 3. Cooperative (denominational office) . . . . . • . 6 8 
4. Campus center (inter or non-
denominational 
-
c. A. ' etc.) . . . • . 18 24 
A-40 . Did you work closely with the local 
minister(s) of your denomination? 
o. No answer • • • • . • • . • • • • • . 1 1. 3 
1 • Yes . • . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . 55 73 . 3 
2. No • • • . . . • • . . • . . . • 19 25.3 
A-41 . Did you experience understanding and 
cooperation with him (them)? 
o. N'o answer • . . • • • . • . . . . . . 10 13 .3 (If same person as in A-30, not 
necessary to answer) 
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1 • Yes • • • • . • . . . • . . • . • 56 74 . 7 
2 . No . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • • . 9 12 
A- lt2 . In what areas did you experience mis-
understanding and conflict with him ( them) ? (if same person as in A- 31, 
not necessary to answer) 
o. N'o answer . . • • • . • . . . • • • . 35 46 . 7 
1 • Theology • • • . • . • • • . . • . • 8 10 . 7 
2 . Goals of work . . • . . . . . . . 18 24 
3 . Methods of vlOrk . . • . . . . . . 17 22 . 7 
4 . Areas of primary concern for wor k 12 16 
5. Division of responsibility . . • . • . 8 10 . 7 
6 . Criteria of effectiveness . . • . 14 18 . 7 
7 . Personal . . . • . . . • • . . . . 6 8 
8 . Other • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 8 10 . 7 
A- 43 . To what extent did you have profes-
sional participation in the life and 
pr ogram of the local church? 
o. No answer . . • . • • • • • • . • . • 3 4 
1 • A considerable extent • • . • . • . . 30 40 
2. Some . • • • . • • • • . . . . 30 lto 
3. Litt le. . . • • • • • • . • . • . 9 12 
it . None . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • . 3 4 
A- 44 . vlere you in a multi le staff relation 
f or your ·rork on campus? 
o. N.o answer • • • . . • . • • . . . • . 1 1 • 3 
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1 • ~s • • • . • • . • • • • . . . . . • 4-3 57 . 3 
2 . No 
• • • . • . • • • • . . • . . 31 4-1.3 
A- 4-5 . How was your relationship with 
that staff? 
o . N.o answer . . • • . • . . • . • . . • 31 4-1 . 3 
1 • Very satisfactory . . . . • • • • • • 28 37 -3 
2 . Fairly satisfactory . . • . . . • 7 9 . 3 
3 . So- so • • . • • • • . . • . . . • . • 5 6 . 7 
4- . Fairly dissatisfactory . . . • . . • . 3 4-
5. Very dissatisfactory . . • • . . • 1 1 • 3 
A- 4-6 . Hov.r vJas the financial support fo r your 
work from the churches or other sources? 
o. No answer . • • . . • . . • • • . . • 1 1 • 3 
1 • Very good . • . • • . • • • • • • . • 16 21 . 3 
2 . Good , but could be improved . • • . • 37 4-9 . 3 
3 . Barely adequate • . • . • . • . • • . 19 25 · 3 
4- . Poor . • • • . • • • . . . • . . • 2 2 . 7 
A- 4-7 . How was the moral support from the 
local church for your \<Fork? 
o . No ans1ver • • • . • • • • . • • • 5 6 . 7 
1 • Very good . . . • . • • . . • • • • . 23 30 . 7 
2 . Good , but could be improved . • • . • 30 4-o 
3. Fair . • . . • . • • • . • . . • • 13 17 · 3 
4. Poor . • • • • . . . . • . • • • . • • 4- 5. 3 
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A- 48 . How was t he moral suppor t f rom your 
a rea , synod or conference f or your 
work? 
o. No ans\ver 
• • • . . . • . . . • . 2 2 . 7 
1. Very good . • • • . . . . . • . . 21 28 
2 . Good , but could be i mpr oved 
• . • . . 41 54 . 7 
3 . Fair . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . 8 10 . 7 
4 . Poor . • • • • . . • . • . . . • . . • 3 4 
A- 49 . Wha t was your approxi mate salar y at 
the beginning and a t t he termi nation 
of your campus mi nis t ry? No housing 
or other allowances included . 
Begi nning 
o. No ans't·rer • • • • • • • . • • • • . • 3 4 
1 • Less than $4000 . • • . • • • • • 41 54 . 7 
2 . $4000 - $4999 . . • . • • • . • • • • 18 24 
3 . :u>5000 - . 5999 . • . . . . • • • • . • 9 12 
4 . $6000 - $6999 . • . • • • • . • • • • 3 4 
5. $7000 - $7999 • • • • . . • • • • • • 1 1 . 3 
6 . $8000 or above . • . • . . • . . • 0 0 
Termination 
o. N'o ans\ver . . • . . . • • • • • • • • 3 4 
1 • Less t han $4000 • • • • . . . . . . . 5 6 . 7 
2 . $4000 - $4999 . • • . . . . . . . 16 21 . 3 
3· $5000 - $5999 • . . • • • • • . • • . 22 29 .3 
4 . $6000 - $6999 • . • • • . • . • . . • 22 29 .3 
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5. $7000 
- $7999 . . . • . • • • . • • . 4 5 . 3 
6 . $8000 or above . • . . . . . . . • . . 3 4 
A- 50 . What was your evaluation of your 
termina tion salary? 
o. N.o answer . • . • • . . . . • . • • • 0 0 
1. Very well satisfied wit h it • • • . . 14 18 . 7 
2 . Fairly vrell satisfied . . . . • • • • 37 49 . 3 
3 . So- so . • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • 14 18 . 7 
4. Fairly dissatisfied . • . • . . . • • 9 12 
5. Very dissatisfied with it • . . . 1 1.3 
A- 51 . The follm..ring are some objectives one 
might have in a campus ministry career . 
Would you circle each as to the i mp or-
tance it had in your campus ministry? 
Holding or \•Tinning students for church . 
o. No answer . . • • . . . . • . . . . . 4 5. 3 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance . • • 62 82 . 7 
2 . Little or no i mportance . • • . • • . 9 12 
Stimulate personal life commitment 
to Christ . 
o. No answer . . • . • • . . • . . • . . 3 4 
1 • Great or modera te importance . . . • • 70 93 . 3 
2 . Little or no i mportance . . . . . • . 2 2 . 7 
Develop good churc hmans hip . 
o. No answer . • . . . . . . • . • • . • 2 2 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance . • • • • 67 89 . 3 
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2. Little or no i mpor tance 
• . • • . • . 6 8 
Encourage decision for church vocations. 
o. No answer . • • • • • . . . . • • 2 2.7 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance. • • • • 55 73-3 
2. Little or no importance • • • . • • • 18 24 
Develop the spiritual life of students. 
o. No answer • • . . . • . • • . . . . • 2 2.7 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance. • • . • 69 92 
2. Little or no importance . . . . • • • 4 5.3 
Develop i n tellectual growth and 
understanding of faith . 
o. No answer • • . • • • . . . • . • . • 1 1 ·3 
1 • Great or moderate i mpor tance. • • • • 74 98 .7 
2. Little or no i mportance • . . . • . . 0 0 
Develop leadershi p abili ty. 
o. No ans-v1er . . • • • • . . • • . • • • 3 4 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance . . • . . 59 78 .7 
2. Lit tle or no importance . . . . • 13 17-3 
To make a Christian personal witness 
and group i mpact on campus. 
o. No answer • • • . • • . • • • . • . • 5 6. 7 
1 • Great or moderate importance. • . • • 67 89 .3 
2. Little or no importance . . • • • . • 3 4 
Other. 
Great or moderate i mportance . . • • • 7 9 -3 
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A- 52 . \fere you able to move tmvard fulfilling 
these objectives at your last campus 
ministry position? 
o. No answer . . . • . . . • . • . . • . 
1 • Yes . . . • • • . . . • • . • . • . • 
2. No • • • • . • • . • . . . . • . . • 
A- 53 . Below are some activities a campus 
minister might do . In your last campus 
position , how frequently did you do 
each of them, and hovT much did you 
enjoy each? 
Programming 
Frequency 
0 . No answer . . • • . . • . 
1 • Quite frequently . • • • • . . . . 
2. Occasionally . . . • • • . . . . . . • 
3. Rarely or none . . • • . • • . • . . . 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer • • . . . . . . . • . • 
1 . A good deal . . • . . • . . . . . . • 
2. Some . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 
3. Little. • • • . . • . • . . • • • 
Counseling 
Frequency 
0 . No a:.•1s' ... er . . . . . . • . . . . . . • 
Q.uite ?requen tly . • . • . . . . . . • 
# 
6 
67 
2 
2 
55 
17 
1 
5 
29 
35 
6 
1 
52 
If! ;o 
8 
89 .3 
2. 7 
2. 7 
73 .3 
22 . 7 
1. 3 
6. 7 
38. 7 
46.7 
8 
1 • 3 
69 . 3 
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2. Occasionally . • . . • • • . • • . . • 22 29 .3 
3. Rarely or none . . • . • . . . 0 0 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer • . • . . . • • . . • . • . 3 4 
1 • A good deal . • . . . . • • . . • . . 59 78 . 7 
2. Some. • . • • . • . • . . • • . • . • 13 17 . 3 
3. Little . • • • • • . • • • • • • • 0 0 
Calling 
Frequency 
o. No answer . • . • . • . • . • 3 4 
1. Quite frequently . . . . . . • . . . • 19 25 . 3 
2. Occasionally . • . • . • • • • 33 44 
3. Rar ely or none . . . • . . . • . . 20 26 . 7 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer . • • • . • • . • . . • 4 5. 3 
1 • A good deal . • • . . . • • . • • 22 29 . 3 
2. Some . . . • • • . . . • . • • . • • • 33 44 
3. Little . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • 16 21 . 3 
Personal study 
Frequency 
o. No answer • . . . . . • • • . • • 3 4 
1 • Quite frequently . . • . • . . . • • . 29 38 . 7 
2. Occasionally . . . . • . . . . 35 46 . 7 
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3. Rarely or none . . • • . . • . . • . . 8 1 o. 7 
Enjoyment 
o. No ans~trer . . • . . . . . . . • • 5 6. 7 
1. A good deal . . . . . . . • . . . 57 76 
2. Some . . . • . . . • . . . . • . • 13 17 .3 
3. Little . . . • • • • . . . • . . . 0 0 
Administration 
Frequency 
o. No answer . . . • • . • . . • . . 1 1 • 3 
1 • Quite frequently . . . . • . . . . • . 47 62 . 7 
2. Oc casionally . . . . . . . . . . . 24 32 
3. Rarely or none . • . . . • . . . . 3 4 
Enjoyment 
o. No ans-v1er . • . . • . • • • . . . . • 4- 5. 3 
1. A good deal • • • • . . . . . . . • . 14 18 . 7 
2. Some . . . • • . . . . . . . . 34 4-5 . 3 
3. Little . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 23 30 . 7 
Public relations and fund raising 
Frequency 
o. No answer . • . . • • . • . . . • . • 2 2. 7 
1. Quite frequently . • . . . . . . • 16 21 . 3 
2. Occasionally . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 48 
3. Rarely or none . . • . . . . . . . . . 21 28 
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Enjoyment 
o. No ans\ver . . . . . • . . . . 3 4 
1. A good deal . • . . . . • . . 4 5.3 
2. Some . . • . • • • • • . . • . 30 40 
3. Little . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 50 . 7 
Social service and action 
Frequency 
o. No ans\ver • . . • . . . . . . . . 2 2. 7 
1. Quite frequently . • . . . . . . . . . 14 18 . 7 
2. Occasionally . . . . . . . . . • . 45 60 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . • . 14 18. 7 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 4 
1 • A good deal • . . . . . . . . . • 33 44 
2. Some . . . . • . . • . . • 31 41 . 3 
3. Little . • • • • . . • . . . . . . 8 10. 7 
Teaching 
Frequency 
o. No answer . . . . . • • • . • 3 4 
1 • Quite frequently . . . . • . . . . • • 31 41 . 3 
2. Occasionally. . . . . . . • • . . 28 37 -3 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 17 .3 
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Enjoyment 
o. No ans\ver . • . . • . • . • . • . • . 4 5-3 
1 • A good deal . . . . • • . . . 59 78.7 
2. Some . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 1 1 14. 7 
3. Little. • • • • . . . . . • • • . 1 1. 3 
Group study 
Frequency 
o. No answer • . . . . . . . . . . • . • 2 2. 7 
1. Quite freque::1tly . . . . . . . . . 42 56 
2. Occasionally . . . • . . . . • • • 28 37 . 3 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . • 3 4 
Enjoyment 
o. No ansv.1er . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2 2. 7 
1 • A good deal . . . . . . • . . . . . • 61 81 . 3 
2. Some. . . . . . • . . . • . • 12 16 
3. Little . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • 0 0 
\A/ork with faculty 
Frequency 
o. No answer . . • . • . . . • • • . 3 4 
1 • Quite frequently . • . . • . . 17 22 . 7 
2. Occasionally . . . • . . . . . . . . . 38 50.7 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . . . • • 17 22 . 7 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer . . . . . . • . • . • . . . 4 5.3 
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-
1 • A good deal . • . . . • . . . 50 66 . 7 
2. Some . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 24 
3. Little . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ll-
Preaching or leading of worship 
Frequency 
o. No ans-v:er . . . • . . . . . . 2 2. 7 
1 • Quite frequently . . . . . . . . . 35 46 . 7 
2. Occasionally . . . . . • . . . . . . . 30 40 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . . • 8 10 . 7 
Enjoyment 
o. No ans-vrer . . . . . . . . . . • • 3 4 
1. A good deal . . . . . . . • . . . 54 72 
2. Some . . . • . • . • • • . . • . . 17 22 . 7 
3. Little . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 1 ·3 
Taking stands college disapproves of 
Frequency 
o. No ansvrer . . • • . • • • . . . . . • 2 2. 7 
1 • Quite frequently . • • • . . • . • . • 4 5. 3 
2. Occasionally . . . . . . . . . . • 39 52 
3. Rarely or none . . . • . . . • . . • • 30 40 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer . . . . . . . • . . • . . • 7 9.3 
1 • A good deal . . • • . . . • . . • . . 10 13 . 3 
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2 . Some . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. Little . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Taking stands denomination not like 
Frequency 
o. No ans1ver . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 • Quite frequently . . . . . . . . . . • 
2. Occasionally . • . . • . . . • 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Enj oyment 
o. 
1 • 
2 . 
3. 
No a.nswer • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.A good deal . . . 
Some . • • . . . . . . . . . . 
Little •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Organize social events for students 
Frequency 
o. No ans1ver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Quite frequently . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 . Occasionally •• . . . • • . . • • 
3- Rarely or none •• . . . . . . . . . . 
Enjoyment 
o. No ansv.re r • . . . . . . . . . 
1 • .A good deal ••.•••••••••• 
2 . Some . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
# % 
31 
27 
4-
3 
26 
4-2 
12 
12 
22 
30 
3 
15 
34-
23 
4-
9 
38 
5. 3 
4-
34- . 7 
56 
16 
16 
29 . 3 
4-o 
4-
20 
4-5 .3 
30 . 7 
5. 3 
12 
50 . 7 
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3. Little . . . . . . . 
Organize cell groups 
Frequency 
o. No ansv1er . . . . 
1. Quite frequently . . 
2 . Occasionally . . 
3. Rarely or none . . • 
Enjoyment 
o. No anSi.ver • • • . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . . . • . . • 
. . . . • • . • • 
. . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal • • . . . . . . . . • • • 
2. Some •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. Little •• 
Staff meetings 
Frequency 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
o. No answer . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Quite frequently •• . . . . . . . . . 
2 . Occasionally .•• . . . . . . . . 
3. Rarely or none . . . . . . . . . 
Enjoyment 
o. No answer . . • . • . • . • . . . . • 
1 • A good deal • . . . . • • . . . . . • 
2 . Some . . . . • . • • . . • • . • • . • 
3. Little . • . . . . . . . . . . 
24 
6 
6 
36 
27 
6 
19 
35 
15 
5 
32 
30 
8 
6 
10 
45 
14 
190 
32 
8 
8 
48 
36 
8 
25 .3 
46 . 7 
20 
6. 7 
42 . 7 
40 
10 . 7 
8 
13 . 3 
60 
18 . 7 
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A- 5lr . How much positive change did you see in 
the students you worked with at your last 
campus position in the following : 
Spiritual maturity 
o. N:o answer • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal or some . . . . . . . 
2 . Little or none •••. • • • . . . . . 
Intellectual understanding of faith 
o. Wo answer • . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal or some • • . . . . . . . 
2 . Little or none . • • • • . . . . . . . 
Social awareness or concern 
o. No answer • . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal or some • • . . . . . . . 
2 . Little or none . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Leaders hip ability 
o. No ansv1er • . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal or some • . . . . . . . . 
2 . Little or none ••••• • • . . . . . 
Churchmanship 
o. No answer • . . . . . . . 
1 • A good deal or some • . . . . . . 
2 . Little or none ••• . . . . . . . • • 
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9 
6lr 
2 
8 
65 
2 
9 
57 
9 
10 
56 
9 
9 
53 
13 
12 
85. 3 
2. 7 
10 . 7 
86 . 7 
2. 7 
12 
76 
12 
13 . 3 
7lr . 7 
12 
12 
70 . 7 
17 . 3 
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Personal commitment 
o. No answer • • . • • • • • • . . . • • 8 10.7 
1 • A good deal or some . • • . . • . • • 61 81.3 
2 . Little or none . • . • • • • • . • 6 8 
B. Change of profession 
B-1. Ho'ltT long before you actually left did you 
start thinking about leaving the campus 
ministry? 
o. No answer . . . • . • . . . . . . • • 5 6 .7 
1 • Less than six months . . • • • 27 36 
2 . Six months to one year . . . . . . . . 17 22 . 7 
3. One year . . . . . . . • . . . • . 9 12 
4- . One and one- half year . • • • . . . . 7 9-3 
5. Two or more year s • . . • . • . . . • 10 13-3 
B-2. \vha t was t he initial factor influencing 
your leaving t he campus ministry? 
(Push) 
o. No answer . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 1 • 3 
1 • Difficult relationships • • . . . . • 11 14.7 
2. Age factor . • . . . . . . . • . . 4 5. 3 
3 . T'ime to move (done all could, out of 
i deas , etc .). . . . . . . . . . • . . 5 6 .7 
4-. Dissatisfaction with present duties or 
a desire for other functions. . . . . 12 16 
5. Inadequate finance (for work ~ salary, 
accommodation ). . . • . . . • . • • • 7 9. 3 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
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Lack of status ••• . . . . . . . 
Original intent for a shor t term 
in campus ministry •••• 
Family relations •••• . . . . . 
(Pull ) 
9. Call to a parish or interest in 
teaching or other good situation . 
1 0 . Study • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 
. . 
B- 3 . vfuat was the culminating factor in-
fluencing your leaving the campus ministry? 
(Push) 
o. No ans-v1er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 . Fired (or threat of ) or resignation . 
2 . Difficult relationships . . . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Time to move •• . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dissatisfaction with present duties 
or a desire for other functions • • • 
Need for better finances or housing • 
(Pull ) 
6 . Acceptance of call or offer to parish, 
teaching, or other situation .•••• 
7-
8. 
9. 
Study •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Desire to live elsewhere . . . . . . . 
Long range vocational obj ectives . . . 
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1 
3 
2 
26 
5 
2 
4 
7 
6 
2 
2 
45 
6 
1 
1 
1 . 2 
4 
34. 7 
6. 7 
2. 7 
5.3 
9.3 
8 
2. 7 
2. 7 
60 
8 
1.3 
1 • 3 
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B- 4 . At \vha t age did you leave t he campus 
mi nistry ? 
o. No ans1ver . . . . . • . • . . • . . • 1 1. 3 
1 • Twenty- five to t hirty- four . . • • . • 20 26 . 7 
2 . Thirty- five to forty - four • • . • . • 44 58 . 7 
3 . Forty- five to fifty - four . • • . . . • 6 8 
4. Fifty- five to sixt y- four . . . . . 4 5. 3 
B- 5. ~lould you have stayed i f you had 
received a chapl ain ' s position with 
preaching and teaching responsibilities? 
o. No ansv1er • • . . . • . . . . . . 6 8 
1 • Yes . • . . • . . • . . . . . 25 33 . 3 
2 . No • . • . • • . . . . . . • . . 44 58 . 7 
B- 6 . What other deve l opments or change in 
the campus mi nistry mi ght have helped 
you stay? 
o. No ans-v1er . • . . • • . • . . . • 22 29 .3 
1 • N.one . • . . . . . . . . • 24 32 
2 . Teaching . • . . . . . . . . . • . 8 10 . 7 
3 . Pr ea ching . . • . . . . • 2 2 . 7 
4 . Better COOperation i n vTOrk Or more 
assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4 5. 3 
5 . Better f inances : 'ivork . . • . • . • • 7 9 . 3 
sala ry or housing . . . . . . . . 12 16 
6 . Opportunity f or more fami l y parti-
cipa tion or more time with f amily • . 2 2 . 7 
7 . Hore fr eedom . . . . . . • • . . . • • 3 6 . 7 
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8 . Job opening or opportunity . • . . • . 1 1 • 3 
9 . Better moral support . • . . . • • 7 9 . 3 
1 o. Don ' t know . . . . . • . . 1 1 • 3 
11 • Better status . . . . . . • . . . 3 4 
B- 7. If married , what was your wife ' s general 
reaction to the campus ministry? 
o. No answer . . . . • . • • • . . • 2 2 . 7 
1 • Very favorable . . . • . • . . . . 38 50 . 7 
2 . Favorable • . . . . • . . . • . . 23 30 . 7 
3 . So-so . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 6 8 
4 . Somewhat unfavorable . • • • • • . 6 8 
5 . Very unfavorable . . . . • • • . . • • 0 0 
B- 8 . How i mportant -vms each of the following 
in your de cision to leave the full - time 
campus ministry? 
Personal health problems 
o. No answer • . . . • . . • . . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . 5 6 . 7 
2 . Little or no importance . . . 64 85 . 3 
Other personal problems not related 
to profession 
o. No answer . . . . . . • . • . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • . . 7 9 . 3 
2 . Little or no importance • • . . • 62 82 . 7 
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Family problems rela ted to profession 
o. No ans1<1er . . . • • • • . . • . . . • 8 10 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance . 5 6. 7 
2. Little or no importance . . . • . . • 62 82 . 7 
Desire to be more at home with family 
o. No ans1.,er . . . . . . 6 8 
1. Great or moderate i mportance . . • 16 21. 3 
2. Little or no importance . • . . . • . 53 70 . 7 
Too much travel 
o. No answer • . . . • . . . . . . . 6 8 
1 • Grea t or moderate importance . . . • . 3 4 
2. Little or no importance . • . . • 66 88 
Work l oad too demanding for time available 
o. No answer • . • • . . . . . . • . . • 4 5. 3 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . . . . 21 28 
2. Little or no importance • . . . • • . 50 66 . 7 
i-lork moves in too many different directions 
o. No answer • . • . . • . . . . . . • . 5 6. 7 
1. Great or moderate importance . • • 18 24 
2. Little or no importance . . . . . 52 69 .3 
Desired less narrow age span for ministry 
o. No answer . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 4 5. 3 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • . • 20 26 . 7 
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2 . Little or no importance . . • . . . . 51 68 
Was offered too good a position to turn 
do-vm 
o. No answer • . • . • • • • • . . . • • 3 4 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • . • 31 41.3 
2 . Little or no importance . • . . • . . 41 54 . 7 
Change of direction of call for ministry 
o. No ans,.,rer . . • . . . . . • . • • . . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . • . 36 48 
2 . Little or no i mportance . . . 33 44 
Feel talents and personality better fit 
new job 
o. No answer . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 7 9.3 
1 . Great or moderate importance . . • . • 31 41 . 3 
2 . Little or no importance • . . • . 37 49 .3 
At this pa rticula r time, your services were 
needed in ne-vr position 
o. No answer . . • • . • • . . . • • 3 4 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . . . 43 57 -3 
2 . Little or no importance . • . . • • • 29 38 . 7 
Original intent to enter for short 
period only 
o. No ansv1er . • . . . . . . . • . . . • 5 6. 7 
1 . Great or moderate i mportance . . • . • 10 13 .3 
2 . Little or no importance . . • • • 60 80 
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Poor relationship \-lith Board of Directors 
o. No ans\.,rer . . . . . • • . • . . . 6 8 
1. Great or moderate importance . . . . • 5 6. 7 
2. Little or no importance . . . • . . . 64 85 . 3 
Poor relationship with administration 
o. No answer • . • • . . • • . . . • 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . • • 4 5. 3 
2 . Little or no importance • • . . . • . 65 86 . 7 
Poor relationship 'tvi th faculty 
0. No answer . • • . . . . • . . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . 2 2. 7 
2. Little or no importance . . . • . . • 67 89 . 3 
Poor relationship with other campus ministers 
o. No ans\ver . . • • . . . . . • 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . . 2 2. 7 
2. Li ttle or no importance . • • . • . • 67 89 .3 
Poor relationship \-lith local church 
minister ( s) 
0. No answer . . • . . • . . . . . • . . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . . . • 8 10 . 7 
2. Little or no importance . • . • . • . 61 81. 3 
Town - Gown friction 
o. No answer • . • . . . . . . . • . • . 8 10 . 7 
1 0 Great or moderate importance . . 0 • 0 2 2. 7 
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2. Little or no importance . • • . • . • 65 86 . 7 
Lack of respect or support fr om parish 
minister colleagues 
o. No answer . • . • . . . . • . . . 6 8 
1. Great or moderate importance . • • 7 9.3 
2. Little or no importance . . • . . • . 62 82 . 7 
Lack of church understanding and moral 
support 
o. No ans\.;er . • • • • • . • . . . . • . 5 6. 7 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . . • 1 1 14. 7 
2. Little or no importance . • . • . • • 59 78 . 7 
Insufficient financial support for program 
o. No ans,.,e r . • . • • . • • • . • . . • 4- 5.3 
1 • Great or moderat e importance . . . 17 22 .7 
2. Li ttle or no importance . • . . • . • 54 72 
Insufficient financial rev,rard ( salary) 
o. No answer . . . • • • • • . . . • • . 5 6. 7 
1. Great or moderate importance . . . 17 22 . 7 
2. Little or no importance . . . . . 53 70 . 7 
Lack of good advancement possibilities 
o. No answer . . . • • . . • • . . • . • 6 8 
1 • Gr eat or moderate importance . • • • . 14 18 . 7 
2. Little or no importance . • • • . . . 55 73 · 3 
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Lack of feeling of satisfaction in work 
o. No ans,.,rer . . • • . . • . . . • • 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance. . • . • 1 1 14.7 
2. Little or no importance . . . 58 77 -3 
Feel too old for effective campus ministry 
o. No answer . . . . . . • . • • . . . • 5 6 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate i mnortance. • • • • 9 12 
2. Little or no importance . . . • • . • 61 81 .3 
Campus ministry too unsettled and 
experimental 
o. No answer . . . . • . • . . • . . • • 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance. . • . • 4 5. 3 
2. Little or no importance . . . . . . . 65 86 .7 
Non- preparedness for profession : 
Psyc hological 
o. No answer . • • . • • • . • . • • • • 12 16 
1 • Great or moderate importance. . • 0 0 
2. Little or no i mportance . . . 63 84 
Academic 
o. No answer . • • • • . . • . . . • . • 9 12 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance. . • • • 5 6.7 
2. Little or no importance • • • • . . • 61 81.3 
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Church goals for campus ministry not in 
line with your 0\ID 
o. No answer . . • . . . . • • . • . . . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . . • 1 1 14. 7 
2 . Little or no importance . . • . . . • 58 77 -3 
Church methods for ministry to campus not 
compatible with your own 
o. No answer • . . • • . • . • • . • . • 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate i mportance . • • 12 16 
2. Little or no importance . • . . • 57 76 
Lack of official recognition or status 
on campus 
o. No ansv.rer • • • • • • . . . • . . • . 6 8 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • • • 5 6. 8 
2. Little or no importance . • • • • • . 64 85.3 
Adverse campus clima te of opinion : 
Student 
o. No ans\ver • . • . . • • • • • . • • • 7 9. 3 
1 • Grea t or moderate i mportance . . . • . 7 9. 3 
2. Little or no i mportance . . • . . . . 61 81 . 3 
Faculty 
o. No ans1:1er • • • • • . • • . . • • • • 8 10 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • • • 4 5. 3 
2. Little or no importance . . . • . • • 63 84 
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Administration 
o. No ans1·1er • . • • • • . • • • . • . • 7 9. 3 
1 . Great or moderate importance . • • • • 6 8 
2. Little or no importance . . . . • 62 82 . 7 
Lack of adequate preaching or teac hing 
opportunity 
Preaching 
o. No anm . ver . • . • • . • . • • • . 7 9-3 
1. Great or moderate importance . . . • • 19 25. 3 
2. Little or no importance • • . • . • • 49 65 .3 
Teaching 
o. No answer • • • . • • . • • • • • . • 7 9-3 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • . . • 13 17 · 3 
2. Little or no importance . . . . . • . 55 73 . 3 
J ob description undesirable 
o. No a..n.swer . . . • • . . . • . . • • . 8 10 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . . . • 10 13 .3 
2. Little or no importance . • • . . • • 57 76 
Demoralized by transiency of students 
as a four year ucongregationtt 
o. No answer . • • • • . • . • • • • • • 7 9.3 
1 • Great or moderate importance . • • • • 11 14. 7 
2. Little or no importance • . • . • • • 57 76 
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Other 
o. No ansv1er . • • • . . • • • • • • 65 86 . 7 
1 • Great or moderate importance . . • . • 10 13 . 3 
2 . Little or no importance . . . • • • • 0 0 
B,- 9. Is your present posit i on that for which 
you left the campus ministry? 
o. I'fo answer . . • . • • . . 1 1 • 3 
1 • Yes • . . . . . • • . . • . . . • 52 69 . 3 
2. No . • . . . • . . . • • . . . • 22 29.3 
B-10. What factors about your present posi-
tion induced you to take it? 
o. No a.l'lsiver • • . • • • . • • • • . . • 6 8 
1 • Interest in it or seen as significant 
opportunity . • . • • • . . • 18 24 
2 . Teaching. . . . • . • • . • • • • . • 16 21 . 3 
3. Salary . . . . . • • • . • • . . • 10 13 . 3 
4 . t'lider ministry . . . • . • • . • . . • 17 22 . 7 
5. I mpelled by call . . • . . • . . . . • 9 12 
6. Preaching • • . . • . . • . . . • • • 10 13.3 
7. Status increase . . . . . . • . . . . 6 8 
8 . Stable . . . . . . . • 2 2. 7 
9. Desired other part of country . . . . 1 1. 3 
1 o. Time to change . . • . . • . . • • 3 4 
B- 11 . Describe briefly your present position : 
o. No answer • . . • • . • . . . . . • • 2 2. 7 
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1 • Administrative or executive . . . 13 17 · 3 
2 . Teaching . . • • • • . . . . • 18 24 
3 . Parish . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • 37 49 . 3 
4 . Communications or film making . • 2 2 . 7 
5. Graduate student . . • . . • • • . 2 2 . 7 
6 . Experimental ministry (lay academy) 1 1 .3 
B-1 2 . Hmv do you feel about your present 
position? 
0 . No ans'l.ver . . . . . . . . . • . . • • 1 1. 3 
1'. Very well satisfied • . . • . . • • . 49 65 . 3 
2 . Fairly well satisfied . • . . • . 19 25 . 3 
3 . So-s o . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . 6 8 
4. Fairly dissatisfied • . . . • • • . • 0 0 
5 . Very dissatisfied • . • • . . . • . • 0 0 
B-13. I f dissatisfied , why 'r 
o. No ans'l.ver • . . • . • • . . • . . • . 66 88 
1. Disappointed expectancy • • . • • • • 1 1 . 3 
2 . Too much administration . • . . . . . 2 2 . 7 
3 . Dis content with status guo . . • • • • 3 4 
4. Dissatisfied financially . . • . . . • 1 1. 3 
5 . Question making a go of it . . • • • • 1 1 • 3 
6 . Too many pressures .• . . • . • . • • • 1 1. 3 
B-1 4 . Do you expect to move from your 
present position ? 
o. No answer . • • • • • . • • • • • • • 1 1. 3 
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1 • Fairly soon . • . . • . • • • • . • • 7 9-3 
2. N.ot for a few years • . . • . . . . • 22 29 .3 
3. Not for a long time • • . • . • • . • 26 34. 7 
4. Don ' t lmow . . . • • • • • • • • . • • 19 25 . 3 
B-1 5. If marr ied , what is your· wife ' s 
reaction to your present job? 
o. No answer • . • • • . . . . . . • . • 2 2. 7 
1 • Very favorable. • • • • • . • • • • • 37 49 . 3 
2. Favorable • • • . • . • • • • . . • • 26 34.7 
3. So- so • • . • • . • • . • . • • . 9 12 
4. Some1.vhat unfavorable . . . . • . . . • 0 0 
5. Very unfavorable. • . . . . . • • 1 1. 3 
B-1 6. Do you think you will stay in your 
present type position? 
o. No answer • • . . • . • • . • • • 4 5. 3 
1 • Yes . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • 60 80 
2. No • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • 1 1 14. 7 
B-17. If no , what type would you prefer 
and why? 
o. No ansv1er • . • • . . . . • • . . . . 59 78 . 7 
1 • Work with youth . . • . . . . . • . • 2 2.7 
2. Parish. . . • . . . . . • . . • • • • 7 9 •. ~ 
3. Teaching. . • . • • . • . • • . • • • 1 1. 3 
4. Return to cam nus ministry • . . . . . 4 5.3 
5. Undecided • • . . . • . • . • • . • . 2 2. 7 
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B- 18. In what range is your salary in your 
present position? (Not including 
housing or other allowance s ) 
o. No answer . • . • • • • . • • • • . • 0 0 
1 • Less than $4000 . . . • • . • . . • . . 2 2 . 7 
2 . $4000 
- $4999 . . . • • • . • • • 3 4 
3 . 5000 - $5999 . . . . . . . . . . . • 12 16 
4 . $6000 
- $6999 . . . . . • . . . . 16 21 . 3 
5. $7000 
- $7999 . . . • . • . . . . 22 29 . 3 
6 . $8000 or above . . . . . . . • . • 20 26 . 7 
B-1 9 . \·Jhat is your evaluation of that salary? 
o. No ans\ore r · • . . . • . • . . . . . • • 0 0 
1. Very well satisfied with it • . • . • 33 44 
2 . Fairly vrell satisfied . • • . • • 27 36 
3 . So- so • • • • . • . • . . . . . . 1 1 14 . 7 
4 . Fairly dissatisfied . . • • . 4 5. 3 
5. Very dissatisfied with it • • • • . • 0 0 
c. Pe r sonal da t a 
c -1. In what denomination were you ordained? 
o. No answer . . . • . • . • • • • . . • 0 0 
1. Methodist . . • • • . • . . • • • 21 28 
2 . American Baptist Convention • • . • • 6 8 
3 . Pr esbyterian. . . • • • • . . . . . • 1 1 14. 7 
4 . Episcopal . . . • . . . . . • . . . • 12 16 
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5. Disciples of Christ . • . . . . • . • 3 4 
6. National Lutheran Council . . . . . . 1 1 14.7 
7. United Church of Christ • . • • • . . 10 13 .3 
8. Evangelical United Brethren • • • • . 1 1 • 3 
c- 2. What is your present relationship 'toJ'i th 
your ordaining church? 
o. No answer • . • . • • . . • . • . • . 1 1 • 3 
1. Pastoral category • • . • . . • . 48 64 
2. Special category . • . • • • . • . • • 18 24 
3. Severed • • . • • • . • • • . . • 4 5. 3 
4. Other • . • • . . • • . • . . • . 4 5. 3 
c- 3. With what denomination are you 
affiliated now? 
o. No ans-vrer • • . • • • . • . • . • 2 2. 7 
1. l'1ethodist • . . • • . • • . . . • . • 21 28 
2. American Baptist Convention . • . . • 4 5.3 
3. Presbyterian . . . . . . . . • . . . • 12 16 
4. Episcopal • • • . • . • . • . 12 16 
5. Disciples of Christ • . • • . . • 3 4 
6. National Lutheran Council . . . • . . 10 13 . 3 
7. United Church of Christ • . . • • . . 10 13 . 3 
8. Evangelical United Brethren . • . . • 1 1.3 
c- 4. Sex : 
o. N-o answer . . • . . • . . . . . . 0 0 
1 • Male . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 75 100 
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2. Female . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • 0 0 
c - 5. Marital status : 
o. No answer . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 0 0 
1 • Narr i ed . . • . . . . • . . . 72 96 
2. Divorced . • . • . . . . . • • . • 2 2. 7 
3. Separated . . . . . . . . . . . • 0 0 
4. Widower . . • . • . • . . . . 0 0 
5. Single . . • . • . . . . . . . 1 1 • 3 
c - 6. Age at last birthday : 
o. N.o ansvter . • . . • . • • . • • . • • 0 0 
1. Twenty - five to thirty- four . . . • . • 8 10 . 7 
2. Thir t y- five to forty- four • • • . . • 41 54 . 7 
3. Forty- five to fifty - four . . . • • 19 25 . 3 
4. Fifty- five t o sixty- four . • . . . • • 7 9-3 
c - 7. Academi c degree last completed : 
o. No ans\ver • . • . . . • . • . . • • • 2 2. 7 
1 • B. D. or s . T. B. . . . . . • . • 35 46 . 7 
2. M. A. . • . . . . . • • . . • • • 14 18. 7 
3. s . T. 1'1 . • . . . . . • . . • • • 13 17 .3 
4. Ph . D. • • . • • . • . • . . . • 8 10 . 7 
5. Th . D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2. 7 
6. Ed. D. • • • . • . • . . • . . • 1 1.3 
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c- 8 . Are you cur r ently vror king on a further 
degree ? 
o. No ans\lter . . . . • . • . . . . . • . 2 2 . 7 
1. Y.es . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . 18 24 
2 . No . . . . • . . • . • • . . • • 55 73 . 3 
c - 9 . If yes , \>That degree ': 
o. No ansvJ'er . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 57 76 
1. l1aster 1 s . . . . • . • • . . . • • . • 5 6 . 7 
2 . Ph . D. • • • • . . . • • • . • • . . 9 12 
3 . Th . D. • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . 4 5. 3 
C-1 0 . Did you leave the campus mini stry to 
seek fur t her academic preparation? 
o. No answer • . . • . • . . • . . . 1 1 · 3 
1. Yes • • . • . . . . • . . . . 14 18 . 7 
2 . N.o • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • 60 80 
C- 11 . If yes , "YJhy? 
o. No ans'l.ver . • . • • . • . • . . • • . 64 85 . 3 
1. For teaching. . . . . . . . . . • 7 9 . 3 
2 . Better preparation for work in the 
university . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . 7 
3 . Study for other field of work . • . • 2 2 . 7 
C- 12 . If yes , do you expect to : 
o. No ans-vrer • . . • . • • • • • • . • . 65 86 . 7 
1. Return to campus ministry . . • • 0 0 
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2 . Go into parish ministry . . . . • . • 2 2 . 7 
3 . Go into teac hing . . . . . • . • • . • 7 9 . 3 
4 . Go into administration . . . . . . . • 0 0 
5 . Other . . • • • • • . • • • . . • 1 1 • 3 
C- 13 . Did you have any specific coursework 
dealing 1<1i th the cam:9us ministry? 
o. No ans1ver . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . 7 
1. In seminary . . . . . • • . • • . 17 22 . 7 
2 . After seminary . . • . . . . . . • 18 24 
3 . Never . . . • . • . • . . . • 38 50 . 7 
KEY : 
1 • 
2. 
APPENDIX B 
RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE ON·: SOME FACTORS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR CAMPUS MINISTERS 
LEAVING THE CAMPUS MINISTRY 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WIFE 
# = number of wives responding 
% = percentage of respondents 
Aft er you began t he campus ministry with 
your husband , were you surprised to find 
out how different it was from your 
expectations? 
o. No ans\ver • . • • . • • • • • • • • • 
1 • Yes , greatly sur prised . . . • • . 
2. Yes, somewhat sur prised • . . • • . • 
3. No, not surprised . . . . . • • • . • 
What changes occurred in your expectations, 
if any? 
# 
2 
2 
15 
40 
o. No ans1.<1er • • . • . . • • • . . • . • 42 
1 • Idea of student relationshi ps . . . • 3 
2 . Better experience t han expected . 3 
3. Hany more f acets to job seen. . • . • 2 
4. Disappointed in lack of support 
by church . . . . • . . . • . • • . • 2 
5. Disappointed in administrative, 
organizational, etc. duties and lack 
of personal ministry . • • . . • . • • 1 
6. Disappointed in not being able 
to share ministry . . • • • . . • . • 1 
7. Hore apprecia tion of the work as· 
mission frontier. . . . • . • • • • • 1 
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% 
3.4 
3.4-
25. 4 
67 .8 
71 . 2 
5 
5 
3.4 
3.4 
1.7 
1 • 7 
1 • 7 
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8. Much more intensive than expected . . 3 5 
9. Missed church relationships . . . . . 1 1. 7 
3- How 1r1ere t he relationships between your 
husband and those to whom he \.ras directly 
responsible at his last campus ministry 
position? 
o. No answer . . . . . • • • • • • • • • 1 1.7 
1 • Very satisfactory . . . • . . . • . • 37 62 . 7 
2. Satisfactory . • • . . . • . • . . . • 14 23 . 7 
3. So- so . • . • • . . • • . • • • • 2 3. 4 
4. Some\vhat difficult . • . . . • • . • • 4 6.8 
5. Very conflictual and difficult . . . • 1 1. 7 
4. Ho\v was your husband ' s relationship to 
the other campus ministers at his l ast 
campus ministry position? 
o. No answer • • . . . . • . . • • . . • 2 3.4 
1. Very coonerative and close relation-
ship . . • • . . . • . • • • • . . . • 36 61 
2. Somewhat cooperative , with 
fell ovJship . . . . • . • • • . . • • • 20 33 . 9 
3. Little cooperation or fellowship . 1 1.7 
4. Isolated in work and fello\orship . 0 0 
5. HO\v was the relationship between your 
husband and the local minister ( s) of 
your denomination at his last campus 
position? 
o. No answer . . • • . . . . . • • • 6 10.2 
1 . Very satisfactory . • • . . . . • 27 45 . 8 
APPENDIX B.--Continued 
2 . Satisfactory • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
3. 
4. 
5. 
So- so • • • • • • • • . . . . . . 
Some1:1ha t difficult . . . . . . . . . . 
Very conflictual and difficult •• . . 
6 . \ihat was your evalua tion of t he salary at 
your husband ' s l a st campus position? 
o. No answer . . . . . . 
Very well satisfied with it • . . . . 
2 . Fairly well satisfied • . . . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
So- so • • • . . . . . . . . 
Fairly dissatisfied • . . . . . . . . 
Very dissa tisfied with it • . . . 
7. What particular reason(s) seemed to 
influence your husband most in leaving 
the campus ministry for your present 
position , or type position? 
1 • Personal health problems •• . . . . . 
2 . Other pe rsonal problems not related 
to the profession . • • • • • 
3. Family problems related to the 
profession. • . • • • • • • • . • • • 
4. Relations hi p with Board of Directors . 
5. Rela tions hi p with administra tion . . . 
6. Relations hi p with faculty •• • • 
8. 
Relations hi p with local church 
minister(s) •••••••••• 
Relationship with other campus 
ministers • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
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# % 
15 
5 
4 
2 
2 
12 
20 
12 
9 
4 
3 
0 
4 
2 
1 
0 
3 
1 
26 . 3 
8. 5 
6 . 8 
3.4 
3 .4 
20 . 3 
33 . 9 
20 . 3 
15. 3 
6. 8 
0 
6. 8 
3 . l;-
1 • 7 
0 
5. 1 
1 . 7 
1 o. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
1lt . 
APPENDIX B--Continued 
\vas offered too good a position 
to turn down . • • • • • • • • • • 
Felt talents and personality fit 
new position better • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
At that particular time , his services 
were needed in new place ••••••• 
Lack of feeling of satisfaction 
in the work • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
Insufficient financial reward ( salary ) 
Lack of good advancement possibilities 
15. Insufficient financial support for 
program . • . . . . . • • . . . . 
16 . Lack of Church understanding and 
moral support • • • • • • • . • • 
17 . La ck of respect and support from 
parish colleagues • • • • • • • • 
18 . 
19 . 
Lack of official sta tus or recog-
nition on campus ••••••••• 
Adverse campus climate : student . 
faculty . 
administration . 
20 . Campus ministry too unsettled and 
. . 
. . 
. . 
experimental ••••••••••••• 
21 . J ob description undesirable . . . 
22 . Theological problems with colleagues . 
23 . 
2lt . 
Feeling he was getting too old 
f or campus ministry • • • • • • 
Change of direction of calling 
i n ministry • . • • • • • • • • 
. . . 
. . . 
21lt 
# % 
10 
18 
16 
7 
5 
1 1 
5 
6 
lt 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
lt 
1 
5 
15 
30 . 5 
27 . 1 
11.9 
8. 5 
18 . 6 
8. 5 
10 . 2 
6 . 8 
1. 7 
1. 7 
0 
1.7 
0 
6 . 8 
1. 7 
8. 5 
25 . lt 
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# % 
25. Nbn- preparedness for profession : 
psychological . • • . • • • • • . 1 1. 7 
academic. • • • • . • . • • • • . . • 2 3. 4-
26 . Church goals for campus ministry 
not in line with his . • . • • . . . • 3 5 . 1 
27 . Church methods for campus ministry not 
compatible with his . . . • • . . • • 1 1 • 7 
2.8 . Town - Gmvn fri ction . . • • • • • 1 1. 7 
29 . Or i ginal intent was to enter for 
short time only • . . • • • • • . • . 4 6.8 
30 . Lack of adequate preaching or 
teaching opportunity . . . . • . • • • 7 11 • 9 
31. ~.van ted job with less travel . • • • • 2 3.4 
32 . Desired to be at home more with 
family . . . . . • • • • • • • 7 11 . 9 
33 . Work load too demanding for time 
available . . . . • . . . . . 7 11 • 9 
34. Work moved in too many different 
directions . • • • . . . . . • . . . • 5 8. 5 
35 . Desired to minister to less 
narrow age span . . . . . . . . • • • 6 10. 2 
36 . Demoralized by transiency of 
four year "congregation". . • . . . • 1 1. 7 
37 . Other . . • . . • . . . . . • 13 22 
8. Did you have a part in making the 
decision to leave'? 
o. N:o answer • . • . . . . . • • . . . • 2 3. 4 
1. Yes . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . 45 76 . 3 
2. No • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12 20 .3 
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9. If no , did you '\vish to have a part 
in making it? 
o. No ans1,rer . . . • • . . . . . . • . • 43 72 . 9 
1 • Yes • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 6. 7 
2. No • . . . • • • . • . . • • . • 12 20 .3 
1 o. Did you feel your husband adequately 
considered you and family in making 
the decision? 
o. No answer . . . • . . . • 2 3.4 
1. Yes . . • • . • • • • . . . . . • . . 56 94 . 9 
2. No . • • . . • • • . • . • . 1 1.7 
11. How does your husband seem to feel about 
his present job? 
o. No ansv1er . • . . • . • . . . • • 0 0 
1 • Very vrell satisfied . • . . • • • • • 34 57 . 6 
2. Fairly well satisfied • • • • . . . • 24 40 . 7 
3. So- so • . . • • . . . . . • • • . 0 0 
4. Fairly dissatisfied • • • • . . • • . 0 0 
5. Very dissatisfied . • • • . . • • • . 1 1 . 7 
12. What is your reacti on to his present job? 
o. No ans1ver • • • • • . . . . . • • . • 1 1. 7 
1. Very favorable . . • • • • • . • • • • 31 52 . 5 
2. Favorable . • . • . • • . . • . • • • 19 32 . 2 
3. So- so . . . • . . . . . . • . • • 7 11 • 9 
4-. Somewhat unfavorable . . • . . . . . • 0 0 
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# % 
5. Very unfavorable . . . • . • . • • • • 1 1.7 
13 . Vfuy? 
o. No answer • . • • • . . . . . . • . • 16 27 . 1 
Pro : 
1. Husband likes it , and it fits his 
abilities--fulfillment f or hi m. • . • 22 37 - ~ 
2. Good worki ng conditions--allow more 
time wi t h family . . . . . . • . . . • 6 10 . 2 
3. ~life feels she is more fulfilled here; 
f i ts her better . . . . . . . . • . • 9 15. 3 
Con : 
1 • Lack of freedom or independence . • • 1 1.7 
2. Time and other demands great--
family suffe r s . . • . . . . . . . . • 3 5 
3 . I t doesn 1 t fulfill husband or make 
full use of his talents . • • • • 2 3. 4-
4- . More difficult ministry . . • • • . • 1 1. 7 
5. Monetary reasons . . . . . . . • . . . 1 1. 7 
1lr. What is your evaluation of your 
husband ' s present sal ary? 
0. No answer • • . . . • . • • • • • • • 3 5. 1 
1. Very well satisfied \vith it . • • . • 21 35. 6 
2. Fairly vTell satisfied . • • . . . . • 20 3 .~ . 9 
3. So- so . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • 1 1 18 . 6 
4-. Fai rly dissatisfi ed • . . . . . • • . l;. 6. 7 
5. Very dissatisfi ed with it . • • . 0 0 
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15. Would you prefer your husband stay in 
present type position or return t o 
campus ministry? 
o. No answer . • • • • • . . • . 5 8. 5 
1. Stay . • . . • • • . . • . . • • • • • 36 61 
2 . Return t o campus ministry . • . • . • 8 13 . 6 
3. Other . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . 10 16. 9 
16. Why ? 
o. N.o answer . . • . . . • . • • • . • . 14 23 . 7 
St ay : 
1 • Fulfillment for husband--happy 
where he is . . • . • • . . . . . . . 20 33 . 9 
2. \·l ife likes "Yrork and family relations 
there • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • 6 10 .2 
3. Status better . • . . . . • . . • 5 8. 5 
4 . Too old for campus ministry . . • 4 6.8 
Return : 
1 • vl ife likes campus best . . . . . . . • 3 5. 1 
2. Most important mission seen on 
campus . . . • . . • . • . . • . • • • 1 1. 7 
3. Husband ' s talents best used on campus 3 5.1 
Other : 
1 • Unsure . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . • 1 1. 7 
2. Talents best used elsewhere . • . 3 5. 1 
3. Decision rests with husband . • . • . 4- 6. 8 
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Preface 
A Sug1ested Model 
fo1• 
The Student YI1CA Secretary 
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The Nature of the University \vorld is a bas. c factor •·Jhich must be taken into 
account in delineating the qualifications of the Student YHGA Secreta.ryo For 
exanole, in the University Community, Eggheads are normal, ;.deas are the main 
co~'Tioditi with t.fnich people l-tork, objectivity is the popular ideal., To give 
effective leadership to the Y:1CA in this kind of setting a man !irst of 'lll 
must feel at home there, 
Io He should be a person of informed and continually maturing Christian 
faith and should be committed to l:bring out his faith in the world -
not in withdrav.Jal from or denial of the world" A nominal, conventional 
relationship to a Christian Church and/or to Christian ideals and 
principles is not enougho The Student Yi1CA Secretary c ·.rries a heavy 
responsibility for helping others deal creatively tvith the is~ues of 
faith -~md doubt. To do this effect:i.vely requires a strong personal 
fa.i.th informed by continuous study and illumined by a meaning "ul t:ie-
votional lifeo 
II., He should be a person with a certain constellation of. personality 
factors (there can be a good bit of diversity; uniformity would be 
deadly)" These factors would include nexibility, inquisitiveness )! 
imagine.tion, warmth, emotional balance, initiative, friendliness, 
belief in people and ease in working with people, physical stamina~ 
good health physically and mentally. There may oe ot.herso 
IlL, He shou.ld be informed and able in de1aling with insights and concepts 
in the areas of: 
- The Biblical faith and major competing vlorld viewso . 
- The psychological factors which influence human behavior and developmento 
- The :najor structures of society and their rel1.tion to huma .. Tl behavior 
and developmento 
- The major philosophies of education wlnch operate in the colle3es and 
universities of the United Stateso 
.. :leligion in Higher Education and the structures and relationships o.f 
Studemt Re "';.igious worko 
IVa He should h~ve a high degre~ o£ competence in personal counseling, gr oup 
work procedures, social engineering and interpersonal relationshipso 
Vo He should have a high degree of: competence as an ad.Tflinistrator. The 
e'f'fective secret.ary will not ldok upon financing, work with Boards and 
comnrl.ttees, and interpretation of the Yt1CA and its work as less im-
portant nrofessional functions than -:mrking with program groupso On 
the contrar-.r he uill recognize that organizatione~ structures providt~ 
Model Student Secretary 
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the channels through which the values about uhich he is concerned \n 
ryrogram are communicated and preserved, He will, therefore, be as con .. 
cerned to sharpen his administrative skills as his pro ;ram skills o He 
ld.ll also look upon the functions of administr-ation as additional op-
portunities to l.nterpret and communicate the values about which he is 
concemed., 
,Tio He should hJ.ve a professional orientation and commitment to the :toung 
Hen 1 s Christian Association and a clari tz about the ~ of the Y11CA 
MovEI!lent in higher edu.cationo Hhile the institution should not, and 
indeed must not, ask its professionals to serve it for its own sake, 
experience sug;ests th ·tt the most effective Student Secretaries have 
been those who sought to serve the Universj_ty and the Christian enter-
prise through the ~1CA because they saw in the YMCA a particular way 
of work that appeared valid and worth preservingo 
VIIo He should accept the fact that he l'Jill never fully achieve these ,;cals 
but he should be constantly working on them and growing toward then 
throughout his professional eareero Studying and listening, growi..ngs 
learning, maturing will be ways of describing him as a persono 
How much of this equipmenta 
Io Is native endownen.t and/or basic conditioning? 
IIo Can or should be acquired through academic preparation - general and 
professional prior to employment? 
IIIo Can be learned only or best through "on the job" exp2riences and the 
training processes l-Thich are related to job res?onsibilities? 
~?smd 
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L. The pro fessionaJ.. dema..n.ds made upon the Student [ h.~.t-'. ~ ecJ· ~ 1:.~ 1~;> ""e _1 • iJ" 
competence in a wide range of fields, He needs a Hcrkin ~ kr.o.~l"'JF.SE' c' 
historical Christian thought and contemporary +...l.eolo:·ic.,Ll t: e1 ds, He 
needs an understanding of the psychological and socialogica .. to. -1~r 
which mpinge upon the individual and society.. He nceris s!'1ecial ~kil>;o 
in general and business a.dminist!•ation and in p~rsonal ~mm.sr3l trg .ani 
work with groupso 
2., Men looking towa.J..~ a career in Y!1CA Work with St.udents shou.Ld pursue 
a broad liberal ar"ts program of undergraduate studies i'ollo,Je•4 b~ ._ 
program of study lookj_ng to an advanced degree ;~l~:t ~.. iu'~ 1 .ur1 !~: 
a.o Ba.sic general education in religion, including Fi.blJ.ca.:. l i t;,E r .,_-:, r• . ., 
history of the Christian Hovement, Christ.iar tnec>locr 'l1d G""' M..c~uim 
ethic so 
bo Specialized work of particular relevance to professlona1 -e1.1ce 
as a Student Y}ICA Secretary: counseling, group HOr-1~. o~ .. g£.Pj u., 
tional theory, general administration, etco 
Co Specia...lized 1-rork in or related to a discipline l;iLhi•l th~~ u.uivern ... ty 
othur than religion,. 
The a.&mnced degree may be taken in a:ny one of the ·t.hrue fi.•3lds cf ~·t•1.y 
represe11ted by a, ·b and c, but wnere such a degree prog,r::.m does r O·~ 'l.n 
elude s·~udy :Ln the ot.her two areasJ! ~upplementc:l iiOrK shoulri .;e wl .. w."'t ~· e..n 
3o Student.:; looking toward a career in YMCA w"Or}~ -vr.Lth t?tl·de:nt."' s 10-u.J d b; 
encouratted to take thei1:- religious st.udies in graduate ~chc 8l·i or ::su~­
ina.ries having an ecwnenical outlook and an J.nterdenor1 .natioP J. f ;;.t..a mt, hod;J' 
4o Student, Y:lCA Secretru.~es are expected to fulfill thE! requi.rerr~='n-~",s for 
official certification as YHCA Secretarir~s¢ C..<r~i ~·~.Cc ~ <..~· r" .r.; J • J 
minimal .req.u.renonts upon l-rhich 3.:J;;,r •Jecretm·.r : s eX;)eut 3~< • <. . u: • . c a 
training prograrn design9d to pro-v-ide spec:i.aJ.. c ompet.eon~e 1r. .t s ·"'tell" 
of work. The special mpetence required fc ~ offec vi ,p 1:, I f•> ,,,:;_-~~a 1.n 
an a.cad9lflic COlllllunity naeassitates a carefully planne·i. J!'< r·r'di J -· a.r1.k1nLc 
t:r<1..ining beyond the minimum reqw.rem·:mts fo!" certifl c 3.lJ .... o::: 
. 
5~ A nrof'c saional orientation and commitment, to ti1e YI'.CA .i.s ,:;,__;.~ 11t: . • to 
an effE.ctive cat'eer as a. Student YMCA Sa::reta:.•.f, Er.:per.idn•;e 'i"J~;t. ... t.s 
that tLe moft effectiv-e secretaries l-wve berm ·:.nose 1~t'C 30 tg,t>t t-: serve· 
th9 Un: .. versi ty 3...Tld the Christiar ente)~prise ·chrcugr. t!1" YH.!A br..calse rrey 
sa:H .; n thf.- Y -1CA s ]?.:'.rt~ cul<~r -:-:~ of Hnk th t app ~c. .:: ..J. v '0 c. ar :i uo1 h 
prese.7' i.ng, 
EP:rr1d 
Aclo,Pted. b] Personnel ~ }nPm.ttee 11/2,'>):? 
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ucriteria for Evaluation of Effectiveness 
of Campus Christian Centers" 
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age 2 
b. Does it see the campus as a whole or does it concentrate on one segment': 225' 
1. Does it take into account needs of different groups of students, such as resident, commuter, 
graduate, married, and special students? 
2 j To what extent does the center minister to faculty and administration? 
3. What ecumenical relationships exist in relation to the cer1ter? 
4. To what extent are students involved in intercollegiate program? 
5. How is the work of the center correlated with and complementary to other campus Christian 
work,.t 
6. Does the center have any influence on perspns who a re not directly invo lved in its program? 
c. Does the college or university administration recognize the campus Christian center staff as an 
1tegral part of the campus community: 
1. Does the administration (or faculty) refer students for counseling? 
2. Does the administration (or faculty) involve the Christian center staff in official consultation? 
d. To what depth does the program involve those persons it reaches: 
1. What changes are taking place, in individuals and groups? 
2. How is the change measured and evaluatEd? 
e. To what extent do students share in responsibility for the wo rk: 
1. Program? 
2. Finances? 
The most effective campus Christian center wi ll have specific, clear, and relevant objectives. 
a. Are these objectives under cont inuing study and improvement? 
b. Is the work of the center periodically eva luated in terms of these objectives? 
c. Does it hove adequate staff and facilities to make its goals attainable? 
age 3 
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• The most effective campus Christian center wi II hove a clear and growing understanding and 
ppreciotion of the nature and basic tasks of the university, and will seek to relate to them in 
ts own ministry. 
o. How well does the campus Christian center understand the nature and tasks of the university, and 
· how does it seek i ncr eo sed understanding? 
b. Does the center seek to further the fulfillment of the objectives of the college or university? 
If so, how? 
c. Does the center hove any objectives that conflict with those of the college or university? 
d. What significant contributions has the center mode to the total life of the college or university? 
e. Does the center show respect for the college or university by avoiding activity that would create 
serious public relations problems, unless profound convictions compel such activi ty? 
his document grew out of an article by Dr. Glen -Jtis iv\ortin, in the January, 1961 (Vo I. Ill, No. 2), 
sue ofl'Foundotions~' and retains most of the material presented there by him. The present form was 
repared by the local Program and Standards Committee of the I. C. C. in New England. 
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ABSTRACT 
The problem of this dissertation is to investigate the 
critical factors in why men leave the campus ministry . Those 
entering have not been making it a life-long ministry . Many 
leave it before they are forty years old to take a parish 
church or a teaching position . 
The method chosen was a questionnaire study on those 
men who left the campus ministry . The subjects included: 
1 . full-time campus ministers 
2 . male 
3. ordained 
4. who served during at least five calendar years 
5 . who left the profession between 1950 and 1962 
6 . and who belong to the denominations or agency in-
eluded in the National Student Christian Federation . 
Names and addresses were received from the denominations 
or agency or else were gathered from their mailing lists. 
The questionnaires inquired into the last campus situation, 
stated reasons for leaving, and present vocational situation . 
A special attempt was made to get the attitude of the wife 
of the minister by use of a supplementary form. The instru-
ment was pre-tested with two groups of campus ministers for 
clarity of the questions and adequacy of response alternatives. 
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Questionnaires were mailed to 168 ministers, of whom 122 
were finally qualified . Of these, seventy-five returns were 
received for a 61 .8% total valid response. 
The study includes a description of the profession re-
viewing its history, recruitment practices, job descriptions, 
professional training, and the marks of professional devel-
1opment . A section on role theory and role conflict for the 
campus minister is included giving some theoretical and re-
search basis for the hypotheses . The hypotheses are tested 
by comparison with the responses from the questionnaires . 
A new "push-pull" hypothesis resulted describing the re-
spondents ' reasons for leaving in terms of being "pulled" 
away from the profession by greater attraction outside it, 
or of "push" factors which came from within the profession 
forc.ing them out . 
T~e conclusions of this research are limited by the 
following factors: 
1 . The percentage of total valid returns was not as 
high as desired for confident generalizations (61 .8%) . 
2 . The representative return of the Disciples of Christ 
(50%) , Baptists (40%), and theY. M. c . A. (30%) 
was low . 
3 . A respondent bias exists toward the denominational 
type campus minister . There is also a bias created 
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by the five year limitation , since this assumes some 
degree of commitment to the campus ministry . 
4 . The conclusions apply only within the group studied , 
since there was no comparison of men who have left 
with those remaining in the campus ministry . 
As a result of the data of this study, the character-
istics of men who leave the campus ministry may be expected 
to tend toward the following pattern . 
1 . They express the lack of sufficient opportunity to 
preach or teach, as well as work with faculty . Ad-
ministration and public relations tasks occur more 
than desired . 
2 . They move to the parish ministry or into full-time 
teaching . 
3. The stated reasons for leaving reflect a "pull" from 
without rather than a "push" force from within the 
profession . Certain important "push 11 factors were 
noted , however . 
i . Reasons of interest or talents rather than a spir-
itual calling primarily motivate men to enter as 
well as leave the campus ministry . 
ii . They are more satisfied in their new situation 
and committed to staying in that type of work . 
4. They tend not to express difficult relationships as 
an important reason for their leaving . Exceptions 
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noted were the Methodists and the Y. M. C. A. sec -
retaries . They were also generally "push" oriented 
in contrast to the others . However, all tended to 
have areas of misunderstanding and conflict with 
those to whom they were responsible or local minis-
ter(s) in such areas as criteria of effectiveness, 
goals and methods, and areas of primary concern in 
the work . 
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